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ABSTRACT 

Bioartificial Liver (BAL) devices are extracorporeal systems designed to support or recover hepatic 

function in patients with liver failure. However, the design of an effective BAL remains an open 

challenge due, in part, to the conflicting requirements to simultaneously increase blood/hepatocyte 

mass exchange and prevent intradialytic haemolysis. One approach to the design of a BAL cell scaffold 

material is the use of cryogels which possess tunable properties allowing the creation of 

interconnected, macroporous matrices with a pore size of up to 150 µm. This is required for 

supporting both hepatocyte growth and allowing flow recirculation. Whilst poly(NiPAAm)-chitosan 

cryogels have previously been investigated for BAL application, no consideration of non-protein 

fouling characteristics or fluid dynamics in prototype device design was made and early studies 

indicated loss of device function after 90 minutes exposure to liver failure patient plasma. 

Furthermore, these cryogels showed pore size only up to 90 µm.  

In this work, a range of HEMA-based cryogels were synthesised by cryogelation technique. They were 

modified with alginate using different strategies to enhance the non-fouling surface properties and 

functionalised with an RGD-containing peptide to increase cell adhesion. Cryogels were characterised 

with a range of physical assays to evaluate porosity, pore interconnectivity, mechanical strength and 

flow resistance. Protein adsorption and in vitro studies were conducted to investigate non-fouling 

properties, biocompatibility and cell adhesion. Internal fluid dynamics was investigated with a Particle 

Image Velocimetry (PIV) setup which allowed the visualisation of flow inside cryogels. A bioreactor 

was optimised in a multi-layered design to enhance mass exchange and compared to a column version 

in terms of hepatocyte colonisation and synthetic functions. An in-line circuit of carbon monolith 

cartridge with bioreactor was used to assess cytokine adsorption from spiked plasma and its effect on 

hepatocyte growth inside the BAL. The stacked cryogel BAL prototype without cells was assessed for 

safety using a bile duct ligation (BDL) in vivo model of liver fibrosis.  

RGD-alginate functionalised HEMA-based cryogels were successfully synthesised with pore size up to 

150 µm, porosity of 88.76 % and 99 % interconnection of pores. Although pre and post synthesis 

incorporation of alginate did not affect porosity, the latter method was chosen because it did not 

affect the flow rate of the resultant cryogels. Alginate significantly reduced plasma protein adsorption 

to the modified cryogels (p< 0.001). RGD surface modification significantly increased cell adhesion (p< 

0.001) over time within in vitro studies using Human Healthy Liver (HHL) hepatocytes. PIV analysis 

showed laminar flow with little recirculation inside the cryogel pores and was used to refine the 

prototype to a multi-layered bioreactor design. The optimised BAL produced significantly more 

albumin and urea (p< 0.001) comparing to the column version with cell colonisation throughout the 

device length. Carbon monolith incorporation reduced cytokine levels in spiked plasma perfused 

through the cryogels in the first hour of perfusion (p< 0.001). Cytokine levels rose subsequently due 

to cell production on stimulation by the toxin-rich environment. Assessment of the no-cell multi-

layered cryogel prototype using a BDL in vivo model indicated that the device was safe to use with no 

significant effect on vital parameters and blood biochemistry.  

This work has developed and characterised a new surface-engineered cryogel-based BAL prototype 

with a multi-layered design to improve mass exchange in the bioreactor, extend device life and 

improve efficacy. An optical setup was used for the first time to allow visualisation of flow inside the 

macroporous scaffold. The work extends understanding of routes to optimise scaffolds for BAL. 

Further work to refine this model includes optimisation of the cell component and design parameters 

to improve hepatocyte loading for further improvement in maintained metabolic function. 
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1.1. Overview 

The liver is a complex organ and is involved in more than 200 vital functions including 

metabolism, immunoregulation, digestion, detoxification and synthesis. When the liver fails, 

it no longer detoxifies blood from toxins and metabolites, which accumulate in the body and 

contribute to multiorgan failure and death. For patients with liver failure, currently the only 

effective treatment is transplantation. However, a shortage of transplant organs means that 

20-30 % of patients die whilst on the waiting list. A number of alternatives to transplantation 

have been developed and can be divided into no cell and cell-based treatments.  

Non cellular, liver replacement strategies based on albumin dialysis act to remove albumin 

bound toxins in order to bridge patients to transplant or recovery. Whilst adsorption of a 

range of liver toxins and improved biochemistry have been observed, no clear, significant 

survival benefit has been reported. This is potentially because these devices lack the synthetic 

and metabolic function performed by the liver. To overcome this issue, cell- based strategies 

have been introduced and include hepatocyte transplantation, transgenic xenografts, 

implantable cell constructs and extracorporeal devices containing cells. Bioartificial liver 

devices (BALs) are part of the latter category in which a cell component is introduced within 

a bioreactor unit. Functional improvements in patients with liver disease showed that these 

devices are promising. However, no BAL have yet demonstrated an overall benefit in patient 

survival. In particular, although many different combinations of cells, scaffold material and 

design parameters have been investigated, no device currently maintains a viable cell fraction 

over time sufficient to bridge patient through to recovery or transplant. There are many 

contributing factors that lead to cell damage including poor fluid dynamics, use of materials 

with a propensity to blood protein bio-fouling or poor mechanical and porous properties, 

which inhibit oxygen and nutrient flow combined with inadequate cell-adhesive properties. 

Furthermore, exposure of cells within the bioreactor to liver toxins present in high 

concentrations in the blood plasma of liver patients may also reduce cell function.  

An effective BAL design should consider a number of key issues including optimisation of fluid 

dynamics in the bioreactor, use of a macroporous, non-fouling and cell adhesive scaffold in 

addition to incorporation of hepatocyte protecting adsorbents for maintenance of a large 

metabolising hepatocyte fraction over time. 
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This chapter will highlight the main challenges and the current gaps in the development of 

efficient BALs to support patients with liver failure in order to establish the rationale for 

developing new, surface-engineered, macroporous scaffolds with optimised design to 

improve fluid dynamics in the device. It will review the burden associated with liver disease 

and its pathophysiology, the development of and clinical outcomes for artificial and 

bioartificial liver devices, adsorbent materials which can be used in line with BAL to improve 

detoxification, macroporous materials suitable for BAL application and the use of fluid 

dynamics measurement to optimise bioreactor design.  

 

1.1. The burden of liver disease 

1.1.1. Incidence of liver disease 

Liver disease is a condition in which the liver is no longer able to fulfil its metabolic and 

detoxification functions due to a progressive deterioration of the cellular component. This 

impairment gradually causes first fibrosis, which is an accumulation of scarring tissue, and 

eventually cirrhosis, which is a severe deposition of scarring tissue that replaces healthy 

hepatocytes causing loss of liver functionality. Liver disease is an umbrella term for a range of 

conditions caused by many factors; the most important of which are alcohol consumption, 

viral infections, obesity and liver cancer [1].  

The number of deaths associated with liver disease worldwide is growing. In a 2010 study of 

the Global Burden of Disease, 1,030,800 deaths, representing 2% of the total deaths, were 

attributed to liver cirrhosis [2]. This condition is accentuated in developed countries, where 

life-style choices such as a sedentary life, a growing consuming of high fat foods and alcohol 

have led to higher liver disease associated mortality rates. As an example, in the US 

population approximately the 30% are affected by liver conditions [3]. In fact, overweight 

patients are likely to develop liver disease [4, 5]. Also in Europe 29 million people suffer from 

liver disease, of which 170,000 is estimated to die every year [6]. In the UK, liver disease was 

responsible for the 2% of total deaths between 2001 and 2009, positioning it as the fifth 

leading cause of death [7]. Data analysed by the Lancet Commission showed that the liver 

disease mortality rates have increased 4 folds since 1970 and it is currently the third cause of 

death in people between 18 and 65 years,[8, 9]. Liver disease has economic in addition to 
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clinical impact. A study from Younossi et al. [10] declared that in 2016 in Germany, Italy, 

France and United Kingdom, the number of patients with non-alcoholic fatty liver disease was 

52 million people associated with an annual cost of € 35 billion, ranging from € 354 to € 1,163 

per patient. For these reasons, it is crucial to understand and address liver disease in the 

immediate future.  

1.1.2 Liver failure  

Currently, the only clinically effective treatment for liver failure is transplantation. In general, 

after an acute episode of liver failure, life span is 96 hours without transplantation [11]. 5500 

liver transplantations are performed in Europe every year, but a shortage of donors is the 

limiting factor. In fact, only 20 % of patients worldwide are estimated to receive a transplant. 

In the past thirty years, the gap between the number of patients waiting for transplantation 

and organ availability has significantly expanded, as shown in Error! Reference source not 

found..1, resulting in the death of 1 in 7 patients on the waiting list [12]. A number of 

approaches have been investigated to temporarily replace the liver in order to bridge the 

patient to transplant or recovery. However, unlike end-stage renal failure where dialysis 

keeps patient alive and it is a common and well-established practice, there is no evidence of 

a significantly improved survival rate regarding extracorporeal devices for patient with liver 

failure to date. 
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Figure 1.1. Expanding gap between number of patients on the waiting list which continues to 

rise, number of transplants performed and number of donors in the US in the last three 

decades [13]. 

 

1.2. The complexity of the liver  

The complexity of liver structure and function means that the development of liver 

replacement strategies is a highly challenging task. The liver is one of the most complex and 

largest organs in the body comprising between 2% and 3% of total body weight [14, 15]. In 

order to generate a functional liver tissue in vitro, many aspects of natural physiology need 

to be addressed, both at the macro- and micro-scale, in order to recreate aspects of the 

environment that the cells sense in the native tissue, such as oxygenation, mechanical and 

shear stress.  

The liver is a well vascularised organ, receiving approximately 25% of cardiac output at rest, 

linking to the blood circulation by the hepatic artery and to the gastrointestinal system 

through the hepatic portal vein [14]. The liver can be described anatomically as a lobular 
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structure and functionally as an acinar structure. The lobules are visualised histologically as 

the building blocks of the liver consisting of loose hexagonally shaped tissue structures 

cornered by portal triads, which consist of a portal venule, arteriole and bile duct. Arteriole 

and venule blood drain into sinusoidal vessels separated from hepatocytes by an endothelial 

lining and draining towards a central vein.  

Hepatocytes are the primary functional cell of the liver, making up 70-85% of the liver cell 

population [16-18], and are referred as parenchymal cells. The hepatocytes process blood 

borne components in addition to numerous other synthetic and storage functions. 

Functionally the liver is divided into metabolic zones called hepatic acini [19], as shown in 

Figure 1.2. Hepatocytes are arranged around the hepatic arterioles and portal venules and 

the blood is supplied first to the cells closest to the arterioles, which is seen as the centre of 

the acinus, and then to the other external layers of cells. Based on this blood supply scheme, 

the acinus is divided into three zones depending on the distance to the blood vessels. The 

central zone 1 is highly oxygenated and the first to receive toxins and metabolites from the 

blood whereas later zones are less oxygenated. This different distribution creates hepatocyte 

heterogeneity with different functions among the different acinar layers of hepatocytes [20]. 

The difference in blood supply within hepatocytes underlines the importance of oxygenation 

and the micro-vascular environment for determining functionality. A number of other non-

parenchymal cells are important for liver function and include the liver macrophage Kupffer 

cells, the Ito-cells and the liver-associated lymphocytes [21, 22]. Hepatic stellate cells (HSC) 

are quiescent pericytes found in the space of Disse. These cells usually produce a small 

amount of extracellular matrix for the deposition of the basal membrane [23]. A scheme of 

the liver sinusoids with the different types of cells present is shown in Figure 1.3. 

The liver has a high regenerative capacity and can restore function on loss or damage to more 

than 70% of its mass. Hepatocytes are responsible for liver regeneration after acute 

inflammatory episodes [24] and can mediate liver re-growth to normal size without loss of 

function [25]. In humans, when the liver is reduced to one-third, it takes 8 to 15 days to 

regenerate [26]. For this reason, it is important to support liver function during acute episodes 

of liver failure with supporting devices, in order to provide the necessary time needed for 

regeneration.  
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Figure 1.2. Representation of the hepatic acinus. Blood flows into the centre (zone 1) and 

then drain into the vein (zone 3) [27]. 

 

Figure 1.3. Representation of a liver sinusoid. Sinusoids are fenestrated capillaries formed of 

sinusoidal endothelial cells and Kupffer cells. Hepatocytes are disposed along the sinusoids in 

sheet-like structures, separated from the sinusoid by the space of Disse. The blood flows from 

the portal triad through the central vein into the sinusoids [28].   
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1.3. Liver pathology 

Liver disease encompasses a range of conditions by which hepatocyte function is 

compromised. This impairment leads to the accumulation of toxins and un-metabolised 

substances in patient circulation such as bilirubin, glutamine, free fatty acid, mercaptans, 

aromatic amino acids, ammonia, lactate and inflammatory cytokines, which are involved in 

liver pathogenesis [11]. This situation ultimately leads to multiorgan failure as kidney failure, 

hepatic encephalopathy, heart failure and consequently, death. Severe liver failure carries a 

mortality rate of 60% [29]. There is a wide spectrum of liver injuries, depending on the cause, 

but all lead to the onset of liver fibrosis first and eventually cirrhosis if not successfully treated.  

Fibrosis is the abnormal deposition of collagenous scar tissue by the HSc due to a perturbation 

of the healthy wound-healing process [16, 30]. In particular, during liver damage, there is an 

accumulation of toxic agents which activate the Kupffer cells. After activation, the Kupffer 

cells start to release cytokines and platelet-derived growth factors [31]. These soluble factors 

unleash the loss of lipidic content of the HSc, in particular retinyl palmitate, which lead to a 

morphological change into fibroblast-like cells. This change activates the HSc, which start to 

proliferate and to produce an abnormal quantity of ECM components, leading to fibrotic 

tissue [32]. Cirrhosis is an advanced and more severe stage of fibrosis in which the fibrotic 

tissue produced disrupts the microvasculature, shutting down the blood supply to 

hepatocytes, and fills the space of Disse, blocking the exchange between sinusoids and cells 

[33]. This causes hepatocyte damage and death, with progressive loss of hepatic function, 

depending on the degree of the cirrhotic area.  

The primary causes of liver injury and onset of liver fibrosis and then cirrhosis are described 

in the following sections.  

1.3.1.  ALD and NAFLD  

Liver injury linked to excessive consumption of alcohol is defined as alcohol liver disease 

(ALD). Various factors can influence the damage caused by alcohol, including the dose, 

duration, sex, ethnicity [34]. In most studies, the minimum alcohol daily intake able to cause 

damage was between 40 to 80 g for an extended period of time [35-41]. 40 g of alcohol is the 

equivalent of 375 ml of 13 vol% of wine or 1 litre of beer of 5 vol% [42]. There are generally 

three stages of ALD: the first is the development of fatty liver or steatosis, that is the 
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accumulation of triglycerides in the hepatocyte cytoplasm. The second is alcoholic hepatitis 

(AH) and then chronic hepatitis with development of cirrhosis [34]. The progression of ALD is 

showed in Figure 1.4.  

 

Figure 1.4. Progression of ALD. The percentage regards the probability of developing the next 

stage of the disease if the alcohol consumption is perpetuated (> 40g of alcohol per day). 

There is also the possibility to develop alcohol hepatitis during the course of the disease. The 

modifying factors (green box) can act on the progression of the disease [42].   

The diagnosis is usually based on the history of alcohol intake of the patient and clinical 

evidence that there is a liver damage. Usually in ALD patients, the level of serum aspartate 

aminotransferase (AST) is between 2 and 6 times higher than in healthy people and the ratio 

between AST and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) is higher than 3, [43, 44]. Also physical clues, 

such as hepatic encephalopathy, ascites, spider nevi, visible veins on the abdominal wall and 

weakness, and histology can help the physician to diagnose a liver damage [45, 46]. The 

treatment and the therapy of ALD depend on the stage of the liver damage. Usually, if there 

is an onset of fibrosis or cirrhosis, this is treated as for any case of liver damage and is not 

ALD-specific. Some chemical compounds were studied in clinical trials, for example 

propylthiouracil (PTU), which should decrease the state of hypermetabolism due to alcohol 

[47, 48], S-adenosyl L-methionine (SAMe), a glutathione precursor with possible benefits [49], 

colchicine, which is a drug possessing anti-fibrotic and anti-inflammatory characteristics, 

thalidomide, adiponectin and misoprostol, which have anti-cytokine properties, but none of 
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these showed a significant beneficial effect in the treatment of ALD [50-54]. Although ALD is 

the second request for LT [55], approximately only 5 % of the patients are eligible for it [56]. 

This is because there is the perception that alcohol abuse is voluntary and self-induced and 

also because patients need to practice abstinence for a period of 6 months before undergo 

LT [57]. For this reason, mortality associated with ALD is still very high and disease-specific 

treatments need to be urgently developed.  

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is associated with obesity and insulin resistance and 

affects between 20 and 30 % of the population in developed countries [58]. NAFLD patients 

are likely to be the first candidates for LT in the next decade [59]. The first step of the disease 

is usually the accumulation of adipose tissue in the liver, progressing to more severe forms of 

steatosis leading to fibrosis, cirrhosis and sometimes also hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 

NAFLD can be subdivided in two categories; non-alcoholic fatty liver (NAFL), in which steatosis 

is the main characteristic with no hepatocyte damage, and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 

(NASH), in which beside steatosis there is a necro-inflammatory process with hepatocyte 

injury [58, 60]. However, the precise pathogenesis is poorly understood [61]. A two-hit model 

to explain NAFLD pathogenesis has been proposed in which the first part is characterised by 

a sedentary life, a diet with a high fat content, obesity and insulin-resistance. The second ‘hit’ 

is determined by an event which activates inflammation and fibrogenesis [62]. NAFLD is 

associated with the metabolic syndrome (MS), which is a mix of cardiovascular risk factors, 

such as coronary heart disease and high blood pressure, which is believed to increase the risk 

of developing type 2 diabetes mellitus [60]. Currently, there are no pharmacological approved 

treatments [59]. There is an on-going phase 3 clinical trial involving obeticholic acid, which 

targets the nuclear hormone receptor FXR, modulating the metabolism. This compound gave 

good results in a first trial to treat primary biliary cholangitis and it ameliorated NALFD fibrosis 

[63]. Other compounds were clinically evaluated but none showed effectiveness. 

Furthermore, since NALFD is the phenotypical manifestation of MS, it is likely that a patient 

will develop again the disease post-transplantation [64]. For this reason, also in this case, 

alternative disease-specific treatments need to be urgently developed. 

1.3.2.  ALF and ACLF 

The other classification of liver disease considers the health state of the patient. Acute Liver 

failure (ALF) is a rare and fulminating condition that affects relatively young people with a 
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previously healthy liver and is associated with high mortality. The incidence is less than 10 

cases per million persons each year in the developed world [65]. It is characterised by a 

precipitous and massive loss of hepatocytes followed by jaundice, encephalopathy, 

coagulopathy and progressive multiorgan failure [66, 67]. In developing countries, hepatitis 

viral infections are the most common cause, while in the developed world drug-induced liver 

injury, most commonly with paracetamol in the US and northern Europe, is the primary cause. 

[65]. Despite the cause, ALF leads to particular complications, for example onset of 

encephalopathy after 8 weeks, which commonly requires an emergency transplantation. 

However, ALF is often a reversible condition, in which complete liver function is restored in 

previously healthy patients. Treatments available for ALF patients in intensive care are mostly 

supportive and involve ventilators and supports for respiratory and cardiocirculatory 

dysfunction, dialysis for renal failure, plasma transfusion, administration of antibiotics and 

attempts for intracranial pressure reduction [68]. In particular, N-acetylcysteine is commonly 

used to treat paracetamol-induced ALF patients [69]. However, there is a lack of effective 

disease-specific treatments. Therefore, LT is still the gold standard and new specific 

treatments need to be addressed.  

Acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF) is a more complicated scenario with a set of conditions 

that may lead to irreversible liver failure. The definition ‘Acute-on-chronic liver failure’ was 

introduced in 1995 to describe a condition where two different hepatic injuries occurred at 

the same time, one chronic and the other acute [70]. The current definition was recently 

proposed and is more specific: ‘acute deterioration of pre-existing, chronic liver disease, 

usually related to a precipitating event and associated with increased mortality at 3 months 

due to multisystem organ failure’[71]. The diagrammatic representation of ACLF is showed in 

Figure 1.5, in which a patient with a chronic liver condition is subjected to an acute event 

which rapidly worsens with recovery dependent on the state of the liver. ACLF is still poorly 

understood due to the heterogeneity of triggering causes [72]. It is the fulminant 

deterioration of liver functions in patients with well-compensated cirrhosis and it is different 

from the normal course of the chronic cirrhosis. The most important difference is that ACLF 

is potentially reversible if the onset causes can be controlled, whilst chronic cirrhosis is 

irreversible. It is associated with a precipitating event such as hepatitis infection, 

inflammation, active alcoholism and sepsis, although in 40% of cases is not possible to 
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establish the cause and it can develop at any time during the progression of liver disease [73]. 

This clinical condition normally produces severe liver damage with jaundice, encephalopathy 

and multi-organ failure. Although a healthy liver would recover from an episode of acute 

decompensation, as happens in the case of ALF, this can be fatal in a patient with already 

compromised liver functions and for this reason, ACLF is associated with an extremely high 

short-term mortality of 50-90% [74]. The treatments available are similar to the intensive care 

measures for ALF to support organ failure and associated complications. It is challenging to 

treat ALCF also because in 40% of the cases the precipitating event is unknown [75]. 

Therefore, most of patients are transferred to transplantation centres for LT. However, again, 

the shortage of donors is the main problem in the treatment of ACLF and patients who do not 

receive a transplant have a survival rate of < 20 % [75].  

 

Figure 1.5. Clinical concept diagram of ACLF to help in differentiating this condition with 

chronic decompensated cirrhosis. Red line is the course of a patient with chronic cirrhosis, 

which eventually leads to multi-organ failure. This situation is usually irreversible, and the 

only effective treatment is liver transplantation. The blue line represent ACLF condition; the 

patient condition gets rapidly worse after an acute episode, but, depending on the state of 

the liver, it can be recovered before multi-organ failure occurs [76]. 
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To summarise, regardless of the cause of liver failure, the only current treatment with survival 

benefit is liver transplantation. The shortage of donor organs means that alternative 

treatments are urgently required. Many extracorporeal devices with and without a cell 

component were developed in the last decades aiming to bridge patient through 

transplantation or to provide a span of time in which liver can regenerate. Also tissue 

engineering approaches are currently investigated such as hepatocyte and stem cells 

transplantation, implantable constructs and transgenic xenografts.  

 

1.4. Liver assist devices 

Several liver assist devices (LAD) have been developed to support the failing liver, either 

bridging to transplantation or until spontaneous regeneration [77, 78]. The initial liver 

support systems were based on dialysis principles as for the treatment of renal failure which 

is highly efficient in the removal of water-soluble toxins [79-81]. However, these kidney 

dialysis devices are not able to remove albumin-bound toxins and, for this reason, they did 

not show a survival improvement in the case of liver failure [82]. The liver normally processes 

water soluble low molecular weight molecules, such as ammonia and some amino acids, and 

small hydrophobic compounds which are bound to albumin for blood transportation, such as 

bilirubin and bile acids [83]. In Table 1.1 are reported the main toxins processed by the liver. 

In liver failure, synthetic functions are compromised, meaning that albumin plasma 

concentration decreases and, simultaneously, the concentration of insoluble toxins increases 

[84]. These molecules are thought to be responsible for brain failure caused by hepatic 

encephalopathy, cardiovascular failure, hepatorenal syndrome and immunodepression [85, 

86]. More recent LADs aim to remove these albumin-bound toxins and are divided in two 

categories, artificial liver supports (ALs) and bio-artificial liver supports (BALs) [87-90]. The 

primary difference is that BALs incorporate a biological component, providing additional 

synthetic and metabolic functions.  
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Table 1.1. Classification of liver toxins [83].  

Toxin type Molecular weight Examples 

Small water-soluble 

molecules 

< 500 Da Ammonia, phenylalanine, 

tyrosine, creatinine 

Albumin-bound molecules  Low MW  Tryptophan and derivates, 

heavy metals, vasodilators, 

bile acids, bilirubin, 

mercaptans, fatty acids, 

neuro active substances 

 

1.4.1. Artificial Liver supports 

The first generation of ALs were based on hemodialysis and hemoperfusion systems. 

Hemodialysis for liver failure was firstly introduced in 1958 in the attempt to remove toxins 

such as ammonia and albumin-bound toxins which are thought to provoke hepatic 

encephalopathy [91]. These systems used polyacrylonitrile membrane with cut-offs up to 15 

KDa [92]. Hemoperfusion systems consisted of rigid supports made from anion exchange 

resins or activated charcoal for toxin adsorption in which the patient blood was perfused 

through [93, 94]. However, both systems did not show an improvement in patient survival 

rate in part because of inadequate removal of albumin-bound molecules [91]. The next 

generation of AL devices possessed more complicated circuits based on albumin dialysis 

aiming to remove specifically albumin-bound toxins from blood circulation. There are three 

main types of ALs which are based on albumin-bound toxin removal and are the most studied 

in clinical trials. 

 

• Molecular adsorbent recirculating system (MARS) 

The molecular adsorbent recirculating system (MARSTM) is the most frequently used AL and it 

was established in 1993 in Germany (Figure 1.6 A). Albumin solution is used as the dialysate. 

There are two circuits in the MARS device. In the first one, the blood from the patient passes 

against a hollow-fibre haemo-filter with an exclusion size of 60 KDa through which small, 
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water-soluble molecules but not albumin can pass. In the second circuit, an albumin 

containing solution is circulated in the counter-direction and acts as the dialysate. The 

concentration gradient causes the dissociation of the albumin-bound toxins from the patient 

blood which can cross the membrane and bind to the albumin in counter flow. The latter then 

passes through a high-flux filter to remove water-soluble toxins. Exogenous albumin is then 

regenerated by passing through two different absorbent units, an anion exchanger resin and 

an uncoated charcoal absorber. The regenerated solution is then reconnected to the primary 

circuit.  

 

First studies showed that MARS significantly removed some albumin-bound toxins. For 

example, in a study on 15 patients, a reduction of the 18% of bilirubin and of the 44 % of bile 

acids was observed after 6 h of treatment [95]. In another, a reduction of the 29 % of bilirubin 

and of the 43 % of bile acids was observed after 1 week of treatment in a group of 23 patients 

[96]. Another study demonstrated a reduction of the 24 % of bilirubin and 30 % of bile acids 

in a group of 18 patients [97]. Possible reasons for these small reductions in bilirubin could 

be the rapid saturation of the resin or the charcoal adsorbent units of the MARS and also a 

possible reduction in the binding capacity of albumin due to the stabilisers used in the circuit 

[98, 99]. Other studies demonstrated, together with a reduction in albumin-bound toxins, a 

reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokines. In a group of 24 patients, a reduction of the 25.5 % 

of bilirubin and of the 54.8 % of bile acids was observed, and also the levels of NO, TNF-, IL-6 

and IL-8 were significantly removed (p< 0.01). These molecules are thought to be implicated 

in inflammatory process and HE [100]. However, other studies showed no significant cytokine 

removal from plasma of patients with liver failure. In a study on a group of 17 patients with 

ACLF treated with MARS, the reduction in cytokine levels was not significant [101]. In another 

study on 64 patients,  for a total of 269 MARS treatments, although there were reductions in 

bilirubin (25 %) and chenodeoxycholic acid (32 %), there was no effects on cytokines removal 

[102].  

 

Regarding clinical outcome, there are controversial studies on MARS effectiveness in terms 

of patient survival. In a clinical trial, 18 patients with alcohol related ACLF were treated with 

MARS after inflammation as a precipitating event, and those treated with MARS had an 

improvement of HE compared to those receiving standard medical therapy (SMT). However 
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there was no significant cytokine removal nor improvement of renal function in both groups 

[103]. In another study, 27 ALF patients were treated with MARS and it was shown that 

treated patients had beneficial effects on HE and coagulation [104]. In a 2015 study were 

reviewed 7 different MARS clinical trials of which 5 were ACLF patients and 2 ALF patients. 

Controls were STM such as hemofiltration and renal dialysis. It was found that the therapy 

was efficient in short-term removal of albumin-bound molecules and improving HE, however 

it did not have an effect on survival [105]. The largest randomised clinical trial was performed 

in 2013 with the name RELIEF [106]. This study was conducted on 189 patients and compared 

to SMT. It showed the ineffectiveness of MARS on survival rate. In particular, there was no 

difference between the mortality in patients treated with MARS and with STM over a 28-day 

period, which was approximately the 40 %. There are also a few issues regarding 

contraindicative effects of MARS treatment including sepsis, coagulation and bleeding. The 

latter is due to the common use of heparin in the circuit. Citrate was found to be safer for 

longer treatment but still needs to be validated [107].   

 

• Fractionated plasma separation and adsorption (Prometheus) 

The fractionated plasma separation and adsorption device, commonly known as 

PrometheusTM, was developed in 1999 in Germany (Figure 1.6 B) [108].  In this device, the 

patient blood is pumped in the primary circuit and passes through a polysulfone filter which 

is selectively permeable to albumin. The albumin-rich solution then passes into the second 

circuit, which contains two absorbent columns. The first column contains a neutral resin and 

the second is an anionic exchanger to remove negatively charged toxins. After toxin removal, 

the cleaned albumin-rich plasma re-enters the primary circuit and a conventional dialysis with 

a high-flux polysulfone dialyzer (with a cut-off of 250 Da) is conducted to eliminate water-

soluble toxins.  

 

From data produced in the first decade since its development, Prometheus device showed 

improved ammonia (p< 0.005), total bilirubin (p< 0.005) and conjugated bilirubin (p< 0.005) 

removal compared to MARS device in both in vitro and in vivo trials [109]. This study 

compared data collected from 9 patients treated with MARS and 9 patients treated with 

Prometheus. In a more recent study, Prometheus significantly reduced the level of almost all 

the amino acids in a 9 ALF patients trial, helping the outcome of HE [110]. Regarding cytokine 
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removal, a study involving 11 ALF patients, which underwent 37 Prometheus treatments, 

showed a significant decrease (p< 0.05) in TNF-a, procalcitonin (PCT), C-reactive protein (CRP) 

and a1 fetoprotein, whilst there was no significant reduction in the level of IL-6, IL-8 and IL-

10. Prometheus was compared to SMT in a multicentre randomised controlled clinical trial 

called HELIOS in 2012 comprising of 145 ACLF patients and evaluated the survival rate at 28 

days and 90 days. No significant difference in survival rate was observed. Patients treated 

with Prometheus had a survival rate of 47 % compared to 38 % of the SMT control [107].  

 

• Single-pass albumin dialysis (SPAD) 

The simplest system of albumin dialysis is termed single-pass albumin dialysis (SPAD) and is 

based on haemodialysis principles (Figure 1.6 C). The blood from the patient is dialysed 

against an albumin-containing dialysate using a filter impermeable to albumin but permeable 

to small protein-bound molecules which are then discarded [29]. SPAD system is in general 

easy to perform because it only requires standard dialysis equipment. However, continual 

disregard of the spent albumin dialysate is expensive.  

 

One of the first studies reported that SPAD was similar to MARS in the in vitro removal of 

water-soluble (such as ammonia and creatinine) and albumin-bound molecules (such as 

bilirubin and bile acids) [111]. Another study compared the two devices and found that both 

significantly decreased the levels of serum bilirubin but only MARS was effective in the 

clearance of creatinine and urea [112]. However, this study was not randomised and 

employed more treatments with MARS than SPAD (136 and 37 respectively, on 57 patients). 

The only randomized study currently performed was in 2016 and involved the comparison 

between SPAD and MARS treatments in the reduction of bilirubin levels and the effect on 

clinical parameters on 32 patients (for a total of 69 treatments) [113]. They found that both 

systems reduced bilirubin, but only MARS treatments had an impact on clinical parameters 

(urea, bile acids and creatinine levels). This study showed also a non-significant removal of 

cytokines performed by both systems. SPAD could be used instead of MARS as a simpler 

alternative, however the correct parameters (such as albumin dialysate concentration, flow 

rate, etc) need to be further investigate and improved [86].  
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Figure 1.6. Scheme of the most studied ALs. (A) Molecular adsorbent recirculating system 

(MARS). (B) Fractioned plasma separation and adsorption (Prometheus), (C) Single-pass 

albumin dialysis (SPAD) [105].   

 

• Other type of ALs 

Some attempts have been made to improve the most common AL configurations cited above 

in an attempt to optimise them. For example, MARS was modified with a double adsorption 

system, double charcoal and double ion-exchange columns, incorporated in the albumin 

circuit. The outcome of this modified MARS version compared to the ‘classic’ version in a 4 

patients trial showed a potential improvement in terms of bilirubin and bile acid adsorption 

[114]. A novel device called advance organ support (ADVOS) was recently developed 

consisting of 3 circuits: the albumin dialysate circuit; an external blood circuit and a last circuit 

where albumin dialysate is split in two parts where pH and temperature changes remove 

albumin from toxins. In first studies the device showed a reduction of bilirubin in a porcine 

model, however no other studies have been published to date [115].    
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In conclusion, there are some beneficial effects in the use of ALs such as the improvement of 

jaundice, haemodynamic instability and hepatic encephalopathy and the reduction of portal 

and intracranial pressure. However, despite these beneficial effects, these devices have yet 

to demonstrate significant survival benefit in clinical trials [116, 117]. Furthermore, these 

devices do not possess the synthetic and metabolic functions of the hepatocytes. They only 

perform detoxification. In addition, unanswered issues remain including the optimal timing 

for treatment initiation, optimal frequency and duration of treatment and the biochemical 

and clinical parameters on which to decide the correct treatment [11].  

 

1.4.2. Bioartifical liver supports 

Bioartificial liver supports (BAL) were developed over the last 30 years and possess a 

bioreactor unit containing hepatocytes seeded onto a cell scaffold to provide the metabolic 

and synthetic function of the liver, since detoxification alone is not enough to support liver 

failure [118]. The first BAL system was proposed by Matsumura et al. [119] which employed 

a suspension of porcine hepatocytes perfused in a bioreactor placed in a Kiil flat dialyzer 

extracorporeal system. Within the BAL, blood from the patient passes through a bioreactor 

unit where the hepatocytes perform detoxification, macromolecule synthesis and 

intermediate metabolism function and then return detoxified and metabolised to the patient, 

mimicking in part the function of the liver. 

Key factors in the development of a bioreactor for BAL are the choice of cell source, the choice 

of the biomaterial used as a cell scaffold, the bioreactor design and optimal fluid dynamics 

for turbulent flow and hepatocyte-blood interaction. The realisation of an optimal bioreactor 

unit for BAL is very challenging. This is because many characteristics need to be considered 

together, including support of a high volume, metabolically active hepatocyte fraction over 

time with appropriate mechanical properties, maximising mass exchange between patient 

blood and hepatocytes with a flow rate that does not harm the cells, providing optimal 

oxygenation to avoid cell necrosis and promoting nutrient supply and waste removal, 

preventing blood activation, inflammation and avoiding the activation of an 

immunoresponse. From a tissue engineering point of view, the ideal BAL should mimic the 3D 

micro-architecture of the liver to extent cell viability and functionality for a long period of 

time [120]. Whilst a number of BAL designs have been considered in clinical trials, the 
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complexity of these issues means that a clinically effective BAL, which improves patient 

survival rates, has yet to be achieved.  

1.4.2.1. Bioreactor configurations 

Hepatocytes are anchorage-dependant cells and, for this reason, biomaterials in the form of 

membrane, polymeric matrix, microcarriers and scaffold are filled inside the bioreactor unit. 

The four main bioreactor designs under investigation are hollow fibre cartridge, flat plate, 

perfused or packed bed and encapsulation or suspension. These designs are illustrated in 

Figure 1.7.   

 

 

Figure 1.7. Most common designs of BAL bioreactors currently under investigation [81] 

 

The hollow fibre cartridge design is the most common configuration. It consists of a cylindrical 

column with hundreds of thousands of hollow fibres onto which the cells are cultured on the 

external part of the fibres while the culture media or patient plasma flows inside [118]. The 

fibres are made of a semipermeable membrane that allows mass exchange between cells and 

plasma. In the flat-plate configuration, hepatocytes are entrapped in layers of a polymer 

which stabilizes cell polarity and function. Several layers are inserted in the bioreactor unit 

and perfused in parallel in the chamber with patient plasma. In the packed bed configuration, 

the polymeric scaffold material fills the chamber and provides mechanical structure to the 

cellular component. The last most common configuration is the encapsulation system, in 

which hepatocytes are typically encapsulated in polymeric beads and packed in a chamber 

for perfusion. Most of the BALs currently under clinical trials are in hollow fibre conformation, 

for the exception of radial flow bioreactor (RFB) which is in a packed bed configuration. The 

BAL devices that underwent clinical trials are summarised below and reported in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Main BAL devices that underwent or are still tested in clinical trials with relative 

characteristic such as year, trial type, type of system, cell type, cell number and patient 

number update to 2019. NCT: non controlled trial, NR: not reported, RCT: random clinical 

trial. (adapted from He et al. [121]). 

 

 

• Extracorporeal liver assist device (ELAD) 

One of the first BAL developed and the most studied is the extracorporeal liver assist device 

(ELAD) [89]. ELAD was seeded with 200 g of human hepatocytes cell line C3A in the 

extraluminal space of a hollow fibre bioreactor. The cut-off of the membrane was of 70 kDa, 

preventing blood cells and immunoglobulins from the blood side and the hepatic cells from 

the other to cross it. The blood from patients was separated into plasma, and plasma was 

perfused first into a charcoal unit and then an oxygenator unit before entering the bioreactor. 
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In the first controlled pilot clinical trial, 24 ALF patients were randomly divided in treatment 

with ELAD and SMT or SMT alone. Patients treated with ELAD showed an amelioration of HE. 

The overall survival of the ELAD group was 78 % (7 patients out of 9) and in the control group 

was 75 % (6 patients out of 8) and no evidence of survival improvement was demonstrated. 

After this small pilot study, the group of Millis et al. [122] modified the cut-off of the 

membrane to 120 kDa and utilised four cartridges with 100 g of C3A cells in each. They 

performed a safety assessment using this ELAD version in 5 ALF patients to bridge them 

through transplantation. All patients underwent LT successfully and the survival rate was 80 

% after 30 days. Cells maintained their viability through the length of the perfusion period. 

The largest randomized trial was performed by randomly dividing 203 patients with severe 

alcoholic hepatitis in STM treatment (107 patients) and ELAD together with STM (96 patients) 

groups for 3 to 5 days [123]. The study failed to prove the beneficial effect of ELAD on survival 

rate compared to STM.  

• Bioartificial liver HepatAssist 

The HepatAssist device is another cell-based LAD developed  in 1986 [124]. The bioreactor is 

in a hollow fibre configuration, seeded with 5-7 x 10 9 cryopreserved porcine hepatocytes on 

the external part of the membrane. Also in this case, the plasma of patients is separated, 

detoxified through a charcoal absorber and oxygenated prior to entering the bioreactor unit. 

The outcomes of the first uncontrolled clinical studies performed using HepatAssist were 

encouraging. In the study of Mullon et al. [125], 39 ALF patients were treated with the device 

of which 32 were bridged to LT successfully, 6 recovered without LT. Furthermore, the 1-

month survival rate was 90 %. A randomized controlled study on 171 patients with ALF, 

showed safety in the use of HepatAssist. However, the survival rate was not significantly 

improved comparing to STM, which was respectively 71 % with BAL and 62 % without (p = 

0.26) [11, 126, 127].  

• Modular extracorporeal liver support (MELS) 

The modular extracorporeal liver support (MELS) is the only device that uses primary 

hepatocytes obtained from discarded liver tissue or organ. MELS device is composed of 

multiple units, resulting in a more complicated design. The bioreactor unit is composed of 

three hollow fibre membranes which are organised in a 3D network. Two sets of polyether 

sulfone fibres with a 400 kDa cut-off are used to separate plasma and hepatocytes, and the 
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third serves as oxygenator. Beside the bioreactor unit, there is a detoxification unit based on 

albumin dialysis and a hemodiafiltration unit.   

 

Regarding clinical studies using MELS device, there was a case report in which a post-LT with 

primary disfunction patient was treated with the device for 79 hours to bridge until organ 

availability. The bioreactor unit of MELS was loaded with 470 g of human hepatocytes 

together with a 5- 10 % of non-parenchymal cells obtained from cadaveric liver. The MELS 

circuit used is shown in Figure 1.8. The outcome was an improvement in bilirubin and 

ammonia levels. Also renal function was improved [128]. The same group performed an 

uncontrolled clinical trial using a MELS loaded with 1.8- 4.4 x 1010 porcine primary hepatocytes 

to treat 8 ALF patients from 8 to 46 hours. All patients were bridged safely to transplantation 

with a 100 % 3-years survival rate [129]. Randomized controlled clinical trials need to be 

performed to evaluate the survival effect of MELS.  

 

 

Figure 1.8. Scheme of MELS treatment. SPAD is single pass albumin dialysis, HA is human 

albumin, CVVHDF is continuous veno- venous hemodiafiltration [128] 

 

Today, new configurations are under investigation with different materials and cell source. 

The group of Teotia et al. [130] developed a hollow fibre bioreactor using a polysulfone-
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chitosan composite fibre membrane seeded with HepG2 cells on the outer surface of the 

fibres. The group of Palakkan et al. [131] developed a prototype bioreactor with 

polypropylene hollow fibres and tested it in terms of cytotoxicity and hepatic function with 

HepG2 cells. All these new studies are promising but none have progressed to clinical trials. 

There are various scaffold materials under investigation for packed bed bioreactors such as 

polyurethane foams [132], porous hydroxyapatites [133], polyester scaffolds [134] and 

polyvinyl resins [135]. The scaffold is then perfused with plasma or whole blood of the patient. 

There is only one packed bed bioreactor under clinical trial (Table 2), called radial-flow 

bioreactor (RFB), developed by Morsiani et al. [136], in which porcine primary hepatocytes 

are entrapped in a polyester matrix and the patient plasma is perfused from the centre to the 

periphery in a radial flow. The bioreactor is loaded with 200-230 g of porcine hepatocytes. In 

the pilot uncontrolled clinical study, 7 ALF patients in hepatic coma at different grades of 

severity were treated with RFB for up to 24 hours. Six patients were bridged to LT. Bilirubin 

and ammonia levels were improved along with neurological conditions. The group of Figaro 

et al. and Legallais et al. [137-139] designed a perfusion device called SUPPLIVER which uses 

four fluidized bed bioreactors in the circuit of a plasma extraction adapted from a 

plasmapheresis device. C3A cells were incapsulated in alginate beads and placed inside the 

bioreactor chambers. The device maintained cell viability and results are promising although 

the investigation is still at the in vitro stage.  

 

Bioartificial liver devices could potentially support patients with liver failure through 

transplantation or stimulate spontaneous regeneration. However, there are still many issues 

that have to be addressed in order to design a functional and clinical effective device. These 

include choice of the adequate cells source and biomaterials for scaffold and the optimisation 

of the design to improve fluid dynamics in the bioreactor unit.  

1.4.2.2 Cell Sources 

The functional performance of the BAL depends on the maintenance of a large fraction of 

hepatocytes to replace the metabolic and synthetic functions of the liver. The liver can 

perform its role with approximately 20% of its mass, which consists of approximately 2 x 1010 

hepatocytes [118]. Maintaining the viability and functionality of this large cell fraction is still 
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a crucial challenge and from this issue derives the choice of cell source implemented. The cell 

sources mainly used for BAL purpose are summarised in Table 1.3.  

 

Table 1.3. Advantages and disadvantages of potential cell sources for BAL (adapted from Lee 
et al. [140] 

Cell type Advantages Disadvantages 

Primary human 

hepatocytes 

Biocompatibility, high hepatic 

functionality  

Limited availability, difficult 

isolation, poor in-vivo 

multiplication, rapid functional 

deterioration 

Porcine hepatocytes Large availability Functional deterioration in 

vitro, limited biocompatibility, 

immunogenicity, risk of 

xenozoonoses 

Cell lines (tumor-derived 

and immortalised) 

Unlimited expansion potential Low functional activity, 

possible tumorigenic activity 

Stem cells (embryonic and 

adult) 

Pluripotency, proliferation 

capacity 

Lack of standardised protocol 

for obtaining scalable amounts 

of differentiated cells, possible 

ethical issues  

Induced-pluripotent stem 

cells  

Large availability, 

pluripotency, proliferation 

capacity 

Lack of standardised protocol 

for obtaining scalable amounts 

of differentiated cells, genetic 

manipulation, risk of teratoma 

 

 

Primary human hepatocytes have been firstly employed for direct infusion in replacement of 

liver transplantation [140]. Direct perfusion is, in fact, less invasive for the patient and 

cheaper. Adult primary hepatocytes are the ideal source of cells, because they retain all the 
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hepatic functions and have better biosafety than other cell sources, but, as for liver 

transplantation, the availability is scarce, and they do not retain their phenotype in vitro after 

a few passages. To overcome these issues, primary hepatocytes have been cultivated in 3D 

structures such as spheroids and sandwiches to mimic native environment. However, 3D in 

vitro cultures are not able to maintain all the hepatocytes functionalities. Co-cultures with 

non-parenchymal cells have been explored to better mimic the native environment, however 

it is still difficult to employ these cells and maintain their functions in device such as BAL. 

Primary hepatocytes from xenogenic sources, such as primary porcine hepatocytes, are 

widely used in BAL devices. This is due to their availability, low cost and relatively easy 

isolation procedure. As reported in Table 1.2, many BAL prototypes employing primary 

porcine hepatocytes have reached phase II/III of clinical trials [118]. However, there are 

important drawbacks. For example, the presence of xenogenic antigens to the human body 

that can cause immune response activation and the potential presence of porcine 

endogenous retrovirus (PERV) which can cause infections [141-143].  

Human liver cell lines such as HepG2 and its derivate C3A have been employed as models for 

drug metabolism studies. HepG2 cell line consists of human liver carcinoma cells isolated from 

a 15-year old patient with hepatocellular carcinoma. These immortalised cell lines have been 

employed in BALs since they are widely available and potentially maintain their divisional 

potential for an infinite number of passages. However, these cells are tumour derived and, 

for this reason, possess an altered phenotype compared to healthy primary hepatocytes. 

Furthermore, many functions are compromised, such ammonia removal and drug metabolic 

functions. This is because these cell lines lack of some urea cycle enzymes and possess a low 

number of mitochondria [144]. As reported in Table 1.2, C3A cells were employed in ELAD 

systems, which underwent non controlled clinical trials. Some groups used co-cultured non-

parenchymal cells with hepatocyte cell lines to better resemble the complicated environment 

of the liver. For example, the group of Yang et al. [145] used C3A cells co-cultured with human 

placental mesenchymal stem cells to maintain hepatic functions in vitro in a three-

dimensional fluidized bioreactor. They found that the secretion of albumin and CYP1A2 

activity were significantly improved but not urea synthesis. Recently, a study employing 

HepG2 cells encapsulated in alginate beads in a fluidized bed bioreactor (UCLBAL) on a 
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porcine model of liver failure demonstrated some functionalities comparable to primary 

hepatocytes, such as synthetic and drug metabolism [146].  

HepaRG cell line was obtained from a patient with cholangiocarcinoma and was firstly 

reported in 2002 [147]. It was developed as a model for hepatitis B virus infection since the 

other cell lines are not susceptible to it. These cells differentiate into hepatocyte-cell like in 

the presence of 2 % dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 5 x 10-5 M hydrocortisone. HepaRG cells 

showed contact inhibition, which means less invasiveness in case of reaching patient 

circulation comparing to HepG2 [146]. Its suitability for use as a cell source for BAL application 

was investigated by the group of Hoekstra et al. [148]. This human cell line was observed to 

differentiate into hepatocyte clusters surrounded by biliary epithelial-like cells after 14 days 

and if exposed to DMSO. Another study has recently demonstrated an enhancement in 

synthetic and drug metabolism functions of HepaRG cells without using DMSO [149]. HepaRG 

cells encapsulated in alginate were recently investigated to be used in a fluidised-bed BAL 

[150]. Encapsulated spheroids produced albumin, showed drug-metabolism function and 

detoxified ammonia.  

Human healthy liver cell lines (HHLs) are immortalised cells derived from human healthy 

hepatocytes and immortalised with Moloney’s mouse leukemia virus expressing E6 and E7 

proteins of human papillomavirus [151]. These cell lines contain the markers of hepatocytes 

and biliary epithelial cells (cytokeratins 7, 8, 18 and 19), cytochrome p450 and albumin. HHLs 

possess the advantage of not being derived from tumor cells. Their potential as a cell source 

for BAL has not been explored.  

Embryonic, adult and pluripotent stem cells to differentiate into hepatocytes have been 

recently investigated for cell transplantation and potentially for being used in BAL systems 

[140]. Adult stem cells, such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and bone marrow (BM) 

hematopoietic stem cells are usually preferred to embryonic stem cells for ethical issues. 

Direct injection of MSCs in the liver were found to reduce inflammation due to chemically-

induced liver damage in rat and mitigated liver fibrosis [152]. However, obtaining the required 

number of cells from stem cells for a functioning BAL is still a challenge [153]. Induced 

pluripotent stem cells (iPS) seem to have a potential to overcome this issue since they can be 

obtained from fibroblasts or other sources by genetic manipulation [154]. Some studies 
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attempted to program iPS into hepatocyte-like cells [155], however some issues regarding 

genetic manipulation and risk of teratoma formation have slowed their application in liver 

therapy [156]. IPS cells were derived into hepatocytes (iHeps) and employed in a hollow fibre 

bioreactor to support liver failure [157]. This BAL was patented in 2016 and is under in vitro 

evaluation [158]. Another study [159] used hepatocyte-like cells differentiated from induced 

pluripotent stem cells cultured in an acellular, liver-derived extracellular matrix and in a PLLA 

scaffold. It was found that this architecture stimulated albumin production from the iPSCs. 

One of the main challenges for developing an effective BAL is to maintain a high viable cell 

fraction over time. Despite the source, cells are susceptible to the high toxic environment 

constitutes of plasma from liver failure patients. For this reason, an adsorbent unit in line with 

the BAL may preserve cell viability.   

 

1.4.3. Adsorbents in extracorporeal liver dialysis 

Adsorbent materials such as activated carbons, membranes and ionic exchange resins have 

been developed for the treatment of sepsis and a range of other conditions including liver 

and kidney failure with different degrees of success [160-163]. Adsorbents currently used in 

clinic for blood detoxification are classified as inorganic adsorbents and natural and synthetic 

polymers [164]. Ideally, an adsorbent should possess a large surface area with adequate pore 

structure and physicochemical stability [164]. In the work of Weber at al. [165], neutral 

polystyrene divinylbenzene was assessed for the removal of albumin-bound toxins. They 

found that polymers with a pore size of 8-9 nm was efficient in the removal of strongly 

albumin-bound compounds such as bilirubin, whilst less strongly attached molecules, such as 

bile acids, were efficiently removed by 5-6 nm pores.  

Carbide-derived carbons (CDCs) showed potential for controlling the size of micro- and meso- 

pores (< 2 nm and 2-50 nm respectively) and thus the efficient adsorption of larger toxins. 

They are produced by etching of metal from metal carbides [166-169]. In a study by Yushin et 

al. [170] it was demonstrated that carbon particles synthesised from ternary MAX-phase 

carbides with pores in the mesopore range can efficiently adsorb inflammatory cytokines, in 

particular TNF-a. The annealing of CDCs synthesised by carbide chlorination was then 

introduced to increase the maximum removal efficiency of TNF-a. The annealing process 
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helped firstly to open the pores, increasing the surface area, and secondly to reduce particle 

size, which improved sorption kinetics. Yachamaneni et al. [171] studied the effect of different 

synthesis parameters, such as synthesis temperature (from 600 °C to 1200 °C), annealing 

conditions (Ar, NH3, H2, Cl2, and vacuum annealing), carbide particle size (from < 35 µm to 300 

µm) on the physical characteristics of the resulting mesoporous graphitic CDC particles 

synthesised by chlorination of MAX phase carbide Ti2AlC and on its removal capacity for the 

cytokines TNF-a, IL-6 and IL-1b. The maximum efficiency for TNF-a removal (up to 100%) was 

achieved in the case of CDC synthesised from particles with a size less than 38 µm and post-

annealed in NH3 at 800 °C for 5 h. 

Activated carbons (ACs) are one of the most effective adsorbent materials due to their porous 

structure and high internal surface area, greater than 1000 m2/g [164, 171]. AC can be 

obtained from natural sources such as coal, wood, peat and, more recently, from petroleum 

derived synthetic polymers. The porosity and, consequently, the adsorbing properties of AC 

mainly depend on the preparation process. Historically, natural AC was used orally for the 

removal of ingested toxins [172]. Yatzidis et al. clinically employed AC in a direct 

hemoperfusion system for the removal of creatinine and uraemic metabolites in patient with 

kidney failure [173].  

Recent advances in carbon technology have allowed the development of synthetic phenolic 

resin derived ACs with less variable physical properties and highly adsorptive internal surface 

area [164, 174, 175]. Preparation of these phenolic resin-derived AC allowed development of 

adequate porosity for the adsorption of large molecules, such as TNF-a. Adsorptive capacity 

for albumin-bound and high molecular weight molecules is challenging to achieve but is a 

crucial parameter for an effective sorbent material in liver failure, which cannot be 

conventionally dialysed. In particular, the ratio of micro-, meso- and macropores (<2nm, 2-50 

nm, >50 nm, respectively) was found to be a key element to increase the adsorption of these 

molecules [164]. Tripisciano et al. [164] studied the adsorption characteristic of AC beads with 

varying degrees of  activation (from 0 to 86 %) on hydrophobic molecules accumulated during 

liver failure, such as bilirubin, cholic acid, phenol, tryptophan, and cytokines (TNF-a and IL-6). 

They found a correlation between increased activation degree, reduced bulk density and 

particle size, and increased surface area and pore size. These physical changes resulted in an 

increased adsorption of small molecules, for example tryptophan, phenol and cholic acid, and, 
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of larger molecules, such as IL-6 and TNF-a. Furthermore, the synthesised AC beads caused 

limited activation of coagulation, indicating suitability for use in an extracorporeal device.  

These phenolic ACs were then extruded into monolithic columns for the use in an 

extracorporeal device in order  to reduce the pressure drop promoted by a bead based 

adsorbent device [176]. In the study, the use of carbon beads (250- 500 mm) and a 3D carbon 

monolith produced from the same phenol-formaldehyde resin precursor were compared for 

adsorption of pro-inflammatory cytokines found in sepsis. The internal structure of the 

monolith is reported in Figure 1.9. The meso/macroporous structure of the activated carbon 

was retained when extruded into a 3D monolithic structure. In a further study, the carbon 

monolith was tested for the removal of albumin bound toxins such as indoxyl sulphate (IS), p-

cresyl sulphate (p-CS) and cytokine IL-6 using kidney haemodialysis patient blood samples 

post dialysis [177]. They found that little adsorption of IS and p-CS occurred after dialysis 

alone, whereas almost complete removal was performed by the carbon monolith.  

 

An in-vivo study on a naïve rat model was performed to test monolith safety and 

biocompatibility [178]. The experiment design is shown in Figure 1.10. Results showed stable 

vital parameters, blood biochemistry and no signs of coagulopathies. The advantages in the 

use of AC in monolith rather than bead form are in a reduced pressure drop across the device 

whilst maintaining the adsorbent capacity of the beads. This was achieved by using a 0.3 mm 

channel diameter and a micro-channel network which minimised shear stress, maintaining 

laminar flow and preventing haemolysis, blood activation and thrombus formation. This 

carbon adsorbent monolith could be beneficial in the removal of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

from the blood plasma of patients with liver failure, coupled with a bio-unit which also 

performs the synthetic functions of the liver.   
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Figure 1.9. A) SEM image showing the internal microstructure of phenolic AC. B) SEM image 

of the section of the carbon monolith with its vertical channels [179]. 

 

Figure 1.10. A) Small test prototype and large clinically scaled prototype for testing within a 

whole blood recirculating test model of produced carbon monoliths (0.7 cm x 9.5 cm and 2.8 

cm x 22.5 cm and 30 and 600 microchannels, respectively). B) Carbon monolith embedded in 

polyolefin tubes. C) Plasma and whole blood recirculation system. Flow rates of 5 ml/min and 

300 ml/min were used for small and large monolith version, respectively. D) in vivo safety test 

of the small device in a naïve rat perfusion model using the small monolith version [178]. 
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1.5. Biomaterials for BAL application 

A cell scaffold should mimic the natural three-dimensional architecture found in vivo and 

support cell adhesion and proliferation in terms of mechanical and physical properties. In the 

in vivo condition, cells are immersed in the extracellular matrix which provides anchorage and 

support to cell growth and maintenance of the phenotype through cell signalling interactions 

[180]. In order to mimic a tissue, there are four key elements that should be considered in the 

design. These are cells, scaffold, signalling molecules and bioreactor environment (Figure 

1.11). The tissue engineering approach involves cell seeded onto a scaffold which provides 

the architectural structure for cells to attach and proliferate. Signalling molecules are usually 

supplied, such as growth factors, to mimic the in vivo cell-cell and cell-ECM interaction. The 

cell construct is then placed in a bioreactor which produces the mechanical and physical 

stimuli found in vivo for that specific type of cells.  All these elements are interconnected and 

necessary to produce a functional tissue [181, 182].  

 
Figure 1.11. Representation of the four key factors for tissue engineering [180] 

 

A wide range of biomaterials are used to develop cell scaffolds for tissue engineering 

applications. They can be categorised depending on physical and chemical characteristics and 

biocompatibility.  Synthetic polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate) (pHEMA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(caprolactone) (PCL) are commonly 

used biomaterials because they can be manufactured with high reproducibility and it is 

possible to control and manipulate strength, structure, and degradation rate. Furthermore, 

synthetic polymers are non-toxic and biocompatible. Naturally occurring materials such as 

alginate, hyaluronic acid, collagen and silk hold potential because of the self-immune 

recognition and the presence of native structural and functional molecules. Depending on the 

application, it is important to modulate the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of 
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the material in order to obtain the proper substrate [183]. A crucial parameter is the porosity 

of the material. Cells need a highly porous material with sufficient pore size to penetrate and 

colonize it. Another important parameter is the interconnectivity of the pore network in the 

design of a bioreactor for flow circulation, in order to maintain nutrient supply, oxygenation 

and metabolism-derived waste removal. A particular class of biomaterials that is widely used 

as a cell scaffold for TE are the hydrogels.  

Hydrogels are three-dimensional networks composed of hydrophilic polymers crosslinked 

either through covalent bonds or held together via physical intramolecular and 

intermolecular attractions [180]. Hydrogels are extremely hydrophilic and can absorb an 

elevated amount of water or biological fluid and swell readily without dissolving. These 

reasons make them excellent scaffold materials. However, they exhibit poor biological activity 

because of a lack of adequate mechanical properties and exhibition of small pore size that 

does not allow cellular colonization [184]. Macroporous hydrogels were developed as an 

improvement to standard hydrogels, making them more suitable for biological applications 

[185]. Macroporous hydrogels have better mechanical properties and an interconnected 

network of pores that allows cell colonization. Pore size is a critical parameter in liver 

regeneration, because hepatocytes better attach and form aggregates with secretion of ECM 

proteins and albumin when the pore size is in the range of 1-100μm [186].  

Macroporous hydrogels are obtained in different ways such as freeze-drying, gas foaming, 

solvent casting, 3D printing, electrospinning, stereolithography, particulate leaching or using 

porogen agents such as salt crystals [187]. With these techniques it is possible to control the 

pore size and obtain scaffolds with high mechanical properties. However, there is a number 

of drawbacks in the synthesis process, such as the use of toxic solvents or high salt 

concentration which can lead to cell apoptosis and necrosis [188, 189]. Furthermore, if 

porogen agents are not entirely removed, besides being potentially cytotoxic, they can 

constitute a physical barrier and block cell colonization [190]. Different techniques for 

obtaining macroporous hydrogels are shown in Figure 1.12. Cryogelation offers a solution to 

these issues, because it uses frozen water as a porogen, which, after thawing, leaves an 

interconnected network of pores.  
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Figure 1.12. Techniques for obtaining macroporous hydrogels. Scale bar 100 µm [191]. 

 

1.5.1. Cryogels 

Cryogels are a class of hydrogels synthesised by the cryogelation technique which exploits the 

solvent crystallization when the temperature is dropped below its freezing point to form a 

porous gel. In more detail, the monomer solution is added with the cross-linker and rapidly 

cooled down at a temperature below the freezing point of the solvent, which is in most cases 

water. Between the growing crystals of solvent, the monomer concentration increases while 

the polymerization occurs [192]. After thawing, the solvent crystals melt down leaving a 

cryogel monolith with an interconnected porosity. With this technique, the pore size can 

reach 100-150 μm with a total pore volume of greater than 90%. The mechanical and physical 

characteristics depend on the process parameters, such as the freezing temperature, the 

starting concentration of monomer or polymer and the nature of the cross-linker [184]. 
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Cryogels can be prepared from any monomer/polymer with hydrophilic behaviour. Their 

properties are tuneable, depending on the application and they can be functionalized with 

other biomolecules such as RGD sequences to increase cell-attachment. Cryogels also possess 

shape memory because of the nature of the cross-linked structure which can allow 

dehydration and re-hydration cycles without collapse of the pore structure. This characteristic 

is important for storage over long periods of time. Also, the interconnected macroporous 

network permits convective flow transportation, not only diffusional flow as occurs in 

standard hydrogels. For example, Berillo et al. [193] developed a cryogel-based bioreactor 

with active bacteria directly cross-linked on the matrix for the biodegradation of phenol 

derivatives for the treatment of water. The easy flow perfusion is an improvement for oxygen 

and nutrient transportation and for the efficient removal of metabolic waste products. 

Cryogel robust and stable structure make them suitable for bone [194-196] and cartilage 

regeneration [197-199].  

Natural polymer such as chitosan and collagen have been employed to produce cryogels for 

tissue engineering. Also synthetic polymers, such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly (2-

hydroxyethyl metacrylate) (pHEMA) and poly(acrylamide) have been investigated. There are 

several ways to cross-link cryogels, the main approaches are summarised in Table 1.4.  

Cryogels were extensively investigated for many applications such as bioseparation, 

biocatalysis, chromatography, toxin removal columns and cell scaffolds for tissue engineering 

[190, 200-202]. In Table 1.5 cryogels used for different tissue engineering applications, their 

materials, mechanical and physical properties are summarised.   
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Table 1.4. Crosslinking agent and suitable materials for cryogel formation. [190] 
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Table 1.5. Applications of some specific cryogels. NR means not reported. Adapted and 

updated from Nevens et al [190]. 

 

It is possible to adapt the mechanical and physical properties of the cryogels depending on 

the application by modulating the monomer/cross-linker combinations and freezing regime. 

For example, laminin was used to cross-link cryogels for the differentiation of stem cells into 

neuronal tissue [203]. Softer cryogels made of agarose and p(HEMA)-gelatin were employed 

for culturing pancreatic islets and myoblast skeletal cells respectively [204, 205]. Gelatin 

cross-linked with fibrinogen and chitosan was used to fabricate cryogels for wound dressings 

[206-208]. Ingavle et al. [184] synthesised hydroxyl- and epoxy- containing synthetic cryogels 

for immobilization of biomolecules and demonstrated that cryogels possess adequate 

mechanical, physical and biological properties to be used for anthrax blood detoxification in 

a recirculating system.  

In the work of Savina et al. [192], the physical characteristics of cryogels made of p(HEMA) 

were investigated as potential candidates for cell constructs. P(HEMA) is a synthetic, highly 

biocompatible material with non-fouling characteristics. p(HEMA)-derived cryogels are 

permeable to oxygen and this work showed that it is possible to tune the mechanical 

characteristics to obtain porosity up to 97 %. p(HEMA) can be also functionalized with 
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different biomolecules through substitution reactions. Cryogels made from HEMA monomer 

were investigated by several groups as matrix for blood filtration applications. In the work of 

Bereli et al. [209], HEMA-based cryogels cross-linked with N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide) 

(MBA) were investigated for extracorporeal removal of LDL from hypercholesterolemic 

human plasma utilizing anti-human β-lipoprotein antibody on the cryogel surface. In another 

study of Uzun et al. [210], functionalized HEMA-MBA cryogels were developed as an 

alternative matrix for the removal of albumin and immunoglobulin G from blood plasma. 

Natural polymer-derived cryogels have also been investigated for their biocompatibility, 

availability and low cost. The group of Konovlova et al. [211] developed a composite cryogel 

made of pectin and chitosan using ionic cryotropic gelation and they tested its 

biocompatibility for biomedical applications. They found that the addition of chitosan 

increased the mechanical properties, changed the surface morphology, increased the 

degradation time and enhanced cell-adhesion. The group of Tripathi et al. [212] synthesised 

and characterised agarose-alginate cryogels for bioengineering applications. They 

synthesised the cryogel in different configurations such as monolith, sheets, discs and beads 

and studied the mechanical and degradation properties and the cell-matrix interaction with 

fibroblasts (3T3).  

 

Alginate is an anionic natural polysaccharide obtained from seaweed and is a block copolymer 

composed of 1,4-linked β-D-mannuric (M) and α-guluronic acid (G) residues in a linear 

polysaccharide chain. The G-block regions can dimerize to form hydrogels in the presence of 

aqueous divalent cations (Ca2+, Ba2+) at room temperature. Alginate is a biocompatible, cheap 

biomaterial and approved for biomedical use. The group of Glicklis et al. [213] developed a 3-

D porous scaffold based on polysaccharide alginate from brown seaweed with gelation-freeze 

technique to be used as hepatocyte cell scaffold. These sponge-like structures have pores up 

to 100 μm in size, pore interconnectivity, a total pore volume of 90 % and they can carry a 

high cellular density (108 cells for a sponge of 1,75 cm3). The study demonstrated that rat 

hepatocytes maintained their viability within the scaffold and efficiently aggregated into 

spheroids with an average diameter of 100 μm. After 7 days the hepatocytes reached maximal 

albumin secretion rates of 60 μg/106 cells/ day, falling within the range observed in the liver, 

and started to secrete fibronectin. The group of Barros et al. [214] prepared alginate cryogels 
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by freeze-drying technique that consists of sublimation of the frozen solvent at low pressure. 

They obtained a matrix with pores in the size range of 90 - 198 μm.  

 

Dextran is a bacterial-derived anionic polysaccharide that consists of a α-1,6 linked D-

glucopyranose residues with α-1,2-, α-1,3-, or α-1,4-linked side chain. Dextran is also a valid 

candidate as scaffold for non-biofouling tissue engineering applications because it is resistant 

to both protein adsorption and cell adhesion [215]. Dextran competes with PEG in terms of 

non-fouling characteristics. However, PEG has only one active site available for immobilizing 

bioactive molecules, whereas dextran has multiple active sites. Higher surface concentrations 

of immobilized bioactive molecules can therefore be potentially achieved [216]. The group of 

Levesque et al. [215] synthesized dextran hydrogels by radical polymerization of a 

methacrylate group coupled to dextran, yielding a cross-linked network. In the study of 

Massia et al. [216] a dextran coated surface was modified with RGD sequences to test the 

non-fouling properties of dextran. They found that cells adhere to the RGD modified dextran 

but do not adhere to the unmodified dextran surface.  

 

1.5.1.1. Cryogels for bioartificial liver application 

Cryogels possess properties including interconnected network of pores, high porosity, 

mechanical strength, shape memory and suitable flow dynamics making them candidates as 

cell scaffold for BAL application. Currently, only the group of Jain et al. [217] have investigated 

the suitability of cryogels for this purpose. They synthesised two different cryogel types. In 

the first formulation they combined acrylonitrile (AN) with N-vinyl-2-pryrrolidone and in the 

second they developed an interpenetrated polymer network (IPN) of chitosan and poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide), named (poly(NiPAAm)-chitosan). A pore size up to 70 μm and porosity 

above 80% (pore volume over total volume) was obtained for the poly (AN-co-NVP) cryogels. 

The poly(NiPAAm)-chitosan cryogels showed smoother, non-porous and thicker pore walls 

with a pore size up to 90 μm and porosity above 80 % and, for these reasons, were selected 

for cell studies. Cytocompatibility studies showed HepG2 spheroid formation on the cryogels. 

However, hemocompatibility studies showed up to 90 % serum protein adsorption and 20 % 

BSA adsorption. This could lead to a non-specific adsorption of biomolecules from plasma and 

promote blood cell activation and inflammation. The group set-up a lab scale bioreactor-
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containing cryogel which was perfused with plasma obtained from alcoholic ACLF patients. 

Bilirubin levels were reduced by up to 58.9 % and ammonia up to 61.2 %, while albumin levels 

increased by 31.1 %. However, after 3 h no further changes in plasma metabolite levels 

occurred, potentially due to the loss of cell viability and function after exposure to a highly 

toxic environment, low levels of oxygen and the absorption of molecules on the material from 

the plasma. The group performed a follow-up study [218] designing an integrated hybrid 

cryogel-based cellular bioreactor. The hybrid BAL was composed of three-chambered 

integrated bioreactor which combines a plasmapheresis and an adsorbent module together 

in the first unit, then the bioreactor unit, composed of a cell seeded cryogel, and then a 

cellulose filter to prevent the leak of detached cells. The bioreactor scheme is showed in 

Figure 1.13.  

 
Figure 1.13. Hybrid cryogel bioreactor based system that integrates the plasmapheresis 

device and adsorbent column module with the bioreactor module [218]. 

The group used a conventional extracorporeal BAL with a separate plasma unit as a control 

for the in vivo experiments. The results indicated that the metabolic and the detoxifying 

functions of the hybrid BAL were compromised after 90 min. The level of ammonia also 

remained significantly high compared to the normal rat hepatic metabolites levels. There are 

a number of potential reasons for poor functional performance including loss of cell viability 

caused by a high toxin concentration due to an inefficient detoxifying carbon filter and to a 

low oxygen gradient inside the BAL causing poor oxygen availability. Another factor that could 

affect the device performance could be the nature of the cryogel material. The material 
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showed up to 90 % serum protein adsorption and 20 % of BSA adsorption. This could lead to 

non-specific adsorption of biomolecules and could compromise cell adherence and viability. 

The group also investigated the poly(NiPAAm)-chitosan cryogels coated with decellularized 

liver matrix from rat to support HepG2 cells in BAL systems [219]. They studied whether the 

coating had an impact in terms of cell growth and functionality compared to the uncoated 

cryogels. The coated cryogels in BAL system showed an increasing in albumin production and 

a decrease in bilirubin, AST, urea and ammonia in rat plasma than uncoated cryogels, 

underlying the beneficial effect of surface modification and ECM mimicking on cell 

functionality.  

1.5.2. Bioengineering the cryogel surface  

The term biofouling in general means the accumulation of unwanted biological material onto 

a surface [220]. This situation is undesirable in many applications; from marine, industrial and 

medical applications. Protein fouling in biological fluids is an event that can lead to the 

impairment and eventually failure of a medical device [221-224]. A non-biofouling surface 

prevents non-specific absorption of proteins and molecules from the surrounding biological 

fluids. In fact, the insertion of a foreign surface in the body elicits a rapid biological response, 

within seconds, which is a function of the chemical and physical properties of the 

environment and the topology of the surface. This non-specific interaction provokes an 

inflammatory response, since it is recognized as non-self by the immune system. In addition, 

a non-biofouling surface may prevent the formation of biofilms from external organisms, and 

thus is a prevention against infection of the device [225, 226].  

 

A non-fouling material should be considered in BAL application to prevent absorption of 

molecules from patient blood or plasma and avoid cell activation and inflammation. In the 

body, the epithelial cell layer of the blood vessels acts as a non-fouling surface against the 

fouling biomolecules and blood cells. These cells present negatively charged glycoproteins on 

the membrane to repel platelets and leukocytes, prevent occlusions and thus have an anti-

thrombogenic effect [218, 227]. Therefore, a negatively charged polymer could promote an 

equivalent effect in the design of a blood-perfused cryogel.  
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To summarize, cryogels possess suitable characteristics to act as scaffolds in tissue 

engineering applications. Specifically, cryogels may be synthesised with the right porosity, 

pore interconnectivity and mechanical properties to host hepatocytes, which require a high 

porosity and elevated pore size, up to 100 µm, for bioartificial liver applications. For these 

reasons, cryogels are currently under investigation as potential matrices for hosting 

hepatocytes inside BAL bioreactor. These studies [217-219] are at an early stage but showed 

positive results. However, there are some critical points that should be optimised including 

cryogel surface functionalisation and flow characteristics to reduce non-specific biofouling 

and improve sustained hepatocyte phenotype. The materials used in the cited studies do not 

possess an adequate pore size for hosting hepatocytes, which should be greater than 100μm 

[186].  It is also a highly fouling material, which could affect cell viability and functionality and 

increase the risk of infections and inflammation. 

 

1.6. Optimization of flow inside bioreactors 

The effect of dynamic flow on hepatocyte metabolic activity has been investigated by many 

groups [228-230]. The hypothesis is that perfusion conditions improve the performance of 

cell constructs inside the bioreactor module, since it allows a greater exchange of oxygen, 

nutrients and disposal of waste products by improving mass transfer between the perfusion 

liquid, plasma or medium, and cells cultured on the scaffold. It is also thought that shear flow 

imposed by the perfusion system affects the morphology and metabolic characteristics of the 

hepatocytes as a consequence of mechanical stimulation [228]. In general, hepatocytes are 

susceptible to shear stress caused by fluid flow, which is already low because of the high 

ramification grade of the capillaries in the liver and because they are shielded by the epithelial 

cells of the sinusoids which protect them from the direct shear of circulating blood [230]. The 

shear stress can reach a value up to 4 Pa in the sinusoids [231]. However, the shear stress 

sensed by hepatocytes in vivo is unknown, but it is expected to be much lower. Thus, flow 

rate and, consequently, shear stress are crucial parameters in the design of an effective fluid-

perfused BAL device, because this mechanical stimuli affects organogenesis [232], cell 

signalling [233] and cell functionality [234, 235]. However, it is not always trivial to correlate 

the shear stress experienced by the cells to the same flow rate input for different scaffold 

architectures and, for this reason, new direct methods need to be developed to estimate 
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shear stresses within a 3D matrix as a function of scaffold microarchitecture, flow rate and 

boundary conditions.  

1.6.1 Effect of flow on 2D hepatocyte cultures 

The group of Kan et al. [229] studied the effect of shear flow on a co-cultured system of 

hepatocytes with non-parenchymal cells (NPC) to improve hepatocyte culture conditions for 

bioartificial liver applications. They developed a flow chamber composed of a glass plate 

coated with collagen seeded with the cells and imposed a shear stress of 0.47 Pa. They found 

that ammonia removal and urea production was significantly enhanced in the perfused 

system compared to the static condition.  They also observed that the hepatocytes formed 

abundant aggregates and assumed a cuboid shape. They concluded that the shear flow may 

improve cell-cell interaction and stimulates extracellular matrix production from the NPC. The 

group of Vinci et al. [230] studied the influence of fluid flow on the expression and activity of 

cytochrome p450s (CYPs), which are a class of detoxification genes, in primary hepatocyte 

cultures. Moderate shear stress induced by blood flow is known to activate the expression of 

some CYP genes. For this reason, they set up a low shear stress bioreactor system (MCmB) 

which consists of silicone culture chambers connected and perfused by culture medium. In 

this way, the cells communicate between different chambers by soluble molecules as in the 

body. They imposed a flow rate of 500 µL/min which corresponds to a wall shear stress of 10-

5 Pa at the surface between cells and medium. This value was validated by the group of Mazzei 

et al. [236] who used a generic “system on a plate” modular multicompartmental bioreactor 

to cultivate hepatocytes under controlled flow rate and shear stress.  

Many studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of flow on arterial and venous 

endothelial cells. These cell types are physiologically subjected to elevated shear stress, 

normally between 0.1 to 0.7 Pa respectively, and respond to shear stress values up to 3 Pa 

when cultured in parallel plate flow chambers [230].  This group assessed that hepatocytes 

under the same parallel flow perfusion condition responded to much smaller level of shear 

stress, which is reasonable considering that these cells are not subjected to high shear stress 

level in the liver. They demonstrated that flow is responsible for the activation of different 

signalling pathways in human hepatocytes but is not clear whether this effect occurs as a 

consequence of mechanical stimulus sensed by the cell mechanoreceptors or as convectional 

turnover of oxygen, nutrient supply and waste removal or as a combination of these factors. 
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The group of Esch et al [237], developed a microfluidic device for culturing liver cells which 

created fluidic flow using a rocking platform, for drug screening purposes. The device was 

placed on the platform which tilts back and forth at angles between ±12° at a rate of 3 cycles 

per minute, creating a periodically changing in flow direction and, consequently, changing in 

the hydrostatic pressure. Their hypothesis was that hepatocytes would increase their 

metabolic activity under a reverse flow comparing to a static flow condition. It has been 

previously shown that hepatocytes cultured on 2D or 3D supports and in a perfused system, 

significantly increase the production of urea [229, 238-240] and activation of p450 enzymes 

[230, 241] comparing to a static flow regime. This condition is true when the shear stress 

acting on the cells does not exceed a harmful level that can damage them. In the study of 

Esch et al [237] they simulated the instantaneous flow rate, the average flow rate and max 

shear stress in the microfluidic device. The average flow rate was 650 µl/min, which reached 

the maximum value at the maximum tilting angle. They also found that the maximum shear 

stress was at the maximum angle, higher in the middle of the chamber and ranged between 

± 0.0638 Pa, depending on the flow direction. In conclusion, the group obtained a microfluidic 

device based on reverse flow which could sustain hepatocytes and non-parenchymal cells up 

to 14 days with similar benefits in terms of albumin production and ureagenesis such as 

unidirectional flow devices.  

These studies are interesting because they underline the direct correlation between shear 

stress and hepatocyte metabolic activity. However, the use of 2D short-term perfusion does 

not reflect the 3D complex architecture found under in vivo conditions, because of a lack of 

chemical and physical stimuli on the tissue. For this reason, these systems do not represent 

the  ideal conditions for studying mechanical stimulus on cells [232]. 

1.6.2 Effect of flow in a 3D perfused bioreactor for liver tissue engineering 

The group of Powers et al. [242] described the design, fabrication and flow optimization of a 

bioreactor that facilitates liver tissue morphogenesis and in situ observation by light 

microscope. They created a multichannel scaffold by deep reactive ion etching of silicon wafer 

coated with collagen to enhance cell-adhesion. The dimensional parameters of the scaffold 

were optimized to provide a flow rate that fulfils the oxygen demand while maintaining the 

shear stress to or under the physiological range, which is estimated to be less than 0.2 Pa. 

This value was obtained comparing numerical 3D models of flow within bioreactors and 
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physiological shear stresses found in the literature. They obtained hepatocyte aggregation 

and viability up to 2 weeks under these flow conditions. They also performed fluid mechanic 

investigations to understand the performance of the device in terms of uniform flow and 

nutrient condition in the scaffold using a numerical approach. The value of shear stress 

obtained at the interface between liquid and tissue approaches the lower limit of the 

physiological range found on the in vivo endothelium of the vessels, which is 0.1-1.5 Pa [243, 

244]. This result is in agreement with the shear stress level found by Kan et al. [229], which 

stimulates metabolic function and morphogenesis of primary rat  hepatocytes.  

More recent 3D perfused hepatocyte systems have been developed. The group of Ong et al. 

[245] developed a pump-free microfluidic 3D perfusion system for the culture of human stem 

cell derived-hepatocytes as a highly functional microfluidic liver model. They found that 3D 

microperfusion enhanced hepatocyte differentiation over static 2D and 3D cultures methods. 

The group of Tostoes et al. [246] studied the perfusion regime of media for the culture of 

hepatocyte spheroids encapsulated in alginate in bioreactors for BAL application. The alginate 

used for encapsulation was ultra-high viscous (20 – 40 mPa s) to avoid shear stress on the 

cells. They showed that perfusion and encapsulation improved hepatocyte functionality in 

terms of cytochrome activity, OCR and urea production.   

1.6.3. Computational modelling of fluid flow inside perfusion bioreactors 

An alternative and more efficient approach than trial-and-error is the use of simulation 

methods to determine optimal flow conditions. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a 

powerful tool to predict flow fields, shear stresses and mass transport in a 3D matrix. A CFD 

study of a 3D scaffold, made of random oriented fibres, predicted significantly higher shear 

stress than a scaffold with homogeneous distribution [247].  After these computational 

studies, it became progressively clear that there was a need to focus not only on the 

biocompatibility or the mechanical properties of a scaffold, but also on the pore dimension 

and interconnectivity of pores, which need to be optimized depending on the flow regime of 

the application [248].  

The group of Xia et al. [241] developed a platform based on laminar-flow immediate-overlay 

hepatocytes sandwich perfusion culture for the testing of drugs. The hepatocyte monolayer 

was seeded on the perfusion bioreactor and coated with a collagen layer after 24h. The group 
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focused its attention on minimizing the shear stress experienced by the cell monolayer.  They 

simulated the flow inside the chamber using a finite element approach with the commercial 

CFD package to optimize flow rate for maximal mass transfer and minimal shear stress. For 

this purpose, the fluid was modelled as incompressible and Newtonian with a density of 1 x 

103 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 8.89 x 10-4 Pa s. Different flow rates were simulated to 

extrapolate the mean shear stress (0.1, 0.06, 0.03, 0.012 ml/min), while a constant flow rate 

of 0.03 ml/min was set to obtain the velocity profile. For the velocity profile, the simulation 

gave a uniform flow velocity across the chamber with a laminar Reynolds number of 0.045. 

Shear stress increased 2 and 4 folds for a flow rate of 0.06 and 0.1 ml/min comparing to the 

shear stress obtained for 0.03 ml/min which was 5.6 x 10-5 Pa. The group developed a laminar-

flow perfusion bioreactor for drug testing and obtained a device that could sustain 

hepatocyte viability and functionality for up to 2 weeks. This highlights the importance of 

optimizing flow parameters such as velocity and shear stress to obtain the optimal culture 

conditions for the application considered.  

The group of Porter et al. [249] simulated cell culture media flow inside a 3D complex 

architecture scaffold using the Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) method with equilibrium distribution 

function. The structure of the scaffold was reconstructed by microcomputed tomography 

images of human trabecular bone. They obtained the local internal shear stress combining 

the gradient of the 3D velocity and the dynamic viscosity. They also validated the analytical 

solution by simulating flow on parallel plates and experimental data and comparing the 

results. The different flow rates investigated to obtain the local shear stress were 0.01, 0.1, 

0.2, and 1 ml/min. From the simulations, they observed a highly uniform flow through the 

scaffold porosity. The maximum mean velocity was found at the pore centres and the lowest 

mean velocity was found on the scaffold surfaces and pore walls, Figure 1.14 (top). The 

maximum value of local shear stress was obtained on the wall of small channels, Figure 1.14 

(bottom).  
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Figure 1.14. (top) Velocity profile expressed in mm/s of a cylindrical trabecular bone scaffold 

transversely perfused. The upper represent the side view while the bottom the top. (bottom) 

Local shear stress profile expressed in Pa of a cylindrical trabecular bone scaffold transversely 

perfused. The upper represent the side view while the bottom the top view [249]. 

Interestingly, the bone scaffold perfused with a flow rate of 0.01 ml/min with a shear stress 

of 5 x 10-5 Pa was correlated to the highest cell viability and proliferation, as found also by 

Mazzei et al [236]. However, the direct comparison between a 2D short term perfused 

monolayer and 3D long term perfused scaffold may not be appropriate due to difference in 

geometry and culture conditions. They also found that flow rates higher than 0.2 ml/min were 

harmful for the cells. Peak shear stress of 5.7 x 10-2 Pa caused the damage and death of cells 

in the construct. The group of Lesman et al. [250] developed a computation model of a tissue-

culture bioreactor to induce mechanical stimuli, in the form of shear stress, on a cell-seeded 

scaffold for vascular tissue engineering. This model is interesting because it also considers 

cellular growth, modelled as an additional layer grown on the scaffold walls. The shear 

stresses induced are high in magnitude since it models the natural stress environment of 

vascular epithelium. They simulated different geometry varying cell-layer thickness and 
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different flow inlet velocities. The results showed that the cells are subjected to elevated 

shear stress which increases with the cell-layer thickness and the flow inlet velocities. From 

these studies, the importance of ensuring that local stresses to which the cells are exposed 

are below harmful levels to growing tissue is made clear. 

1.6.4. Studies which conjugate numerical and experimental data of flow in 3D bioreactors 

Other groups focused on flow inside perfused rotating-wall vessel bioreactors, validating the 

mathematical model of flow with experimental data obtained from laser-Doppler velocimetry 

measurements [251]. Another study characterised flow and shear stress inside a spinner-flask 

bioreactor conjugating CFD modelling and particle-image velocimetry (PIV) experimental data 

[252]. In the latter study, the group characterized the flow field generated inside a spinner-

flask bioreactor for the regeneration of articular cartilage. The research compared 

experimental data using PIV on a scaled-up bioreactor, which allowed the determination of 

velocity and shear-rate fields, with numerical simulations using FLUENT software, which 

allowed the simulation of flow field under similar conditions. For the computational analysis, 

the scaffold was simulated both as a solid and as a porous media using different 

permeabilities and flow rates. PIV is a technique that combines optical and statistical methods 

to determine the planar instantaneous velocity field inside a flow field. In this experiment, 

small tracer particles were employed inside the flow and illuminated with a laser. The 

instantaneous displacement and velocity components were extrapolated comparing the 

position of the particles at two instants of time and cross-correlating them. For PIV 

measurements, the spinner flask was made with flat walls and in acrylic, which has a refractive 

index of 1.49, to avoid deformation and refraction effects respectively. The images recorded 

from the progressive-scan camera were analysed by a MATLAB program, which performs a 

fast-Fourier transform algorithm to obtain the cross-correlation, and a Gaussian fit to locate 

the peak. The ensemble-averaging of 200 pairs of images was used to determine the mean-

velocity field, the instantaneously fluctuating velocities and shear-stress field. They obtained 

reasonable and comparable results from the experimental and computational data. It was 

also underlined the disadvantages in using 2-D PIV acquisitions for a 3D flow field which can 

introduce coarse approximations. A solution could be the use of two different cameras which 

can record images from different angles. Other studies were based on in silico simulations 

based on micro-CT reconstruction [247, 253, 254] and mathematical models [255]. 
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1.6.5 Cryogels flow measurements  

Researchers have investigated cryogels properties for many applications; for example as cell 

scaffold for tissue engineering [256, 257], for blood detoxification purpose [184] or as 

monolith column for chromatography [22]. In general, the most studied physical parameters 

among the literature about cryogels are flow resistance, swelling ratio, porosity and 

mechanical properties [184, 192]. Currently, there are no direct studies of flow inside the 

macroporous matrix of the cryogels. Thus, innovative experimental techniques are required 

to investigate and visualize flow velocity and shear stress within a complex 3D architecture 

such as the cryogels. As stated before, flow rate and, consequently, shear stress directly 

affects cell viability and functionality and, for this reason, are important parameters for 

optimisation within a BAL device.   
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1.7. Summary 

1.7.1. Gaps in knowledge 

The only effective treatment available for patients with liver failure is still liver 

transplantation. New solutions are at various stages of development ranging from hepatocyte 

and organoid tissue transplant, BAL, bioengineered whole liver and liver on a chip 

technologies and transgenic xenografts. However, none have demonstrated their clinical 

effectiveness. Bioartificial liver supports (BAL) offer a bridge to transplantation or recovery 

following liver failure because they add a cell-containing unit, which can support the 

detoxification, synthetic and metabolic functions of the liver. Many different BALs have been 

investigated, exploring different cell types, scaffold materials and bioreactor design. 

However, very few BAL designs have progressed to clinical trial and, although some 

improvements were observed, no device has shown survival benefit within a randomised 

multi-centre clinical trial to date. This is because no device is able to maintain a viable 

hepatocyte fraction over time in sufficient quantity to bridge patients through to 

regeneration or transplantation. For this reason, the development of an effective BAL is still 

a critical challenge.  

Currently, no study has addressed the use of macroporous scaffolds with a non-fouling and 

cell-adhesive engineered surface coupled with an experimental method to visualise and 

optimise fluid dynamics inside the porous structure to obtain a functional BAL design. Also, 

no study utilised a carbon monolith, which showed removal of albumin-bound toxins and 

cytokines, in line with the BAL for toxin removal, in order to specifically target poorly adsorbed 

albumin bound liver toxins. 

1.7.2. Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of the present work is that modifying the surface of HEMA-based cryogels 

with alginate and cell-adhesive peptide will improve the non-fouling and cell-adhesive 

properties of the resultant scaffold for BAL application, preventing blood protein adhesion 

and activation, and supporting a higher cell fraction. Also, a fluid dynamics characterisation 

and optimisation will enhance cell mass transfer inside the macroporous scaffold, supporting 

a more significant cell functionality.  Finally, the use of an-in line carbon monolith sorbent will 
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help to adsorb toxins from plasma, preventing cell damage and death, increasing device life 

and performance.  

 

1.7.3. Aim 

The aim of this study is to develop a hepatocyte loaded cryogel prototype with optimal fluid 

dynamics, hepatocyte function and non-biofouling characteristics for BAL application. 

Furthermore, a carbon monolith adsorbent unit will be tested in line with the BAL prototype 

to assess whether it can remove key inflammatory factors from toxin-rich plasma to improve 

cell viability in the bioreactor unit. 

 

1.7.4. Objectives 

In order to fulfil the aim, the workload was broken down into the following objectives: 

1. To synthesise and perform physical, mechanical and chemical characterisation of a 

cryogel matrix with sufficient pore size and adequate mechanical properties suitable 

for use in a perfused system. 

2. To develop an optical setup based on PIV to visualise flow inside cryogels. 

3. To optimise the internal flow through the porous structure to minimise the shear 

stress onto the cells. 

4. To modify the cryogels with alginate using different approaches to enhance the non-

fouling surface properties to prevent protein adsorption from the surrounding 

biological fluids. 

5. To further functionalise with cell adhesive RGD-containing peptide to enhance cell 

adhesion and metabolism. 

6. To assess non-biofouling properties in terms of protein absorption and to compare 

with plain cryogels in terms of hepatocyte adhesion and proliferation. 

7. To develop an optimised bioreactor design with improved fluid dynamics, and to 

compare it with the column version in terms of cell viability and functionality. 

8. To evaluate the effect of cytokine adsorption by the carbon monolith on the cells 

contained inside the bioreactor. 

9. To test the device for safety in a bile duct ligation (BDL) rat model of liver cirrhosis. 
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2.1. Introduction 

One of the key parameters for designing an effective BAL system is the choice of the material 

to employ as cell scaffold in the bioreactor unit. Macroporosity and interconnectivity of pores 

are fundamental characteristics to develop a packed bed bioreactor in a perfused system. 

Large pores up to 100 µm are necessary to support hepatocyte colonisation and 

interconnectivity of the pores allows perfusion of biological fluid and transport of nutrients 

and products of metabolism [185]. Cryogels are supermacroporous hydrogels obtained by 

cryogelation technique, as described in Figure 2.1. Cryogels are characterised by dense 

polymer walls and an interconnected network of large pores of the size up to 150 µm [184, 

192, 193]. They have been exploited for biomedical application, such as protein purification, 

bacteria screening, biodegradable cell scaffolds and as matrices for wound repair [206, 258-

260]. Cryogels are ideal candidates for using as cell scaffold in a perfused system due to their 

morphology, sponge like structure and mechanical properties. Their particular structure can 

sustain cell grow and proliferation, whilst allowing non-restricted perfusion of aqueous 

solutions.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Steps of the cryogelation process. The monomer and initiator solution is kept 

frozen for several hours at temperature lower than 0 °C. Crystals of solvent start to grow, 

increasing the monomer concentration. Monomers polymerise around the ice crystals 

forming the polymer walls. After thawing an interconnected network of pores is formed in 

place of ice crystals. 
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2.1.1. Cryogel materials and reaction parameters selection 

The choice of the starting monomers utilised to synthesise the cryogels was performed basing 

on previous work conducted by our group.  In particular, hydroxyl- and epoxy- groups 

containing cryogels were successfully synthesised and functionalised with protein A 

conjugated with the anthrax antibody for blood detoxification purpose [184]. In this work, 

hydroxyl-containing cryogels, consisted of HEMA cross-linked with polyethylene glycol 

diacrylate (PEGDA) or N,N’- methylene-bis(acrylamide) (MBA), producing poly(HEMA-co-

PEGDA) and a poly(HEMA-co-MBA) cryogels, were obtained. Additionally an epoxy-containing 

cryogel consisted of poly(acrylamide-allyl glycidyl ether) (AAm-AGE) cross-linked with MBA, 

resulting in poly(AA-AGE-MBA) cryogel, was obtained too. Introduction of functional hydroxyl 

and epoxy groups provides additional versatility for the cryogel modification. The monomer 

concentration, 8 % (wt/v), was found optimal to obtain macroporous cryogels with sufficient 

mechanical properties to sustain flow in a perfused system and it was used also in other 

studies on HEMA-based cryogels [261]. These developed cryogels are interesting because 

they can be easily functionalised with bioactive ligands after synthesis. The rational of the 

material choices for this project was to investigate whether these cryogels formulations were 

suitable to be used as cell scaffold for BAL purpose since they previously showed sufficient 

pore size and interconnectivity of pores to be used in a blood perfusion system.  

 

As a first screening, HEMA was chosen as initial monomer for developing cryogels as potential 

cell scaffold for BAL application. This is because HEMA is a well-known bio- and hemo- 

compatible, low-fouling and inert material used for many biomedical applications, including 

cell scaffold, whilst acrylamide has an innate cytotoxicity [192, 262, 263].  Hence, the AA-AGE-

MBA cryogel was used here only as control to compare to the mechanical properties obtained 

in the previous work and as control for protein adsorption studies, discussed in Chapter 3. 

The monomer concentration affects the pore size and the mechanical properties of the 

resultant cryogels. A low monomer concentration, for example 3 % (w/v), results in very thin 

pore walls and large pores, whilst a high concentration, for example 12 % (w/v), results in 

smaller pores with thicker pore walls. This means that the cryogels would possess higher 

mechanical properties but a significantly increase in flow resistance [264]. For this reason, it 

is important to find a compromise depending on the application. The freezing temperature is 

an important parameter as well because a slow freezing rate gives time to form big ice 
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crystals, meaning big pores, which is wanted for this application [264]. There is a linear 

correlation between temperature of gelation and pore size: lower the temperature is, smaller 

the pores are formed [190]. Most of the studies on cryogels for perfused systems application 

used -12 °C as optimal freezing temperature [184, 196, 217]. Also a freezing regime of -20 °C 

is commonly used for cryogel formation [265]. Regarding the cross-linker, PEGDA is generally 

more biocompatible than MBA, however it generates cryogels with poorer mechanical 

properties [266, 267].   

 

In this study two different freezing temperatures, -12 °C and – 20 °C, as showed in Table 2.1, 

were explored in terms of impact on the mechanical structure of the resultant cryogels. For 

the same purpose, the effect of the two different cross-linkers, PEGDA and MBA, was also 

investigated. The obtained HEMA-based cryogels were then further functionalised with 

alginate to make an ultra-non fouling surface and with an RGD-containing cell adhesive 

peptide.  

 

2.1.2. Enhancing non-fouling and cell-adhesive properties 

As explained in Chapter 1, an ideal material to be employed as cell scaffold for BAL should 

possess at the same time non-fouling and cell adhesive properties to prevent blood protein 

adhesion and pore occlusion and to support an adequate cell fraction. Alginate is a good 

candidate for improving the non-fouling properties of the cryogels. Alginates are a family of 

polysaccharides obtained from brown algae such Laminaria hyperborea and lessonia which 

are commonly found in coastal waters [268]. It was first discovered by Stanford et al. (patent 

1881) [269] that alginates were block polymers composed of a fraction of D-mannuronic acid 

and a fraction of guluronic acid which vary depending on the sources. Nowadays it is well 

known that alginates are linear unbranched copolymers of (1,4)-linked ß-D-mannuronic acid 

(M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G) residues. The M and G residues form blocks which are either 

of similar length (MMMM, GGGG) or alternating (MGMGMG), depending on the origin of 

extraction. The typical molecular weight by which alginate is prepared has a range of 50 to 

100,000 kDa. It is possible to prepare aqueous solutions of alginate with different viscosity, 

depending on concentration and molecular weight. Gelation occurs in the presence of 

multivalent cations (Ca2+ or Ba2+) which cross-link the carboxylic groups of two G blocks 
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situated on adjacent polymer chains.  It is possible to modulate the gel stiffness by varying 

the MW and M/G ratio. Alginate is widely used for pharmaceutical products because of its 

abundance, costless, biocompatibility, non-immunogenicity and hydrophilicity. The latter 

property is determinant to attribute to alginate its non-fouling characteristics: the negative 

charges create a thick layer of water that prevents molecules such as proteins and cells from 

the surrounding fluids to be absorbed onto the surface. This is crucial to prevent proteins and 

molecules from blood and biological fluids to adhere on cryogel surface and obstruct pores 

forming clots. This situation happens when blood enters in contact with a foreign body and 

creates a provisional matrix around the biomaterial [270, 271]. This blood/biomaterial 

interaction is responsible for the macrophage activation and an inflammatory response. This 

happens because proteins in biological fluids have a native conformation, which is lost when 

in contact with a foreign surface. In fact, the water shell, which maintains the tertiary and 

quaternary protein structure, is disrupted and the protein is absorbed onto the surface [272]. 

In this scenario, macrophages recognise the surface as a foreign body, becoming active 

against it and releasing cytokines and eventually leading to an inflammation process with the 

formation of a fibrotic capsule [273]. A non-fouling surface prevents this activation process by 

creating a water shell, which does not disrupt the native conformation of the proteins, 

blocking the foreign body response. The creation of a thick water shell prevents also bacterial 

adhesion, inhibiting the formation of the layer of molecules from the surrounding fluids onto 

which bacteria adhere [274].  

 

Regarding enhancing the cell adhesive properties of the cell scaffold, integrin-binding peptide 

sequences are good candidate for surface functionalisation. RGD is a well-known cell-

adhesive amino acidic sequence found in the extracellular matrix and recognized by the 

membrane protein integrin. RGD can be easily produced and attached onto material surfaces 

[275-277]. In the work of Massia et al. [278] it was calculated that a minimum spatial distance 

between RGD-containing peptides onto a scaffold surface of 440 nm is needed to stimulate 

cell spreading and a minimum distance of 140 nm is needed for cells to create focal points.  

In this study, RGD-alginate modified cryogels were then selected as scaffold material for BAL 

purpose.  
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2.1.3. Cryogel surface modification with alginate 

The first step of cryogel-surface engineering in this project was to increase the non-fouling 

properties of the material by alginate modification. Alginate is generally used to form 

hydrogels for cell scaffolds by ionic gelation, which is the cross-linking of the G-blocks with 

divalent cations such as Na2+ or Ca2+, resulting in a jelly-like hydrogel with tunable  properties 

[279]. Exploiting this process, many groups used alginate to encapsulate cells since when this 

method was developed by Lim and Sun in 1980 to encapsulate pancreatic cells for diabetes 

treatment [280]. Alginate was used also together with other materials to produce more stable 

constructs. The group of Zhang et al. [281] developed porous alginate/chitosan-based scaffold 

with different stiffness by cross-linking with Ca2+ and glutaraldehyde for stimulating 

osteogenesis.  Interpenetrating polymer network (INP) hydrogels, which are networks where 

two or more polymers are interlaced on the molecular scale but not covalently bounded, were 

obtained by blending alginate with PVA by free radical polymerization for prolonged drug 

therapy [282]. Other groups coated synthetic scaffolds with alginate to make it more 

biocompatible. For example, the group of Bahcecioglu coated with alginate a PLLA/PLGA 

scaffold to study cell behaviour [283]. Alginate alone or conjugated with other materials was 

also used to produce cryogels for different purposes. For example, alginate-cryogels were 

used as scaffold to cultivate bone marrow mesenchymal stromal cells in static and dynamic 

conditions [284]. Injectable alginate cryogels were developed as cancer vaccine [285] and as 

systems for drug delivery [286]. A blend of HEMA-alginate-gelatine cryogel was used for the 

growth and proliferation of lung epithelial cells [287].  

 

In this project, the purpose was to incorporate for the first time alginate into HEMA-based 

cryogels in a stable way to create a non-fouling surface to be used in a BAL system. To address 

this, two different alginate incorporation strategies, both using glutaraldehyde as cross-linker, 

were investigated. In the first strategy, alginate was introduced pre-synthesis in the 

monomer/cross-linker solution, resulting in an incorporation of alginate into the cryogel bulk. 

The second strategy was to attach alginate post-synthesis, in order to create a layer onto the 

cryogel surface. Both strategies may have some issues; for example, copolymerisation with 

alginate may results in an alteration of porosity, resulting in a cryogel with different 

mechanical properties and permeability. Also, in this way, alginate might be present only in 

the cryogel wall and not exposed on the surface and, consequently, not producing a non-
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fouling surface. In the post-synthesis modification strategy, on the other hand, cryogels are 

already synthesised with defined physical and mechanical properties and the coating with 

alginate should not alter it. However, it is possible that alginate coating might results in pore 

obstruction. For these reasons, the physical and mechanical characterisation of these new 

alginate-containing cryogels is very important. Different alginate concentrations were used 

to obtain the best composition in term of mechanical properties.  

 

The different reaction parameters investigated here are summarised in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Different reaction parameters investigated in this part of the project to produce 

cryogels suitable for BAL purpose 

Parameter Candidates 

Cross-linker PEGDA, MBA 

Temperature of gelation -12 °C, -20 °C 

Type of alginate incorporation Pre-synthesis (copolymerisation), post-synthesis 

(surface functionalisation) 

Alginate concentrations 1 %, 2 %, 3 % (w/v) 

 

2.1.4. Cryogel surface functionalisation with RGD  

The second step of cryogel surface-engineering was to make it cell-adhesive. This is because 

a non-fouling surface is usually not cell-adhesive, creating a thick layer of water and 

preventing proteins and, consecutively, cells to adhere. At the beginning of this project, 

HepG2 cells were considered as cell type to be used and for, this reason, a HepG2-specific 

aptamer was selected as possible cell-adhesive ligand to bind onto cryogel surface, following 

the work of Enomoto et al [288]. However, HepG2 were discarded for an alternative cell 
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source which is not yet well characterised and there is not currently an identified aptamer 

able to catch it. As an alternative solution, an RGD-containing peptide was designed and 

synthesised. Although RGD is not cell selective, it was still employed in this case because 

hepatocytes were previously seeded and let proliferate on the cryogel matrix before blood 

perfusion, thus there is no risk that other cell types would adhere. Furthermore, RGD 

functionalisation would help to prevent cells to be washed out by flow during perfusion, 

providing a stronger interaction with the surface. The RGD-peptide sequence was designed 

to contain the RGD domain at the C terminal, which would be exposed to the environment 

inside the cryogel porosity, and a glycine tail as “spacer” at the N terminal, which is used to 

couple on the cryogel matrix (Figure 2.2).  A tryptophan residue was introduced in the glycine 

tail to be detected by spectrophotometry. The aromatic group contained in the tryptophan 

molecule absorbs UV light and can be used for quantification purpose.  

 

 

Figure 2.2. RGD- containing peptide designed to make cryogel more cell-adhesive. G is glycine, 

W is tryptophan, R is arginine, D in aspartic acid (-NH- is the amino terminal and -COO- is the 

carboxylic terminal). 

 

The cryogel surface-engineering steps are showed in Figure 2.3. The A route represents the 

alginate cryogel obtained by copolymerization (pre). In this case, alginate was added in the 

monomer solution and the resultant cryogel possess alginate inside its polymeric walls. In 

route B is represented the alginate cryogel obtained post-synthesis functionalisation (post). 

In this case, the cryogel is obtained and then surface modified by alginate. Both alginate 

cryogel types are then further functionalised with RGD-containing peptide to make a cell-

adhesive surface.  
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Figure 2.3. Steps for engineering the HEMA-based cryogel surface. A) Cryogels are synthesised 

with alginate as copolymer (pre), B) cryogels are first synthesised and then post-synthesis 

modified with alginate (post). The surface is then further functionalised with the RGD-

containing peptide to make it cell-adhesive. 
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2.2. Hypothesis and objectives 

Currently there is a lack of porous scaffolds with adequate mechanical properties and 

interconnected pores to be used as cell scaffold for BAL application which address also non-

fouling and cell-adhesive issues. 

 

The hypothesis for the work conducted in chapter 2 is that HEMA-based cryogels can be 

successfully synthesised and characterised with suitable mechanical and physical properties 

to be employed in a BAL prototype system. Furthermore, it is supposed that alginate can be 

incorporated into cryogels by pre and post synthesis modification to produce a non-fouling 

surface and that RGD-containing peptides can be synthesised and covalently attached onto 

the cryogel surface to produce a cell-adhesive surface.  

 

In order to address these assumptions, the aims of Chapter 2 were to firstly synthesise and 

characterise cryogels with different reaction parameters to determine the most suitable for 

BAL purpose. This should possess open and interconnected porosity with pore size up to 100 

µm and sufficient mechanical properties to support flow pressure. Successively, the aim was 

to test different strategies of alginate incorporation in order to create a non-fouling surface 

which can resist to plasma protein adsorption (assessed in Chapter 3). The final aim of the 

present chapter was to synthesise an RGD-containing peptide to covalently attach onto the 

cryogel surface in order to make it cell adhesive (assessed in Chapter 3).  

The objectives to achieve these aims were: 

1. To synthesise cryogels by cryogelation technique with different reaction parameters, 

such as cross-linker types and temperatures of gelation. 

2. To incorporate alginate with pre and post synthesis strategies and to confirm 

incorporation by FTIR and z-potential analysis.  

3. To perform a physical and mechanical characterisation by employing different 

techniques such as SEM and confocal imaging, texture, pore size and flow analysis 

4. To design and synthesise an RGD-containing peptide by solid-phase method and to 

covalently attach it onto cryogel surface by CNBr surface activation. The amount of 

RGD attached was spectrophotometrically determined and the surface density 

calculated. 
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2.3. Materials 

• 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), MW 130,14 g/mol, 97 % (Sigma 128635, UK) 

• Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), Mn 250 (Sigma 475629, UK) 

• N,Nʹ-Methylenebis(acrylamide) (MBA), 99 % (Sigma 146072, UK) 

• Acrylamide (AA), 99 % (Sigma A3552, UK) 

• Allyl glycidyl ether, 99 % (Sigma A3208, UK) 

• Alginic acid sodium salt (Sigma 180947, UK) 

• N,N,Nʹ,Nʹ-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), 99% (Sigma T9281, UK) 

• Ammonium persulfate (APS) 98%, (Sigma A3678, UK) 

• Glutaraldehyde solution 50 wt % in water (Sigma 340855, UK) 

• Glycine, 99 % (Sigma, UK) 

• Hydrochloric acid (Sigma 30721, UK) 

• Glass tubes, 9 mm inner diameter (Fisher Scientific, UK) 

• Rubber stopper (Fisher Scientific, UK) 

• Rhodamin B (Sigma 83689, UK) 

• N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF), 99.8 % (Sigma 227056, UK) 

• N,N- Diisopropyilethylamine (DIPEA), 99.5 % (Sigma D125806, UK) 

• Piperidine solution 20 % in DMF (Sigma 80645, UK) 

• Fmoc Rink Amide Linker (Iris biotech GMBH RL-1027, UK) 

• TentaGel S-NH2 Resin (bead size 90µm) (Iris biotech GMBH S-30023, UK) 

• N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-O-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)uronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), 

98 % (Sigma 12804, UK) 

• Diethyl ether (Fisher Scientific 102632, UK) 

• Dichloromethane, 99.6 % (Fisher Scientific AC406925000, UK) 

• Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (Thermo Scientific 400137, UK) 

• Triisopropylsilane, 98 % (Sigma 233781) 

• Glass wool (Sigma 20411, UK) 

• Fmoc-gly-OH, Fmoc-Arg-OH, Fmoc-Asp-OH, Fmoc-Try-OH (Novabiochem, UK) 

• C18 column (Fortis C18, F18-050703, dimensions 150x4.6mm, UK) 

• HPLC grade water (Sigma 270733, UK) 

• HPLC grade acetilonitrile, 99.9 % (Sigma 34851, UK) 
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• Methanol, 99.9 % (Sigma 34860, UK) 

• HPLC vials (Sigma 29141-U, UK) 

• Multichannel peristaltic pump (Ismatec IP-N digital peristaltic pump, 8-channel, WZ-

78010-11, Germany)  

• Tube 2-stops (Ismatec 2-stop, 2.79 mm 6/pk, Germany) 

• Sodium chloride, 99.5 % (Sigma 73575, UK) 

• Sodium carbonate, 99 % (Sigma S7795, UK) 

• Sodium bicarbonate (Sigma S5761, U, UK) 

• Cyanogen bromide, 97 % (Sigma C91492, UK) 

• Ethanolamine, 99 % (Fisher scientific 205-483-3, UK) 
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2.4. Methods  

2.4.1. Cryogel synthesis 

Cryogels were synthesised by cryogelation technique. For the preparation of HEMA-based 

cryogels, 20 ml of deionised water were poured in a conical flask and placed on a magnetic 

stirrer. 0.891 ml of HEMA was added and the solution was stirred for 5 minutes until clear. To 

make poly(HEMA-PEGDA) cryogels, 0.237 ml of PEGDA were added to the mixture. To make 

poly(HEMA-MBA) 0.266g of MBA were added to the mixture. After stirring, the solution was 

degassed for 10 min with nitrogen gas or connected to a vacuum pump to remove oxygen. 20 

µl of N,N,Nʹ,Nʹ-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was added and the solution was cooled 

down in ice for 15 minutes. 20 mg of ammonium persulfate (APS) was mixed and the solution 

was stirred for 30 seconds. After stirring, 2 ml of the solution was immediately poured in 9 

mm inner diameter glass tubes, with silicon plugs to close the outlet and placed in the ethanol 

cryobath (Julabo) at -12°C or -20°C, depending on the condition wanted. The tubes with 

cryogel reagents were left in the cryobath for 18 hours, then thawed at room temperature 

and washed with 200 ml of fresh deionized water. The preparation of the epoxy groups-

containing control cryogel, poly(AA-AGE-MBA), followed the same procedure described 

above. The composition of 0.954 g of AA, 0.358 ml of AGE and 0.266 g of MBA in 20 ml of 

water was used.  

 

Alginate was incorporated into HEMA-based cryogels using two different strategies. The first 

one consists of the copolymerization of alginate with HEMA monomer and cross-linker 

(PEGDA or MBA). Solutions of 1, 2 or 3 % w/v of alginate in deionized water were prepared 

and let stir until alginate was completely dissolved. Then the cryogels was prepared in similar 

way as described above. HEMA and cross-linker were added to the alginate solutions. After 

the addition of TEMED, the mixture was degassed and cooled down on the ice. APS was added 

together with glutaraldehyde (GA) at a final concentration of 0.03 M. The solution was 

immediately poured in glass tubes and placed overnight in the cryobath. The resulting 

cryogels were thawed and washed properly with DI water to remove non-reacted alginate 

and GA. The resulting alginate-containing cryogels is addressed with the prefix alginate-(pre) 

in the text. The second strategy to incorporate alginate involved the post-synthesis surface 

modification of cryogels with alginate. After synthesis, cryogels were immersed in 100 ml of 
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a 0.03 M glutaraldehyde solution in acidic conditions, obtained by adding 300 µl of a 1M HCl 

solution, for 2 hours on an orbital shaker for activation. Cryogels were then washed 3 times 

with DI water and put in a 1 %, 2 % or 3 % alginate solutions overnight on a shaker for 

functionalization. The next day, cryogels were washed three times with DI water and stored 

at 4°C in DI water. The resulting alginate-containing cryogels is addressed with the prefix 

alginate-(post) in the text.  

2.4.2. Synthesis of RGD-containing peptide 

RGD-containing peptide was synthesised using solid-phase peptide synthesis method. With 

this method it is possible to grow the amino acidic chain on a solid support, namely a resin. 

The first amino acid to be coupled should be the desired C-terminal, in this case the aspartic 

acid. The first part regards the actual synthesis of the peptide and then, when the peptide is 

formed, it proceeds with the cleavage and purification of the peptide from the resin and 

reagents. The synthesis part of the SPPS method is all performed in a specific syringe with a 

filter (PP Reactor 10 ml with PE frit, Biotage) that allows to keep the resin inside whilst 

aspirating and expelling the reagents. 

In the coupling first step, 0.5 g of Tentagel resin was weighted and placed in a new syringe 

and 5 ml of DMF was added and left to swell for 15 minutes. After removing of DMF, a solution 

of 0.4 mmol of Rink amide linker, 0.4 mmol HBTU, 140 µl of DIPEA and 3 ml of DMF was added 

to the syringe and let to react for 30 minutes. In this step, the C-group of the linker reacts 

with the N-group of the resin to form the first coupling. The resin was washed 3 times with 5 

ml of DMF and deprotected with three washes, 2 minutes each, with 5 ml of 20% piperidine 

in DMF. This is called deprotection step and it cleaves the Fmoc cap that protects the N-

terminal of the linker to make it ready to react with the first amino acid. The resin was washed 

5 times with 3 ml of DMF and a solution of 0.4 mmol of Fmoc-Asp-OH (first amino acid of the 

growing chain), 0.4 mmol of HBTU, 140 µl of DIPEA and 3 ml of DMF was added to the syringe. 

The resin was then washed with DMF and deprotected with 20% piperidine and coupled with 

the next amino acid and so on. When the last amino acid was added, the resin was washed 

eight times with dichloromethane, then with methanol and eventually with diethyl ether and 

let to dry overnight under the hood. The syringe with peptide was conserved at -25°C until 

needed.  
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When peptide was needed for analysis or for cryogel functionalization, a 200 mg of resin was 

taken from the syringe and added to 4 ml of mixture solution which consists of 90% TFA, 5% 

triisopropylsilane and 5% DI water. The mixture was let to react for 3 hours to ensure that all 

the peptide was cleaved from the resin. Meanwhile, a clamp was mounted to hold a Pasteur 

pipette with a filter made of glass wool (approximately 1 cm) overlying a box with ice. A pre-

weighted falcon tube was filled with 20 ml of cold diethyl ether and let in the ice under the 

Pasteur pipette. The cleavage mixture with resin/peptide was pushed inside the Pasteur 

pipette to precipitate it into the diethyl ether. The falcon was centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 5 

minutes at room temperature. The diethyl ether was then decanted without removing the 

pellet and 20 ml of cold new one was added, and the falcon was mixed and centrifuge again. 

These last steps were repeated three times in order to wash the peptide from all reagents. 

After, the peptide pellet was let drying under the hood overnight. For ToF-MS and HPLC 

analysis, 1 mg of peptide was weighted and placed in a dried glass vial and dissolved in 1 ml 

of methanol. The solid-phase process is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) scheme. 

 

For HPLC, a C18 column, suitable for small peptides, was used as stationary phase; HPLC grade 

water and HPLC grade acetonitrile were employed as mobile phase. The C18 column was 

placed in the HPLC instrument and washed with water and acetonitrile prior to use. Peptide 
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solution and blank were placed in the carrier and the parameters were set as described in 

Table 2.2 and the intensity peak graph obtained. 

Table 2.2. Parameters for peptide purity analysis with HPLC. 

Step Time (minutes) Flow rates 

(ml/min) 

Water (%) Acetonitrile (%) 

0 0.1 0.8 95 5 

1 15.0 0.8 30 70 

2 15.0 0.8 30 70 

3 5.0 0.8 0 100 

 

2.4.3. Cryogel functionalization with RGD peptide 

HEMA-based cryogels (HEMA-PEGDA, HEMA-MBA and the respective alginate variants) were 

functionalised with RGD peptide activating the hydroxyl groups with cyanogen bromide 

(CNBr) using an adapted protocol used by our group to attach protein A to cryogel for blood 

detoxification purpose [184]. This method is represented in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. Representation of the strategy to activate hydroxyl containing cryogels and 

attachment of RGD-containing peptide (adapted from Ingavle et al. [184]). 

A tryptophan residue was inserted inside the glycine tail to make the RGD peptide detectable 

by spectrophotometric techniques such as NanoDrop analysis. The NanoDrop 

spectrophotometer can detect a purified protein concentration in a solution drop of 2 µl. With 

this method, it is possible to calculate the concentration measuring the absorbance, with no 

need of a standard curve. The extinction coefficient (ε) at 280 nm can be theoretically 

calculated by the weighted sum of the absorptivity coefficients of three aromatic amino acids, 

as showed by Equation 2.1. 

! = ($%	'	5500) + ($,	'	1490) + ($0	'	125) 

Equation 2.1. Calculation of the extinction coefficient for peptide concentration 

measurement with Nanodrop Lite. 

Where W is tryptophan, Y is tyrosine and C is cysteine residues, n the number of residues 

presents in the protein and 5500, 1490 and 125 the molar absorptivity at 280 nm of W, Y and 

C respectively. In this case, there is only one W residue, so the ε of the peptide would be 5500. 

Using this spectrophotometric method, it is possible to measure the RGD peptide 

concentration before and after the functionalization; the difference would be the amount of 

peptide coupled to the cryogel matrix. To make this assumption valid, few limitations must 
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be considered such as the water inside the cryogel, which dilute the RGD solution and the 

amount of RGD peptide that could not-specifically bound to the plastic tubing of the 

recirculating system. A maximum number of 8 cryogel columns, previously left in DI water for 

at least 24 hours, were placed in plastic columns with plastic stopper and connected through 

2-stops silicon tubes to the multichannel peristaltic pump. The flow rate was set as 2 ml/min 

and fresh DI water was recirculated in cryogels for 30 minutes. After, a solution of 0.5 M of 

NaCl was pumped for 30 minutes followed by the recirculation of 0.5M sodium carbonate 

buffer (pH 10.5) for 20 minutes. To prepare a solution of 0.5 M of CNBr in sodium carbonate 

buffer, first 1 g of CNBr was dissolved in 1 ml acetonitrile in ice under the hood and then 

added to 19 ml of sodium carbonate buffer. The pH was maintained between 9 and 10 by 

adding 0.5 M sodium carbonate solution. At least 10 ml of CNBr solution was recirculated in 

each cryogel column for 1 hour. Cryogels were then washed with 0.5 M sodium carbonate 

buffer pH 10 for 1 hour to remove non-reacted CNBr. Meanwhile, 16 mg of RGD-peptide was 

weighted and dissolved in 1 ml sodium carbonate buffer and then diluted in 50 ml of the same 

buffer at pH 8.5 to recirculate it into cryogels. Two empty plastic columns were connected to 

the pump to measure the unspecific peptide interaction with the tubing system. The RGD-

solution was circulated for 4 hours and then the cryogels were washed with 1.0 M 

ethanolamine (pH 9), 1.0 M NaCl, and DI water for 30 minutes each.  

 

2.4.4. FTIR spectra  

FTIR spectra were obtained in the range of 400-2000 cm-1 by 64 scans with 2 cm-1 resolution 

using a Universal ATI, PerkinElmer (Spectrum 650) FT-IR spectrometer. Cryogel samples were 

freeze-dried and ground to a fine powder before the analysis. 

 

2.4.5. Zeta potential measurements 

Cryogels were cut into small portions and freeze-dried overnight. The dried cryogels were 

then finely ground and suspended in DI water at a concentration of 0.25 mg/ml. A folded 

capillary cell (DTS1070) was filled with the cryogel solutions and zeta potential was recorded 

using Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90. 
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2.4.6.  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

Samples were prepared by sectioning into 3 mm discs, freeze drying, mounting on a sample 

holder and sputter coating with a 4 nm thick layer of platinum using a Quorum (Q150TES) 

coater. SEM was carried out using a Zeiss Sigma field emission gun SEM (Zeiss NTS) at an 

accelerating voltage of 5 kV at 200 magnification. 

 

2.4.7. Confocal Imaging  

Cryogel discs were stained with 50 µM Rhodamine B solution in PBS for 30 minutes. Discs 

were then repeatedly washed with PBS and analysed with a HeNe laser at an 

excitation/emission wavelength of 526/573 nm using confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP5, 

Wetzlar, Germany). 

 

2.4.8. Pore size analysis 

Pore size of synthesised cryogels were measured using ImageJ software. In particular, channel 

length was measured for 5 consecutive channels on the same line for each SEM image and 

then the average and SD was calculated. A total of 3 images of different sample for each 

cryogel type were analysed.   

 

2.4.9. X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) 

Cryogel samples were incubated with a 0.5 M FeCl3 solution overnight and washed with DI 

water prior to freeze drying. Samples were then scanned with X-ray micro-computed 

tomography (µCT) to obtain a 3D reconstruction of the pore networks, overall porosity and 

the percentage of connected pores. The µCT system is based on an open type X-ray source 

160 kVp at 200 μA, a high-precision air-bearing rotating stage and amorphous silicon (a-Si) 

sensor array detector acquiring 16-bit grey level with a pixel matrix of 4096 ´ 4096 at 100 µm 

[289]. The cryogel samples were scanned with 60 kV at 25 µA and an emission focal spot of 

approximately 1.5 µm. The integration time was set to use the full detector’s dynamic range, 

at 2500 ms. The angle step between radiographies depends on the specific magnification and 

size of the projected object. Those values were chosen according to the Nyquist theorem and 

are equal to 0.075°. For determining the effective µCT resolution (2.769 μm) a calibration was 
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performed using certified ruby spheres (Renishaw®, A-5000-7812: ball grade 5 according to 

ISO 3290, deviation of spherical form from the nominal shape of 0.13 μm) [290]. The 

quantitative analysis of geometry features requires segmentation. Image enhancement 

techniques were applied leading to a clear bimodal voxel intensity histogram and allowing the 

distinction in voids and solid material. From the generated 3D binary void matrix, the sample 

porosity was extracted. The overall porosity was estimated by simply counting the number of 

voxels assigned to the void space. For the effective porosity a connectivity analysis was 

performed, identifying the three-dimensionally connected pores, spanning the sample from 

one end to the other in the flow direction. The effective and absolute porosity were 

extrapolated for a representative cylindrical volume of the cryogel sample (diameter of 4.43 

mm and height of 2.77 mm). 

 

2.4.10. Texture analysis 

The compressive modulus and the elastic behaviour of the cryogels were investigated with a 

TA.TX Plus Texture Analyser and detected under unconfined uniaxial compression. 8 mm-

thick cryogel discs were prepared and equilibrised in DI water overnight. The wet samples 

were compressed orthogonally to the circular face with a 5 N load through all the thickness 

at a rate of 0.05 mm/s with a cylindrical probe with a diameter of 9 mm. The elastic modulus 

was obtained from the linear region of stress-strain curve (<25% strain).  

 

2.4.11. Flow measurements 

Cryogel samples of 2 cm in the glass tubes were placed below a 1 metre high water column 

containing degassed DI water. Water was allowed to flow through the cryogel sample under 

gravity. The time for 1 ml to pass through was recorded and a flow rate was calculated [291]. 
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2.5. Results 

2.5.1. Synthesis and characterisation of HEMA-based cryogels with different reaction 

parameters 

HEMA-based cryogels were successfully synthesised by cryogelation technique. This process 

consists of freezing the monomer and cross linker solution below the solvent freezing point 

for several hours, allowing ice crystals to grow within the polymerizing network, and then 

thawing it, leaving an interconnected porous network. 

Two different cross-linkers, PEGDA and MBA, and two different gelation temperatures, -12 °C 

and -20 °C, were investigated in order to obtain cryogels with adequate pore size and 

mechanical properties to be used as cell scaffold for BAL purpose. The four different 

synthesised HEMA-based cryogels are showed in Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6. Macroscopic images of HEMA-based cryogels. 

All HEMA-based cryogels possessed an opaque, spongy-like and elastic structure. Cryogels 

retained their shape after squeezing by hand to remove water, reabsorbing it entirely after 

removing pressure.  The cryogels obtained with PEGDA as cross-linker were softer and more 

fragile to the touch than the cryogels obtained with MBA as cross-linker, for both 

temperatures of cryogelation. Cryogels stress and strain curves under uniaxial compressions 

are shown in Figure 2.7 A. From the curves is possible to see that cryogels synthesised at 

temperature of cryogelation of -12 °C possessed a higher deformability than those 

synthesised at -20 °C for the same level of stress. Furthermore, the curves showed that 

cryogels cross-linked with PEGDA are more compressible than cryogels produced with MBA. 

The compressive modulus (Figure 2.7 B) showed that cryogels cross-linked with MBA 
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possessed a significantly higher elastic modulus than cryogels synthesised with PEGDA. The 

compressive modulus of HEMA-MBA cryogels was 11.19 ± 2.46 kPa for -12 °C and 4.86 ± 1.20 

kPa for – 20 °C, and HEMA-PEGDA cryogels was 3.24 ± 0.92 kPa for -12 °C and 1.79 ± 0.37 kPa 

for -20 °C. Another observation highlighted by both stress and strain curves and compressive 

modulus analysis is that amongst the same cross-linker groups, the temperature of gelation 

of – 12 °C produced significantly stronger cryogels compared to the temperature of gelation 

of – 20 °C.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Texture analysis of the HEMA-based cryogels synthesised with different cross-

linker and different temperatures of gelation. A) Stress and strain curves, B) Elastic modulus. 

Values represent mean ± SD (n=5). Statistical analysis was performed using an unpaired t-test 

(*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001). 

The SEM images of the HEMA-based cryogels are shown in Figure 2.8. From a qualitative 

analysis is possible to see that the cryogels synthesised with a temperature of gelation of – 

12 °C possessed a more regular porosity than cryogels synthesised with a temperature of 

gelation of – 20 °C. This was especially valid for the cryogels synthesised with MBA as cross-

linker. In fact, the porosity for the – 20 °C seemed mostly closed and irregular. This 

observation was supported by the quantitative analysis of pore size, reported in Figure 2.9. In 

fact, the pore size of the cryogels produced at – 20 °C for both cross-linkers was significantly 
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smaller (59. 4 ± 24.6 µm for HEMA-PEGDA and 41.5 ± 17.6 µm for HEMA-MBA) compared to 

the cryogels produced at – 12 °C (109. 9 ± 29.0 µm for HEMA-PEGDA and 113.6 ± 46.4 µm for 

HEMA-MBA). Remarkably, the pore size of HEMA-MBA cryogels produced at – 12 °C reached 

150 µm. 

After analysis of these results, a first screening was performed eliminating as reaction 

parameter the temperature of gelation of – 20 °C, since it produced cryogels with poorer 

mechanical properties and a not sufficient pore size for the purpose of this work. The two 

cross-linkers, PEGDA and MBA, were employed for further analysis to determinate the most 

suitable.  

 

 

Figure 2.8. SEM images of HEMA-based cryogels synthesised with different cross-linker and 

different temperatures of gelation. Magnification 250 x. 
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Figure 2.9. Pore size analysis of the HEMA-based cryogels synthesised with different cross-

linker and different temperatures of gelation. Values represent mean ± SD (n=3). Statistical 

analysis was performed using an unpaired t-test (*p < 0.05). 

2.5.2. Synthesis and characterisation of alginate-containing cryogels with different 

incorporation techniques 

Alginate cryogels were produced at -12 °C using both PEGDA and MBA as cross-linkers. 

Different alginate concentrations were firstly investigated (1 %, 2 % and 3 % w/v). However, 

for concentration higher than 1 %, the alginate solution was very viscous and difficult to 

handle, producing very fragile cryogels, which broke at touching. For this reason, for the rest 

of the project the alginate concentration of 1 % (w/v) was used. The cryogel range produced 

in the second part of the work is showed in Figure 2.10. Alginate was incorporated with two 

strategies, as copolymer (Alg-(pre)), and post-synthesis (Alg-(post)). All synthesised cryogels 

possessed an opaque, spongy-like and elastic structure. They retained their shape after hand-

squeezing, reabsorbing all the water. The AA-AGE-MBA cryogel was synthesise only as control 

purpose because of its innate cytotoxicity. 
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Figure 2.10. Macroscopic images of synthesised cryogels. From the left to the right: HEMA-

PEGDA, HEMA-MBA, AA-AGE-MBA, Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, Alg-(post) 

HEMA-PEGDA and Alg-(post) HEMA-MBA. Temperature of cryogelation was -12 °C.   

The internal porous structure is showed in Figures 2.11- 2.12- 2.13, analysed by both scanning 

electron microscope and confocal microscope. The cryogels synthesised showed an 

interconnected network of large and continuous pores, with dimension up to 100 µm, which 

easily allows liquids to pass thought it.  

 

 

Figure 2.11. Representative SEM images of A) HEMA-PEGDA, B) HEMA-MBA, C) AA-AGE-MBA, 

D) Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, E) Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, F) Alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA, G) Alg-(post) 

HEMA-MBA. Images were taken from the transversal plane of the cryogel column. Scale bar 

= 200 µm   
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Figure 2.12. Representative SEM images of A) HEMA-PEGDA, B) HEMA-MBA, C) AA-AGE-MBA, 

D) Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, E) Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, F) Alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA, G) Alg-(post) 

HEMA-MBA. Images were taken from the sagittal plane of the cryogel column. Scale bar = 200 

µm   

 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Representative CM images of A) HEMA-PEGDA, B) 2) HEMA-MBA, C) AA-AGE-

MBA, D) Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, E) Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, F) Alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA, G) Alg-
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(post) HEMA-MBA on the transversal plane of the cryogel column. Samples were stained with 

rhodamine B. Scale = 200 µm. 

SEM and CM images gave similar results of the internal structure at the dry and swollen state, 

respectively. It should be noted that this similarity shows a strong cross-linking of the cryogel 

walls which prevents them to swell too much, maintaining their internal structure in both 

states. AA-AGE-MBA cryogels possessed round pores, whilst HEMA-PEGDA and HEMA-MBA 

showed longitudinal, long channel-like pores. The latter result is also valid for the alginate 

variant of the cryogels. This is important because these long and interconnected pores 

provide channels for liquid to pass through. The images produced show that alginate 

incorporation did not alter the internal porous microstructure of the cryogels.  

The µCT 3D reconstruction gave analogue information of the internal microstructure and it is 

shown in Figure 2.14, where the pore walls are represented in blue and the void space in grey. 

The overall porosity calculate from the µCT scans was found to be 88.76 % of which the 99 % 

was interconnected.  
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Figure 2.14. 3D X-ray µCT reconstruction of a HEMA-MBA cryogel sample, with the cryogel 

rendered in blue and pores filled in grey in the left half of the scan. 

From FTIR spectra (Figure 2.15)  of the alginate-containing cryogels it was possible to 

distinguish the COOH peak at 1600 cm-1, which is one of the typical peak found for alginate 

[292], comparing to the non-alginate containing cryogels.  
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Figure 2.15. FTIR spectrum of alginate and plain cryogels. The spectrum on the left regards 

the HEMA-PEGDA variants, the one on the right the HEMA-MBAs. Black spectrum represents 

the plain cryogels, the reds the alginate copolymerized and the greens the alginate surface 

modified variants. 

From the z-potential measurements it was possible to appreciate that alginate reduced the 

total charge of the PEGDA cross-linked cryogels from -23 ± 0.9 mV to – 36.6 ± 1.1 mV in case 

of copolymerisation (pre) and to – 34. 6 ± 0.9 mV in case of functionalisation (post). For MBA 

cross-linked cryogels, alginate reduce the charge from – 18.3 ± 0.4 mV to – 36.7 ± 1.1 mV in 

case of copolymerisation (pre) and to -33.9 ± 1.0 mV in case of functionalisation (post) (Figure 

2.16). No difference in Z-potential was recorded between alginate-modified cryogels 

obtained with pre and post synthesis method. 

PEGDA variants MBA variants
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Figure 2.16. Z-potential measurements of HEMA-based cryogels with the alginate variants 

synthesised at -12°C. From the left HEMA-PEGDA, Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, Alg-(post) HEMA-

PEGDA, HEMA-MBA, Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, Alg-(post) HEMA-MBA.  Values represent mean ± 

SD (n=9). Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test 

(***p < 0.001). 

Mechanical properties of cryogels were analysed by texture analysis in compression mode 

Figure 2.17. The AA-AGE MBA cryogels possessed the highest compressive modulus of all the 

formulations, which was 19. 01 ± 11.4 kPa. The compressive modulus values for HEMA-based 

cryogels were lower and were in the range of 3.2 – 4.3 for PEGDA crosslinked cryogels and 

11.2-12.6 kPa for MBA-crosslinked cryogels. Thus, MBA cross-linker significantly increased the 

mechanical properties of the resultant cryogels comparing to the PEGDA-containing cryogels 

by 3-4-times. It is possible to see that, among cryogels with the same cross-linker, alginate 

incorporation, both by copolymerization and functionalization, did not significantly alter the 

mechanical properties of the resultant cryogels. The compressive modulus values for non-

modified HEMA-PEGDA were 3.2 ± 0.9 kPa and for alginate-modified 4.3 ± 1 kPa and 3.0 ± 1.2 

kPa for alg-(pre) and alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA respectively. Similar for HEMA-MBA cryogels, 

compressive modulus was 11.2 ± 2.5 kPa, 12.0 ± 5.1 and 12.6 ± 2.6 kPa for non-modified, Alg-

(pre) and Alg-(post) HEMA-MBA cryogels.  
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Figure 2.17. Compressive modulus of HEMA-based cryogels with the alginate variants and 

acrylate cryogel synthesised at -12°C. From the left HEMA-PEGDA, Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, 

Alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA, HEMA-MBA, Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, Alg-(post) HEMA-MBA and AA-

AGE-MBA. Values represent mean ± SD (n=5). Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA 

with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (**p < 0.01). 

Regarding the flow rate measurements through the cryogel columns, Figure 2.18, HEMA-

based cryogels cross-linked with PEGDA, both with alginate and without, showed a 

heterogeneous behaviour to the water column. Some samples collapsed under the 

hydrostatic pressure, making impossible the measuring of the flow rate. Cryogels cross-linked 

with MBA showed a greater consistent behaviour to the water column and all the samples 

were able to sustain the hydrostatic pressure, allowing the water to pass through. Regarding 

the HEMA-MBA cryogels with alginate incorporated in the monomer solution (pre), the 

recorded flow rate was significantly lower, of 2.3 ± 0.47 ml/min, compared to plain cryogel, 

which had 8.4 ± 3.5 ml/min. Regarding the cryogel modified with alginate post-synthesis 

(post), the flow rate was lower than plain cryogels, which was of 3.7 ± 0.1 ml/min. However, 

this reduction was not significantly different from the flow rate of HEMA-MBA plain cryogels. 

The AA-AGE-MBA cryogel possessed a flow rate of 5.7 ± 2.3 ml/min.  

Cryogels synthesised with PEGDA did not possess sufficient mechanical strength to sustain 

the pressure of the water column, collapsing under it. For this reason, PEGDA based cryogels 

were discarded. The flow rate analysis was crucial in the decision of the cryogel type and of 

the technique of alginate incorporation. The incorporation of alginate in the monomer 
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solution (pre) possessed a flow rate significantly lower than the plain HEMA-MBA cryogel and 

for this reason was discarded. Thus, the chosen cryogel composition used in the next parts of 

this work was HEMA-MBA post-synthesis functionalised with alginate.  

 

 

Figure 2.18. Flow rate across HEMA-MBA and relative alginate modified variants and AA-AGE-

MBA cryogels synthesised at -12°C. Values represent mean ± SD (n=3). Statistical analysis was 

performed using ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (*p < 0.05). 

 

The material screening process that led to the choice of the reaction parameters and material 

composition to be used for further investigation as cell-scaffold for BAL purpose is 

summarised in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Selection of the reaction parameters and material composition for obtaining a 

suitable cryogel for BAL purpose. 

Screening steps Candidates Parameter chosen Observations  

1) Starting 
material for 
cryogel 
synthesis 

HEMA or acrylamide 

[184]  

HEMA HEMA is well known for 

being bio and hemo 

compatible whilst 

acrylamide is cytotoxic 

2) Temperature of 
gelation 

-12 °C or -20 °C [184, 

265] 

-12 °C Significantly bigger pores 

and higher mechanical 

properties 

3) Type of cross-
linker 

PEGDA or MBA [184] MBA Significantly better 

mechanical properties 

able to sustain a 1-meter 

water column pressure 

with a measurable flow 

rate 

4) Alginate 
concentration 

1 %, 2 %, 3 % (w/v) 1 % (w/v) Concentrations higher 

than 1 % gave a very 

viscous solution and too 

fragile resultant cryogels 

5)  Alginate 
incorporation 
methods 

Pre-synthesis 

(copolymerisation) or 

post-synthesis 

(functionalisation) 

Post-synthesis Flow rate comparable to 

the plain HEMA-MBA 

cryogel 
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2.5.3 Synthesis and characterisation of RGD-containing peptide 

RGD-containing peptide was synthesised by solid phase method as described above. After 

synthesis, resin was purified in order to confirm the successful synthesis by TOF-MS and HPLC. 

In Figure 2.19 is reported the TOF-MS spectrum obtained. The main peak is 760 m/z which 

corresponded to the molecular weight of the peptide, confirming the synthesis of the RGD-

containing peptide. The HPLC graph obtained for the RGD peptide shows a singular peak at 5 

min, confirming the purity of the product (Figure 2.20).  

Each 50 mg of resin gave an approximate amount of 15 mg of peptide (giving a yield of 30 %).  

 

 

Figure 2.19. RGD-containing peptide TOF-MS spectrum. The main peak corresponded to 760 

m/z which matched with the theoretical mass of the peptide. 
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Figure 2.20. HPLC chromatogram of RGD- containing peptide. The main peak showed the time 

needed for the peptide to exit the HPLC column and corresponded to 5 min. 

 

2.5.4. Cryogel functionalisation with RGD peptide 

HEMA-based cryogels were functionalised with the RGD-containing peptide through 

activation with cyanogen bromide in a perfusion system. To verify if the functionalisation 

occurred, the concentration of the peptide solution was estimated by measuring the protein 

adsorption at 280 nm with NanoDrop Lite spectrophotometer before and after the 

recirculation through the cryogel matrix. About 5.40 µg ± 0.043 and 4.9 µg ± 0.0335 of peptide 

was attached on the cryogel surface of 2 cm HEMA-MBA and alg-(post) HEMA-MBA cryogel 

column (with approximate dried weight of 80 mg). The same procedure was conducted for 

the empty circuit, with no cryogel inside the chamber, and no significant difference in 

absorbance was found before and after the recirculation of the peptide solution.   
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2 2.6. Discussion  

The purpose of this work was to produce a suitable macroporous cryogel varying reaction 

parameters to be used as cell scaffold for BAL application. Cell scaffolds to be used in a packed 

bed BAL system should possess an adequate porosity, with pore size up to 100-150 µm to 

simultaneously accommodate and sustain cell growth and proliferation and to allow flow 

perfusion [186]. To address this, cryogels were chosen for this project because of the high 

porosity and interconnectivity of pores that can be reached by tuning the monomer 

concentration, cross-linker type and temperature of gelation. As first step, reactions 

parameters such as temperature of gelation and cross-linker were investigated to obtain 

adequate mechanical properties and pore size of the resultant cryogels for BAL application.  

In particular, two temperatures of gelation, -12 °C and -20 °C, and two different cross-linkers, 

PEGDA and MBA, were evaluated. These are parameters that are commonly used for 

obtaining macroporous cryogels [265].  

 

The physical and mechanical characterisation was conducted to select the parameters that 

allow to obtain a highly porous, strong cryogel which can sustain flow pressure. Stress-strain 

curves were obtained for the synthesised cryogels and are showed in Figure 2.7 A. These 

curves are in line with the cryogels synthesised by Ingavle et al. [184] for blood purification 

purpose. It is important to note that cryogels are highly porous materials and stress behaviour 

under compression depends on the porosity. For these type of porous materials the 

deformability increases with the porosity [293]. In general, the first 20-25 % part of the stress-

strain curve is used to calculate the compressive modulus, which is an index of the strength 

of the material under stress. This is because this first part of the curve is linear, and it is 

possible to correlate the stress with the strain. After the first linear part, the curve usually 

shows the effect of the pore collapsing. Basing on the results obtained from the mechanical 

tests, a temperature of gelation of -12 °C was chosen for further cryogel development. In fact, 

the analysis of the compressive modulus (Figure 2.7 B) revealed that cryogels synthesised at 

-12 °C possessed a significantly higher modulus than cryogels obtained at -20 °C. (p < 0.05 for 

cryogels cross-linked and PEGDA and p < 0.001 for cryogels cross-linked with MBA). Regarding 

the cross-linker type, cryogels cross-linked with MBA possessed a significantly higher 

compressive modulus than cryogels synthesised with PEGDA (p < 0.001). Mechanical strength 
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is a fundamental requirement for this application, because cryogels need to sustain flow 

perfusion without collapsing of the pores. A temperature of gelation of -12 °C produced also 

cryogels with bigger pore size, as showed by pore size analysis (Figure 2.9), reaching 150 µm 

for HEMA-MBA and 130 µm for HEMA-PEGDA, which is sufficient for hepatocytes cultivation 

[186]. From these results, the temperature of gelation of -20 °C was not considered for further 

analysis due to inadequate resultant physical properties for this application. Both cross-

linkers, PEGDA and MBA, were used to produce alginate cryogels since, in both cases, the 

pore size higher than 100 µm with open porosity and sufficient mechanical properties.  

 

Alginate was chosen here as material to incorporate into cryogels to improve the non-fouling 

properties of the cryogel surface, which are assessed in Chapter 3. One of the aims of this 

chapter was to produce evidence that supported the successful incorporation of alginate into 

cryogels. Since alginate was incorporated into HEMA-based cryogels with two different 

methods, pre and post synthesis, one of the main concerns was how this would affect their 

properties, particularly the mechanical strength, pore size and permeability to flow. It is 

desirable that alginate incorporation does not affect the mechanical and physical properties 

of the resultant cryogels. Since this was the first time alginate was incorporated with these 

two strategies into HEMA-based cryogels, it was unknown if it would have resulted in an 

alteration of the internal structure. In particular, the main concern about pre synthesis 

modification was that most alginate would be inside of the pore walls, increasing the wall 

thickness and resulting in a less permeable structure. Also, it was not clear whether, in this 

way, the non-fouling properties would have been sufficient to prevent protein adsorption, 

since alginate would be inside the pore walls. However, this will be discussed in Chapter 3. In 

theory, the post-synthesis modification would be more ideal in the sense that alginate would 

coat the pore surface, being more accessible to block protein adsorption. Also, adding 

alginate post synthesis would be more likely that the mechanical strength and porosity would 

be maintained from the already polymerised cryogel.  However, this process could potentially 

obstruct the cryogel pores and needed to be verified.  

Firstly, to confirm alginate incorporation, FTIR and z-potential analysis were conducted. From 

FTIR spectra, showed in Figure 2.15, the peaks of the alginate-containing cryogels were 

compared with the characteristic peaks of alginate found in the literature [292] and the COO- 
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peak at 1600 cm -1 was visible. This peak is one of the most characteristic peaks of alginate 

and confirms the alginate presence. Regarding z-potential analysis, showed in Figure 2.16, 

HEMA cryogels possessed already a negative charge derived from the presence of the 

hydroxyl groups which are polar and at moderate to high pH function as an acid [294]. 

However, the incorporation of alginate resulted in a significant decrease (p<0.001) of the net 

charge. The alginate-containing cryogels derived from both incorporation strategies 

produced cryogels with similar net charge, highlighting the successful incorporation of 

alginate by both methods.  

SEM and confocal imaging were used for the analysis of the cryogel internal morphology. 

These two techniques provide information regarding the pore size and the shape and were 

both employed because they show the internal structure in the de-hydrated and hydrated 

state, respectively. This is important to overcome reliability issue of SEM imaging of highly 

hydrated hydrogel materials as the drying process required for the sample preparation could 

alter the hydrogel structure. From SEM (Figures 2.11- 2.12) and confocal (Figure 2.13) analysis 

it was visible that both incorporations of alginate (pre and post synthesis) did not affect or 

obstruct the cryogel internal structure, resulting in similar porosity to the plain cryogels. This 

suggested that both strategies could be potentially used to incorporate alginate without 

affecting the internal porous structure. It is very important also to observe that SEM and 

confocal images gave similar results in terms of pore shape and size, suggesting that the pore 

walls are strongly cross-linked and not subjected to excessive swelling. This also explains the 

mechanical strength of the cryogels and their ability to withstand large deformation, 

maintaining their 3D structure. Regarding the pore shape, all cryogels had a channel-like pore 

structure with long pores and, in particular, the cryogels synthesised with PEGDA as cross-

linker showed a very regular structure, whilst the MBA-cross-linked ones showed a rounder 

structure. The AA-AGE-MBA cryogel was synthesised in this work only for control purpose for 

the protein adsorption study, which is discussed in Chapter 3. This is because of the innate 

cytotoxicity of acrylamide, thus this cryogels was not used for further cell work (Chapter 4). 

This cryogel possessed round and regular pores.  

The µCT analysis provided information regarding the total porosity and interconnectivity of 

pores of the resultant cryogels. It also allowed to produce a 3D reconstruction showing the 

cryogel structure, as reported in Figure 2.14. From this analysis, the total porosity was 
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calculated as of 90% and that almost all the pores are interconnected (99.99%). The pore 

interconnectivity of the obtained cryogels was higher than the cryogels used for BAL up to 

date [217]. This is important because these long and interconnected pores provide channels 

for liquid to pass through. Cryogels cross-linked with MBA possessed a three folds higher 

compressive modulus than the PEGDA-containing ones (p<0.01), as showed by the analysis of 

the compressive modulus, Figure 2.17. This could be explained by the nature of the cross-

linkers; PEGDA is a longer, more flexible, molecule with a MW of 400 g/mol, whilst MBA has 

a MW of 154.15 g/mol, which could result in a stronger structure. It is important to observe 

that both alginate incorporation methods did not affect the mechanical properties of the 

resultant cryogels among the cryogels synthesised with the same cross-linker. From flow rate 

measurements (Figure 2.18), HEMA-PEGDA cryogels and relative alginate variants did not 

possess adequate mechanical properties to support flow perfusion, resulting in a collapse of 

the internal porous structure under the 1 m water column. Supporting flow perfusion, 

together with mechanical strength, is one of the most important requirements for a perfused 

system as BAL. For this reason, cryogels cross-linked with PEGDA were discarded for perfusion 

experiments. On the other hand, all the MBA-cross-linked cryogels were able to sustain the 

pressure and allowed water to pass through with a measurable flow rate of up to 10 ml/min, 

which is in line with cryogels under investigation for BAL purpose [217]. Although the post-

synthesis alginate-modified cryogel had a flow rate comparable to the plain one, the pre-

synthesis alginate version had a significantly reduction with a flow rate less than 3 ml/min, 

which is the flow rate used for small animal perfusion experiments, discussed in Chapter 6. 

This could be due to the already discussed fact that most of the alginate could be in the 

cryogel wall, as a result of copolymerisation, increasing the flow resistance and diminishing 

its permeability. For this reason, the alginate incorporation as copolymer (pre) was discarded 

for further experiment. 

In summary, post-synthesis alginate-modified HEMA-MBA cryogel was selected for further 

experiments because of its suitable physical and mechanical properties for being used in a 

perfused system.  

RGD peptide sequence is found in many ECM components and it is the binding site for 

membrane integrin of most of the mammals cells [275]. For this reason, an RGD-containing 

peptide was designed and synthesised to be attached onto the cryogel surface. In this way, 
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cryogel surface would be cell-adhesive and able to sustain hepatocyte growth, preventing 

cells to be washed out by the recirculating flow. The peptide sequence was GGWGGRGD with 

the RGD domain exposed to the surroundings and the glycine tail attached onto the cryogel 

surface, acting as a spacer.  The RGD-peptide was successfully synthesised by solid phase 

method, as reported by MS and HPLC analysis (Figures 2.19- 2.20), with a yield of the 30 % in 

weight. RGD-peptide was then successfully attached to the cryogel surface by hydroxyl group 

activation with CNBr (Figure 2.21). For each g of dried cryogel, an amount of 62.5 µg of 

peptide attached onto the surface, corresponding to 82.2 nmol. Giving a surface area for a 

gram of HEMA-MBA cryogel of 194.854 m2 [184], the peptide density onto surface was then 

of 40 fmol/cm2 and each molecule of peptide was at a distance of approximately 62.7 nm. 

From the literature it is known that RGD density should be at a minimum of 1 fmol/cm2 for 

cell spreading and of 10 fmol/cm2 for formation of focal points, which correspond to a 

minimum distance of 440 nm and 140 nm respectively [216, 278, 295, 296]. This confirms that 

theoretically RGD functionalisation was sufficient to ensure cell adhesion. However, one of 

the main concerns was that RGD peptide was included in the pore walls and not on the 

surface, and less available to the cells. This will be discussed in Chapter 3, where cells 

experiments are presented and RGD-modified cryogel is compared to the plain one in term 

of the effect on cell viability and proliferation.  
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2.7. Conclusion 

A range of HEMA-based cryogels were successfully synthesised and characterised with 

sufficient porosity, mechanical properties and permeability. A preliminary screening by using 

techniques such as SEM and confocal imaging, texture analysis and flow rate measurement 

revealed that cryogels synthesised with a temperature of gelation of -20°C and PEGDA as 

cross-linker did not possess adequate properties and they were discarded for further work.  

 

Alginate was successfully incorporated for the first time onto HEMA-based cryogels by using 

two different strategies which involved the pre and the post synthesis incorporation. It was 

found that HEMA-MBA cryogels pre-synthesis modified with alginate had a significantly lower 

flow rate compared to the post-synthesis alginate-modified cryogel, and, for since it is less 

suitable for BAL, it was discarded for further work. The formulation selected to continue with 

this project was the post-synthesis alginate-modified HEMA-MBA synthesised at -12 °C. As 

final aim, an RGD-containing peptide was successfully synthesised and attached onto cryogel 

surface at a suitable density to impact cell adhesion.  

 

The novel contribution of this work resides in the area of cryogel formulations for BAL 

systems, which is still not yet fully explored. In fact, HEMA-based cryogels modified with 

alginate and RGD peptide were still not yet synthesised and characterised for this purpose. 

This new formulation has significant advantages in terms of porosity and mechanical 

properties able to withstand at the same time cell growth and flow pressure resulting in a 

more functional device, comparing to the cryogels currently used for this purpose. 

Furthermore, with this cryogel formulation, new issues were addressed which were never 

previously considered, involving the prevention of blood protein adsorption by improving the 

non-fouling properties with alginate incorporation and the increasing in cell adhesive 

characteristic by the use of an RGD cell-adhesive peptide. These two latter characteristics are 

evaluated in the following chapter through protein adsorption and cell studies.  
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3.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 2, RGD and alginate modified HEMA-based cryogels were synthesised and 

physically characterised to establish a prototype with mechanical properties suited for use 

within a BAL. It was shown that these cryogels can be successfully synthesised and surface 

modified with adequate porosity and mechanical properties to be employed in a perfused 

system. Alginate was incorporated to prevent the non-specific adsorption of proteins and 

blood cells and RGD was attached onto cryogel surface to enhance hepatocyte adhesion. In 

this chapter, the effect of RGD and alginate incorporation on protein adhesion and 

hepatocyte growth and metabolism was investigated.  

 

Ideally materials will limit non-specific protein adhesion whilst supporting a significant 

fraction of metabolically active hepatocytes over the duration of treatment. Non-specific 

protein adhesion should be prevented since it can lead to pore obstruction, blood cell 

inflammation and aggregation with the formation of thrombus and hepatocyte death [297]. 

Thrombus formation is the main cause of blood device failures [298]. The surface chemistry 

of the biomaterial in contact with blood plays an important role in the foreign body reaction 

[298]. In particular, when blood enters into contact with the material, an interaction takes 

place in which proteins are adsorbed onto the surface leading to the formation of a matrix 

defined as thrombus or blood clot [270]. This interaction activates also the extrinsic and 

intrinsic coagulation pathways, platelets and complement system. The activation of these 

factors leads to a cascade of reactions which terminate with protein adsorption and 

desorption, a phenomena known as the Vroman Effect [299]. In particular this effect involves 

firstly the adsorption of abundant proteins from blood, such as albumin and fibrinogen, which 

have a weak affinity for the surface. Then, these proteins are replaced by less concentrated 

proteins with stronger affinity, such as the high molecular weight kininogen (HMWK), that 

interact with the layer of proteins firstly absorbed. In order to limit activation of inflammatory 

pathways it is possible to engineer the material surface to prevent protein adsorption, 

namely, to create a non-fouling surface. This could increase the duration of the device, 

keeping the cryogel pores open for blood recirculation, better maintain hepatocyte viability 

and lower the risk of infections.  
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3.1.1. Alginate for the prevention of biofouling 

Biofouling is a process by which the surface of a medical device in contact with blood or 

tissues absorbs non-specific proteins as a result of the foreign body response. This can lead 

to the adhesion of microorganism and infection, or to the production of a surface thrombus 

[300]. Biofilm formation on medical devices is one of the major causes of failure when in 

contact with biological fluids, principally related to the formation of infections [301]. In 2011 

it was estimated by the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention that about the 26% of the 

infections in the US acute care hospitals was caused by medical device related infections 

[302]. The biofouling effect is initiated by the adsorption of proteins onto the device surface 

from the biological fluids, which creates a thick layer onto which cells and bacterial can attach 

[303]. For blood-contact devices this issue is even more critic because this protein layer on 

the surface can cause thrombus formation, leading to platelet formation and, eventually, to 

fatal complications [301].  

 

The non-fouling properties of alginate were already discussed in section 2.1.2. Alginate was 

used by many groups to develop hydrogels for cell scaffolds by exploiting ionic interaction 

with divalent cations, which results in highly hydrophilic gels and its biocompatibility is well 

studied [304-306]. Alginate, however, possess also many carboxylic and hydroxyl groups 

which provide reactive sites for chemical functionalisation [307, 308]. This abundance in 

active sites make alginate suitable for surface coating and for the immobilisation of cell-

adhesive ligands, namely RGD-peptidic sequence [296]. For example, the group of Kodiyan et 

al. [309] surface engineered gold nanoparticles with alginate and cysteine for drug delivery 

directly in blood circulation to increase stability and to reduce the un-specific protein 

adsorption. They exploited the non-fouling characteristic and the multiple active sites of 

alginate to produce a biocompatible surface to be used in contact with blood. Alginate in form 

of hydrogels is in general unable to specifically interact with mammalian cells, because of its 

minimal protein adsorption due to the high hydrophilicity [310]. This latter property is 

excellent to obtain a non-fouling surface, however most of mammalian cells need to anchor 

to a substrate in order to survive and to explicate their functions [311, 312]. For this reason, 

it is necessary to functionalise alginate with cell-adhesive motif. Surface engineering of cell 

scaffolds with alginate polymers is ideal because of many requirements met such as well 
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characterisation, suitability for sterilisation and storage, and the possibility for further 

functionalisation [306].  

 

3.1.2. Assessing biocompatibility of new synthesised cryogels 

The assessment of material cytotoxicity and effect on hepatocyte growth and functional 

metabolism is a key aspect of cryogel selection for bioreactor applications. P(HEMA) is a well-

established material for use in medical device applications. However, incorporation of 

alginate and RGD may have a negative impact on hepatocytes because of the process which 

use reagents such as glutaraldehyde and cyanogen bromide which are cytotoxic. The first step 

in testing the biocompatibility of a newly synthesised biomaterial is to evaluate the effects 

that it has when cultured in vitro with cells [313]. The in vitro tests for cytotoxicity are 

regulated by the standard ISO 10993-5. The standard divides tests for cytotoxicity into 

qualitative and quantitative tests. Qualitative tests include the L929 elution test, direct 

contact tests (light microscopy and cell morphology scoring) and indirect contact tests (agar 

diffusion test, filter diffusion test).  Quantitative tests include neutral red uptake (NRU) test, 

V79 colony formation assay and MTT related tests for the quantification of metabolic living 

cells.  

 

For this project, a first preliminary biocompatibility study was performed with 3T3 cells to 

assess the biocompatibility of alginate-modified cryogels. MTT and live/dead assays were 

chosen for this purpose. Secondly, the impact of the RGD-containing peptide on cell-adhesive 

and cell-proliferation properties of the material was conducted using a human hepatocyte 

cell line derived from human healthy primary hepatocytes developed by Clayton et al. [151]. 

MTT and live/dead assay were used for this purpose. These cells, designated HHLs, were 

chosen as model of hepatocytes to have information of their behaviour on the materials. HHLs 

were originally made as a healthy liver model to research hepatitis virus infection. HHLs were 

developed by immortalisation of primary hepatocytes with Moloney’s mouse leukaemia virus 

expressing human papillomavirus E6 and E7 proteins. They confirmed that HHLs cultured 

long-term retained the markers of hepatocyte and biliary phenotype (cytokeratines 7, 8, 18 

and 19), cytochrome P450 and albumin. The cells were characterised for key liver markers to 

confirm the phenotype within this study prior to use within the cryogels to assess hepatocyte 
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growth characteristics. The expression of key urea cycle genes was also investigated. The urea 

cycle is a chain of enzymatic reactions that occurs in the hepatocytes which converts toxic 

insoluble ammonia into soluble urea that can be expelled by the kidneys through urine. This 

cycle is a fundamental function performed by the healthy liver. The urea cycle investigation 

was performed here in order to compare the expression of these genes by HHLs with the 

HepG2 and primary hepatocytes expression. In the work of Mavri et al. [314] they investigated 

the urea cycle gene expression of HepG2 cell line comparing to primary hepatocytes. HepG2 

is a tumor-derived cell line used as cell source for BAL application. The use of HepG2 have 

some advantages as the great availability, however it has disadvantages as the tumor 

derivation and the fact that it does not possess the urea cycle, as showed in this study [314]. 

Urea cycle is regulated by different genes, which can be grouped into intra mitochondria and 

extra mitochondria, as shown in Figure 3.1. The group found that HepG2 expressed the 

Carbamoyl Phosphate Synthase I (CPSI), Arginosuccinate Synthase (AS) and Arginosuccinate 

Lysate (AL) genes but they lacked the expression of Ornithine Transarbaylase (OTC) and 

Arginase I (ArgI) genes, whilst primary hepatocytes expressed all genes. Urea cycle expression 

of HHLs is investigated here for the first time by analysing the gene expression of CPSI and 

ArgI. These two genes were chosen because it was possible to compare them with HepG2 

expression and evaluate whether HHLs express urea cycle genes which HepG2 do not express.  
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Figure 3.1. Scheme of the genes and enzymes involved in the urea cycle [314]. 
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3.2. Hypothesis, aim and objectives 

 

Currently, there is a lack of functional scaffolds able to both prevent blood protein adsorption 

and inflammation and to support a significant metabolising hepatocyte fraction over time for 

BAL purpose.   

 

The hypothesis of this chapter is that alginate surface modification onto HEMA-based cryogels 

could inhibit protein adsorption from the surrounding biological fluids, creating a non-fouling 

surface, and RGD-containing peptide further functionalisation can increase the cell adhesive 

properties of the resultant cryogel.  

The aims of this chapter were to show that alginate incorporation created a non-fouling 

surface which limited plasma protein adsorption and to investigate whether the RGD-

containing peptide attached onto the cryogel surface enhanced HHLs adhesion and 

proliferation over time.  

The objectives to address these aims were:  

1. To perform protein adsorption studies, both qualitative and quantitative, on alginate 

modified cryogels to investigate whether alginate enhance non-fouling properties of 

cryogels. 

2. To conduct cell studies to test biocompatibility and proliferation onto alginate 

modified and RGD-alginate modified cryogels using 3T3 and HHLs. HHLs were 

characterised to confirm phenotype and gene expression. This is because these cells 

were a kindly gift from UCL and needed to be characterised prior to use.  
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3.3. Materials  

• Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma A1933, UK) 

• Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Sigma F7250, UK)  

• Sodium phosphate monobasic monohydrate, ≥98% (Sigma S9638, UK) 

• Sodium phosphate dibasic, ≥99% (Sigma S7907, UK) 

• Human serum plasma (cod 14MTNP7143, UK) 

• Tris buffer (Sigma 21685, UK) 

• Acrylamide (Bio-Rad 161-6156, UK) 

• Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (Fisher Scientific BP 166-500, UK) 

• APS (Sigma A3678, UK) 

• TEMED (Sigma T9281, UK) 

• Laemmli buffer (Bio-Rad 161-0737, UK) 

• MW ladder (Termo Scientific 26619, UK) 

• Coomassie blue (Sigma 27815, UK) 

• Glycine (Sigma G8898, UK) 

• Methanol (Sigma 34860, UK) 

• Acetic acid (Fisher Scientific 10171460, UK) 

• Mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad 161-0710, UK) 

• Prestained protein ladder (10-245 kDa) (Abcam ab116028, UK) 

• Pierce ® BCA Protein assay Reagent A (Thermo Fischer 23228, UK) 

• Copper (II) sulfate solution, 4% (w/v) (Sigma C2284, UK) 

• Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) tablets (Sigma P4417, UK) 

• Paraformaldehyde (PFA) 4% solution (Sigma 1004968350, UK) 

• Triton x-100 (Acros organics 215680010, UK) 

• Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) high glucose (Thermo Fisher 11965, UK) 

• Minimum essential media (MEM) (Thermo Fisher 11095, UK) 

• Non-essential amino acids solution (100X) (Thermo Fisher 11140035, UK) 

• Trypsin-EDTA 0.25% phenol red (Thermo Fisher 25200056, UK) 

• Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) (Thermo Fisher A1285801, UK) 

• Penicillin-Streptomycin (10,000 U/mL) (Thermo Fisher 15140122, UK) 

• Fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher 16000044, UK) 

• Mouse anti-human cytokeratin 7 primary antibody (Invitrogen MA1-06316, UK) 
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• Mouse anti-human cytokeratin 8 primary antibody (Invitrogen MA5-14428, UK) 

• Anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody labelled with Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen A-11001, UK) 

• Mounting medium with DAPI (Abcam 188804, UK) 

• Glass coverslips (Fisher Scientific 12343138, UK) 

• 24 well-plates (Thermo Fisher 142475, UK) 

• RNAeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen 74104, UK) 

• Quantitec Rev Transcription Kit (Qiagen 205311, UK) 

• Rotor-Gene SYBR Green PCR kit (Qiagen 204074, UK) 

• ACTB_2 primer (Qiagen QT01680476, UK) 

•  CPS1 primer (Qiagen QT00026705, UK) 

• ArgI primer (Qiagen QT00068446, UK) 

• Rotor-Gene Q  (Qiagen, UK) 

• Thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide (MTT) powder (Sigma M2128, UK). 

• LIVE/DEADTM Cell Imaging Kit (Thermo Fisher R37601, UK) 

• Plate reader (Biotek ELx800, USA) 

• Densitometer (Alpha Innotech MultiImage Light Cabinet Filter Positions, USA) 

 

3.4. Methods 

3.4.1 Qualitative analysis of albumin absorption by alginate modified and non-modified cryogel 

variants using FITC staining 

Plain p(HEMA) cryogels (HEMA-PEGDA and HEMA-MBA) and pre and post functionalisation 

alginate modified versions synthesised using methods described in Chapter 2 were cut into 5 

mm-thick discs and immersed in a 1 mg/ml BSA solution in DI water for 24 hours at 37°C. 

Cryogel discs not immersed in the BSA solution were used as negative controls. The cryogels 

were then washed 3 times with sodium phosphate buffer, transferred into the wells of a 24 

well plate and incubated in 1 ml buffer. 20 µl of FITC was added to each well and incubated 

for 2 days. Cryogel discs were then washed with DI water to remove excess stain and were 

then analysed under confocal microscope using an excitation/emission wavelength of 

495/519 nm. 
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3.4.2 Measurement of plasma protein adsorption by alginate modified and non-modified 

cryogel variants using BCA assay 

Alginate and non-alginate modified cryogel discs were cut into 2 mm-thick discs and placed 

into the wells of a 24 well-plate. The discs were washed three times with PBS which was then 

removed after the last wash by gently squeezing. 200 µl of human serum plasma was then 

added to each disc and the plate was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. After incubation, the 

discs were washed three times with PBS and 200 µl of laemmli sample buffer (1X) was added 

for 1 hour to dilute the adherent proteins. The absorbance of the extract, which is correlated 

to the total protein content, was measured with BCA assay. Reagent A was mixed with the 

copper solution in a ratio of 50:1 and 200 µl of working solution was added to 10 µl of sample 

from each cryogel type in a 96 well-plate. The plate was incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes 

and the absorbance was read with the plate reader at 562 nm.  

3.4.3 SDS-PAGE analysis of plasma protein adsorption by alginate modified and non-modified 

cryogel variants 

The plasma extracts from cryogels and plasma control (1:20 dilution) were collected and 

denatured by addition of 5% 2-mercaptoethanol and incubated 5 minutes at 95 °C. A 4% 

acrylamide separating gel and a 10% acrylamide resolving gels were synthesized according to 

Table 3.1. After polymerisation, the gels were placed in the electrophoresis chamber and 

running buffer was added. Running buffer was diluted 1 in 10 in DI water from the 10x solution 

made of 30 g of Tris base, 144 g of glycine and 10 g of SDS in 1 L of DI water. After that, 20 µl 

of samples and the broad molecular weight ladder (10-250 kDa) were added to the gel wells 

and the gels were run for 2 hours at 100 mV.  The gels were rinsed in DI water and immersed 

in Coomassie blue stain for 30 minutes and then destained with a solution of water, methanol 

and acetic acid in a ratio of 50/40/10. The gels were photographed using the densitometer.  
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Table 3.1. Compositions of the separating and resolving gels to run the electrophoresis 

Reagent 4% acrylamide separating gel  10% acrylamide resolving gel 

dH2O 2.72 ml 3.966 ml 

Tris 0.5 ml 2.5 ml 

Acrylamide 0.68 ml 3.33 ml 

SDS 40 µl 100 µl 

APS 40 µl 100 µl 

TEMED 4 µl 10 µl 

 

3.4.4. Cell culture  

HHLs were a kind gift from the Institute for Liver and Digestive Health (UCL) and were 

originally sourced from Clayton et al. [151]. Two clonal cell lines of HHLs were received, HHL7 

and HHL5. Both clones derived from the immortalisation of human primary hepatocytes 

isolated from healthy liver [151]. HHLs were cultured in high glucose Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagles’ medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% non-essential amino acid 

(NEAA) and 1% antibiotic (P/S). HepG2 (human liver hepatocellular carcinoma, ECACC 

85011430) were cultured in minimum essential media (MEM) with 10% FBS and 1% NEAA. 

3T3s (mouse swiss albino embryo fibroblast, ECACC 85022108) were cultured in high glucose 

DMEM with 10% FBS. The pH was maintained at 7.4, in a 37 °C humidified incubator with 5% 

CO2. Medium was changed every 2 days and cells were passaged at 70% of confluency. 

3.4.5. Immunocytochemistry to confirm HHL phenotype 

Sterilised, 13 mm round glass coverslips were placed at the bottom of a 24-well plate. HHL7, 

HHL5, HepG2 and 3T3 were seeded in triplicate on the coverslips at a density of 8000 

cells/cm2. Negative controls were included. Cells were incubated at a temperature of 37 °C 

and 5% CO2 for 72 hours, washed three times in PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 5 

minutes following 2 washes with PBS and 1 wash with 0.1 % Triton in PBS. After washing, discs 

were incubated in blocking buffer, composed of 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.1% 
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Triton-x in PBS, overnight at 4°C.  Discs were placed in a humidifying chamber, covered with 

a 10 µg/ml solution of mouse anti-human cytokeratin 7 and 8 primary antibody in blocking 

buffer, and incubated overnight at 4°C. Coverslips were then washed 3 times in PBS and 

covered with a 2 µg/ml solution of anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody labelled with Alexa 

Fluor 488 secondary antibody for 4 hours following by 3 washes with PBS. Coverslips were 

inverted onto DAPI containing mountant on glass slides, dried for 15 minutes and imaged 

using a confocal microscopy using an excitation/emission wavelength of 495/519 nm for 

Alexa Fluor 488 and an excitation/emission wavelength of 405/488 nm to detect DAPI stained 

nuclei. 

3.4.6. Urea cycle gene expression  

HHL7 and HepG2 were harvested at 70% confluency and seeded into 6 well plates at a cell 

density of 105 cells/well. 1 ml of medium was added, and cells were incubated for 24 hours. 

Medium was removed and conditioned medium with 2 mM or 10 mM NH4Cl (low and high 

concentrations) was added to the wells for each cell type according to a method  described 

by Mavri-Damelin et al. [314]. After 24 hours of stimulation, medium was aspirated, and RNA 

was extracted with the lysis buffer contained in the RNAeasy MINi Kit and purified as 

described in the kit protocol.  350 µl of RLT buffer was added directly to the wells, followed 

by 350 µl of 70% ethanol in water. After pipetting, the solution was transferred to the mini 

spin column, provided by the kit, and centrifuged for 30 seconds at the maximum speed of 

13000 rpm. The column was removed from the centrifuge and the filtered liquid was 

discarded. Columns were then washed with 700 µl of RW1 buffer and centrifuged again. The 

liquid was discarded, and the column was washed again twice with 500 µl of RPE buffer. The 

spin columns were then placed inside a clean RNA free eppendorf, provided by the kit, and 

30 µl of RNA free water was added. The samples were centrifuged for 1 minute at the 

maximum speed of 13000 rpm. The liquid collected containing the purified RNA was placed 

on ice to prevent the degradation of the RNA and RNA concentration and purity was checked 

using a NanodropLite spectrophotometer. The instrument was calibrated with RNA-free 

water and 1 µl of RNA solutions were analysed. The spectrophotometer automatically 

calculates the purity as ratio of absorbance at 260 and 280 (A260/280) and the RNA was 

considered pure if the ratio was equal or greater than 2. After obtaining pure RNA extract 

from cultured cells, this was converted to cDNA for the RT-PCR using a Reverse Transcription 
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Kit. A maximum of 1000 ng of each RNA was mixed with 2 µl of gDNA. The solutions were 

then heated to 42 °C for 2 minutes. A master mix solution containing RT enzyme, RT buffer 

and RT primer was prepared in a ratio 1 µl : 6 µl : 1 µl for each sample  and another heat cycle 

of 15 minutes at 42 °C followed by 3 minutes at 95 °C was carried out. After obtaining the 

cDNA, the samples were mixed with CPSI, ArgI and actin primers and the SYBR green solution 

in order to run the RT-PCR using the Rotor-Gene SYBR Green PCR kit. The primers details are 

reported in Table 3.2. The solution for each primer was prepared by mixing 12.5 µl of SYBR 

green, 2.5 µl of primer, 9 µl of RNA-free water and 1 µl of the sample DNA. The samples were 

diluted to load a maximum of 10 ng/µl. Actin primer was used as housekeeping gene. The PCR 

tubes were then inserted in the RT-PCR instrument and the software was set following the kit 

instructions. Cycles were set as 95 °C for 5 minutes for initial denaturation and enzyme 

activation, 95 °C for 5 seconds for denaturing step and 60 °C for 10 seconds for primer 

annealing step. A total of 40 cycles were performed. The genes of interest were normalised 

against the expression of the housekeeping gene actin. The CTs of each curve were obtained 

by setting a cut-off of 0.1. The ΔCT values on the HHL7 gene expressions were normalised 

against the HepG2 gene expression. The CTs are expressed in mean ± SD of three biological 

repetitions. Each biological repetition was composed of three sample repetitions. 

Table 3.2. Primers used to investigate urea cycle. CPSI: Carbamoyl Phosphate Synthase I, ArgI: 

Arginase I 

Target Accession no Fragment  Forward primer 5’-3’ Reverse primer 5’-3’ 

CPSI NM001875 170 GGCCATCCATCCTCTGTTG

C 

GCTAAGTCCCAGTTCATCCA 

ArgI NM000045 152 GCAGAAGTCAAGAAGAAC

GG 

GGTTGTCAGTGGAGTGTTG 

 

3.4.7. MTT assay 

Cryogels were cut into 2 mm thick discs and sterilised in a 70 % (v/v) ethanol solution for 15 

minutes following by 1 hour UV irradiation for each side. 2.5 x 104 cells were seeded onto 

each cryogel disc and incubated up to 1 week. A 0.5 ml solution of 10% MTT (5mg/ml) in 
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media was then added to each cryogel discs and controls and incubated for 4 hours. Media 

was replaced by 0.5 ml DMSO and 100 µl aliquots were transferred to a 96 well plate and 

absorbance was read at 570 nm. Viable cell number was extrapolated from the standard curve 

of increasing cell number against MTT absorbance. 

3.4.8. Live/dead assay 

Cryogel discs were prepared, sterilised and seeded with 2.5 x 104 cells. A 0.1 ml of live/dead 

working solution, composed of calcein and ethidium-homodimer-1, was added and incubated 

for 15 minutes at room temperature. Cells were then imaged with the confocal microscope 

using an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and a detection wavelength of 515 nm (for calcein) 

and an excitation wavelength of 517 nm and a detection wavelength of 635 nm (for Ethidium-

Homodimer-1). 

 

3.5. Results 

3.5.1. Effect of alginate surface modification on protein adsorption 

Alginate surface modification prevented adsorption of proteins onto cryogels from different 

biological fluids. This result was confirmed by different protein adsorption assay as showed 

in the next paragraphs. 

3.5.1.1. Qualitative analysis of albumin absorption by alginate modified and non-modified 

cryogel variants using FITC staining 

Alginate modified cryogels reduced the adsorption of proteins from BSA solution. This result 

is visible in Figure 3.2, where alginate modified cryogels, pre and post synthesis and cross-

linked either with PEGDA or MBA, did not show a fluorescent signal after immersion (D,E,F,G), 

whilst unmodified cryogels, HEMA-PEGDA and HEMA-MBA (A, B) and positive control, AA-

AGE-MBA cryogel (C) possessed a more visible green signal. This is especially visible for the 

HEMA-MBA version. AA-AGE-MBA was chosen as positive control for this experiment because 

it contains epoxy groups which couple with FITC, giving a fluorescent signal without 

immersion in BSA solution.   
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Figure 3.2. Cryogels stained with FITC pre and after-immersion in the BSA solution. A) HEMA-

PEGDA, B) HEMA-MBA, C) AA-AGE-MBA, D) Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, E) Alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA, 

F) Alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA, G) Alg-(post) HEMA-MBA. Scale bar = 200 µm. 

 

3.5.1.2. Measurement of plasma protein adsorption by alginate modified and non-modified 

cryogel variants using BCA assay 

The prevention of protein adsorption from human plasma obtained by alginate modification 

was confirmed by the measurement of the absorbance of the extracts after treatment with 

BCA reagent. The results are shown in Figure 3.3. The absorbance detected from the HEMA-

A B C D E F G

A B C D E F G

A B C D E F G

A B C D E F G

1) Pre – immersion in the BSA solution

2) Post – immersion in the BSA solution
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MBA was 0.664 ± 0.04 and from the alg-(post) HEMA-MBA was 0.19 ± 0.07. The protein 

amount present in the extracts is correlated to the absorbance taken after mixing the sample 

with the BCA working solution. From the absorbance measured, it is possible to see that the 

alginate cryogels absorbed a significantly less protein amount from human serum plasma 

than the plain cryogels, showing that alginate incorporation significantly reduced protein 

adsorption from plasma (p<0.001). 

 

  

 

Figure 3.3. Quantification of protein adhered onto cryogel surface after immersion in human 

serum albumin (n=3). Values represent mean ± SD. Statistical analysis performed using a t-

test (***p<0.001). 

 

3.5.1.3. SDS-PAGE analysis of plasma protein adsorption by alginate modified and non-modified 

cryogel variants 

The non-fouling effect of alginate modification on protein absorption from human plasma 

was supported also by the results of the gel electrophoresis analysis on the plasma extracts 

from cryogels, reported in Figure 3.4. In particular, it is visible that the bands of the extracts 
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from alg-(post) HEMA-MBA is significantly less intense compared to the extracts from HEMA-

MBA, showing that the alginate-containing version adsorbed a smaller amount of plasma 

proteins.  

 

Figure 3.4. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of human plasma extracted from cryogels. The 

first column from the left is the molecular weight ladder, the second is the human plasma 

control diluted 1:20, the third and fourth are the exctract from HEMA-MBA cryogels, the fifth 

and sixth the exctract from the alginate modified cryogels. The thicker band is at 66.5 KDa 

and represent the human albumin, which is the most abundant plasma protein. 

 

3.5.2. Immunocytochemistry to confirm HHLs phenotype 

Liver parenchymal and non-parenchymal cytokeratines expression of HHLs (HHL7 and HHL5) 

was investigated to confirm the phenotype because these cell lines were produced in 

Plasma
diluted 
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HEMA-MBA

Alg-(post) 
HEMA-MBA

10 KDa

15 KDa

25 KDa
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laboratory. The confocal images of the cells treated with CK7 and CK 8 antibodies are showed 

in Figure 3.5. HepG2 and 3T3 were used as control. As it is possible to see, HHL5 and HHL7 

expressed both the CK7 and CK 8 markers, from which the hepatocytes phenotype was 

confirmed. Hep G2 expressed only the parenchymal one, as predicted by Clayton et al [151], 

and the 3T3 none of them, since they are fibroblasts. HHL7 cell line was chosen for further 

biological investigation because it was found to grow faster than HHL5.  

 

 

Figure 3.5. Immunocytochemistry of parenchymal and non-parenchymal (CK7 and CK8) 

markers on HHL5, HHL7, HepG2 and 3T3. Scale bar 100 µm. 

3.5.3 Urea cycle gene expression 

Amplification curves and corresponding threshold cycles (CTs), which is the intersection 

between the curve and the threshold (0.1), of the two gene of interest, CPSI and ArgI, which 

are specific for urea cycle and the housekeeping gene, and Act, for both HHL7 and HepG2 at 

the two concentration of NH4Cl (2mM and 10 mM), are reported in Appendix 3. Regarding 

the CPSI gene, both HepG2 and HHL7 well expressed it, for both concentration of NH4Cl (low 

and high). HHL7 expression was down regulated compared to the HepG2 expression, as 

shown in Figure 3.6. As it is possible to see, the expression of the CPSI gene in the HHL7 is 

down regulated of -6.47 ± 1.14 times for the low concentration stimulation and of -5.10 ± 

2.33 times for the high concentration stimulation. Regarding the ArgI gene expression, the CT 
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values were all close to 35 cycles or null, meaning a very low or no gene expression, for both 

HepG2 and HHL7.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Relative expression of HHL7 CPSI gene compared to HepG2 gene expression of 

CPSI. Values represent mean ± SD (n=3). 

3.5.4. Effect of alginate incorporation on cryogel biocompatibility 

Alginate modification was found to be biocompatible, supporting a significantly higher cell 

fraction comparing to the unmodified cryogels over time. This observation is supported by 

MTT and confocal results, reported in Figures 3.7, 3.8. After a week of incubation, the cell 

density of HEMA-PEGDA was 0.47 ± 0.02 *105 cells/ml, of alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA was 1.76 ± 

0.03 *105 cells/ml, of alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA was 1.97 ± 0.1 *105 cells/ml, of HEMA-MBA 

was 1.04 ± 0.02 *105 cells/ml. of alg-(pre) HEMA-MBA was 1.68 ± 0.06 *105 cells/ml and of 
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alg-(post) HEMA-MBA was 1.48 ± 0.07 *105 cells/ml. This result is confirmed also by the 

live/dead staining performed after 1 week of cell incubation on cryogel discs. Representative 

images taken with the confocal microscope are reported in Figure 3.9. Green signal was 

expressed by living cells, whilst red by dead cells. Agglomerate of cells was formed in the 

alginate cryogels, especially in the HEMA-MBA versions. Plain cryogels showed a significantly 

reduction in cell viability.  

  

 

Figure 3.7. MTT assay derived viable 3T3 cell growth on cryogel variants over time. Values 
represent mean ± SD (n=3). 
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Figure 3.8. MTT analysis of viable cell growth on cryogel variants after 1 week incubation 

comparing plain HEMA-PEGDA cryogels with alginate pre and post synthesis modified 

cryogels (left) and plain HEMA-MBA with alginate pre and post synthesis modified cryogels 

(right). Values represent mean ± SD (n=3). Statistical analysis performed with one-way ANOVA 

and Bonferroni post-test (***p < 0.001). 
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Figure 3.9. Live/dead staining of cryogels seeded with 3T3 after 1 week of incubation. A) 

HEMA-PEGDA, B) HEMA-MBA, C) AA-AGE-MBA, D) Alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA, E) Alg-(pre) 

HEMA-MBA, F) Alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA, G) Alg-(post) HEMA-MBA. Scale bar = 100 µm. 

 

3.5.5 Effect of RGD-containing peptide on HHL7 growth and proliferation  

RGD functionalisation onto alginate modified cryogels was found to enhance cell growth and 

proliferation over time comparing to the un-functionalised cryogels. In Figure 3.10 is reported 

the MTT results of alginate modified HEMA-MBA and RGD-alginate modified HEMA-MBA 

incubated with HHL7. RGD-containing peptide functionalisation significantly increased cell 

density. In fact, after 144 h the RGD-alg-(post) HEMA-MBA had a cell density of 1.05 ± 0.15 

*105 cells/ml, while the alg-(post) HEMA-MBA had a cell density of 0.63 ± 0.10 *105 cells/ml 

In Figure 3.11 are reported representative live/dead confocal images of HHL7 seeded on the 

two different cryogels after 1 week of incubation. In these images is possible to see that HHL7 

colonised and spread onto the RGD-containing alginate-cryogel channels, covering the 

surface, whilst in the no RGD-containing alginate-cryogel, HHL7 tended to grow more in a 

cluster-like with less spreading onto the cryogel surface. Furthermore, the green signal, which 

means living cells, seemed more present in the RGD-containing alginate-cryogel. The red 

signal is usually for death cells. However, cryogel matrix adsorbs some ethidium-Homodimer-

1, showing a slightly red signal in the background.   

 

A B C

D E F G
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Figure 3.10. MTT results of alginate modified HEMA-MBA and RGD-alginate modified cryogels 

over 144 hours of incubation with HHL7. Values represent mean ± SD. Statistical analysis 

performed with two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-test (*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001). 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Live/dead confocal images of alginate modified-HEMA-MBA (A) and RGD-alginate 

modified HEMA-MBA (B) incubated with HHL7 for 1 week. Green is signal for living cells. Scale 

bar = 250 µm. 

A B
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3.6. Discussion  

Macroporous cryogels offer an internal porosity and mechanical strength capable of 

supporting hepatocytes within a blood filtration device. However, the biological interaction 

of the cryogels must enhance hepatocyte functional longevity whilst limiting the adhesion of 

non-specific plasma proteins, activation of inflammatory pathways and clotting. In this 

chapter, the effect of pre and post synthesis alginate incorporation on protein adhesion and 

hepatocyte growth over time to each of the HEMA-based cryogel variants was first 

investigated. 

In particular, adsorption studies were carried out in order to investigate whether alginate 

surface modification could prevent the adsorption of proteins from biological fluid, making a 

non-fouling surface. The evidence produced showed that alginate helped prevented the non-

specific adhesion of proteins from biological fluids onto the cryogels. This statement is 

supported by different protein absorption studies carried out on alginate modified cryogels 

and plain versions. In particular, from the BSA adsorption protein study, it was possible to see 

from the confocal images, in Figure 3.2, that the alginate-containing cryogels, both pre and 

post alginate modification, after immersion in BSA solution and staining with FITC, showed 

almost no fluorescent signal, whilst the no alginate-containing cryogels presented a much 

higher fluorescent signal after BSA immersion, indicating that alginate reduced protein 

adsorption from the biological environment. This result was supported by the BCA total 

protein assay performed on the extracts after immersion in human plasma solution. The BCA 

absorbance data in Figure 3.3 showed the extracts eluted from alginate-containing cryogels 

contained a significantly less amount of proteins than the plain cryogels (p<0.001), when 

cryogels were immersed in a human plasma solution. This result was also confirmed by the 

SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis conducted on the same plasma extracts obtained from the 

cryogels, shown in Figure 3.4.  The bands extracted from alginate-containing cryogels, in this 

case the post alginate modification, were less dense than the band obtained from the no 

alginate-containing cryogels. These results suggest that alginate introduced a barrier to 

protein adsorption from the surrounding fluid. This is important because it means that the 

non-fouling properties of cryogels are enhanced by alginate surface modification. As 

discussed in the introduction, a non-fouling surface would prevent proteins from biological 

fluids interacting with the material and being adsorbed by it [220, 225, 301, 315] and currently 
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no studies addressed this issue in blood perfused devices for BAL application. This has many 

advantages in a blood perfused system since it prevents blood protein adsorption with the 

risk of pore occlusion, preserving the blood flow, and avoiding blood cell activation and 

inflammation, with the risks of  thrombus formation [301]. The produced alginate-containing 

cryogels possessed improved non-fouling surface properties compared to cryogels currently 

developed in previous studies for BAL applications [217] in which non-fouling surface issues 

were not addressed and 90 % of serum proteins were adsorbed. 

Human Healthy Liver cell lines (HHLs) are a recently developed class of immortalised primary 

hepatocytes from healthy donors [151]. These cell lines were developed as an alternative cell 

source for research on hepatitis virus and hepatocyte function. However, it has never been 

investigated as a cell source for BAL purpose to overcome problems regarding the limited 

availability of primary hepatocytes, which are the gold standard, and the tumorigenic nature 

of other human hepatocytes cell lines, such as HepG2 and C3A. HHL7 and HHL5 cells were 

donated from the Institute for Liver and Digestive Health, UCL, for use in this project. Key liver 

cytokeratin expression was investigated in order to confirm maintenance of the original cell 

phenotype, since these cells were not purchased. Immunocytochemistry analysis (Figure 3.5) 

revealed that HHLs expressed both non-parenchymal biliary epithelium marker, CK7, and 

parenchymal, CK8, which is in line with the literature [151]. HepG2 and 3T3 cells were used 

as controls for this experiment. HepG2 cells expressed the parenchymal marker CK8 but 

showed no expression of the non-parenchymal epithelium marker CK7. This result is in 

agreement with data that showed the hepatic metastatic adenocarcinoma derived cell line 

did not express CK7 [316]. CK7 is typically found in the bile duct epithelium of healthy liver 

[317] but it is also found in other types of liver carcinoma, such as fibrolamellar carcinoma 

[318] and primary biliary cirrhosis [319], depending on which tissue is affecting.  There was 

no expression of either CK7 or CK8 in 3T3 cells, due to their fibroblastic origin. This result 

confirmed that HHL7 and HHL5 retained the expression of key primary hepatocyte expression 

markers. HHL7 cells were chosen for the remaining part of this project because they 

possessed faster growth kinetics than the HHL5s.  
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The detoxification of toxic ammonia into soluble urea through urea cycle is of the most 

important functions carried out by hepatocytes [320]. As already explained, HHLs are derived 

from immortalised human primary hepatocytes and, for this reason, should theoretically 

retain primary hepatocyte functions, including the urea cycle. The expression of characteristic 

genes involved in this physiologic process was analysed to investigate whether HHL7 

possessed the urea cycle, which is missing in the HepG2 cell line. Two genes of interest were 

chosen on the base of the work of Mavri-Damelin et al [314]: CPSI, which is a gene involved 

in the first part of the cycle (Figure 3.1), which take place in the mitochondrion, and ArgI, 

which mediates the part of the cycle occurring in the cytoplasm. The group found that HepG2 

cells expressed the first but not the second gene and therefore do not possess full urea cycle. 

The results obtained here analysing the expression of those two genes using RT-PCR showed 

that HHL7 expressed only CPSI, and this was downregulated compared to HepG2. There was 

no expression of ArgI for both HepG2 and HHL7. This result showed that HHL7 cells, as HepG2, 

do not express genes responsible for the full urea cycle. Urea could be then produced by other 

synthetic routes, for example through arginase II, which is an enzyme with the same substrate 

as arginase I, namely arginine. However, it is extrahepatic and mostly expressed in 

mitochondria to process glutamate and polyamine [321]. This finding was not expected since 

HHL cells should retain primary hepatocyte functions. However, there are still advantages in 

the use of these cells for this project since they can be produced in abundance and are not 

tumorigenic. Other experiments should be conducted to confirm the lack of urea cycle in HHLs 

and investigate other key measures of functionality.  

Alginate incorporation onto the cryogel surface required the use of glutaraldehyde as cross-

linker which is highly cytotoxic. Before using in contact with cells, alginate-modified cryogels 

were immerged in a glycine solution to neutralise the unreacted glutaraldehyde groups. 

However, biocompatibility studies are required to verify the biocompatibility of new 

synthesised materials. All the cryogels versions were tested and compared here for their 

capacity to support 3T3 cell growth and proliferation. The MTT study (Figure 3.8) showed that 

all cryogel versions sustained cell growth and proliferation for up to one week. In the first 72 

h there were no significant differences in cell number among the different cryogel versions. 

At the 1 week time point, alginate-containing cryogels showed a significant increase in cell 

viability comparing to the no alginate-containing versions (Figure 3.9, p< 0.001).  Regarding 
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the type of cross-linker, there was no difference between alg-(pre) HEMA-PEGDA and alg-

(pre) HEMA-MBA. However, from the confocal images taken at 1 week (Figure 3.10), the alg-

(pre) HEMA-MBA seemed to possess a higher cell coverage comparing to the alg-(pre) HEMA-

PEGDA. In the case of post synthesis modification, alg-(post) HEMA-PEGDA possessed 

significantly higher cell density (p< 0.01) comparing to alg-(post) HEMA-MBA. These results 

indicated that alginate-containing cryogels supported a higher cell number comparing to the 

plain versions. This could be explained by the fact that alginate is a natural and non-fouling 

polymer onto which mammalian cells do not attach [296]. Cell attachment is a fundamental 

requirement for cell survival and, for this reason, when cells are seeded onto alginate, they 

tend to form spheroid-like structures to maintain cell-cell interaction, since they cannot 

perform cell-substrate interaction [322]. In this case, cells were seeded in static condition 

onto cryogel discs and left to adhere. The higher cell number found on alginate-containing 

cryogels could be explained by the rapid formation of clusters, in which cells proliferated. This 

assumption is supported by the confocal images taken after 1 week (Figure 3.10), in which it 

is possible to see the cluster formation on alginate-modified cryogels. From the results 

produced by these biocompatibility studies, the alginate incorporation process was 

considered safe, producing a biocompatible cell scaffold. However, spheroid-like structure 

formation is not ideal for this purpose, because they can obstruct pores and be washed out 

by the recirculating fluid. Furthermore, cells in the centre of the clusters probably would not 

participate in the metabolism of blood molecules and could suffer from hypoxia. For this 

reason, RGD peptide was further attached onto the surface.  

RGD peptide was synthesised and attached onto the cryogel surface through a stable covalent 

bond to potentiate the cell adhesion capacity of the cryogels. The functionalisation exploits 

the many active sites, hydroxyl groups in this case, made available by alginate. 

Biocompatibility and cell-loading capacity over time was investigated by MTT and live/dead 

assays on RGD-functionalised cryogels and compared to the not functionalised cryogels in 

terms of HHL7 cells growth and proliferation. For this experiment, only the chosen 

formulation of cryogels, which was alg-(post) HEMA-MBA, was functionalised with RGD and 

compared with the non-RGD containing version. From MTT results (Figure 3.11) it is possible 

to see that after 144 h, cell viability was significantly higher on RGD-functionalised cryogel 

(p<0.001) by approximately 40 %. This result is in line with the representative live/dead 
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confocal images (Figure 3.12) taken after 1 week in which a higher cell colonization along the 

pore walls of the RGD-modified cryogel is visible. Images in Figure 3.12 show cells spread onto 

the porous walls of the RGD-functionalised polymer, whilst in the alginate cryogels not 

functionalised with RGD they tended to group in cluster formations and do not interact with 

the surface. This may be explained by the fact that cells are anchored by membrane integrin 

receptors to the RGD cell-adhesive sequence available, and this promotes cell spreading and 

colonization onto the surface.  More cell-substrate contact rather than cell-cell contact is 

promoted, in contrast to alginate only cryogels, where cells may tend to cluster rather than 

adhere to the cryogel wall. Thus, RGD-functionalization enhanced cell spreading and 

colonization onto the cryogel wall, promoting cell-surface interaction similar to the 

interaction between cells and ECM found in vivo. This condition is ideal for BAL purpose, in 

which hepatocytes are spread onto cryogel walls, allowing flow recirculation and exposure 

for exchange of blood borne molecules. 

 

3.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the biological activity of the synthesised cryogels was investigated in order to 

evaluate the non-fouling and the cell-adhesive properties of the cryogel surface modified with 

alginate and RGD-containing peptide. It was found that alginate surface modification 

prevented adsorption of proteins from biological fluids, making a non-fouling cryogel surface 

suitable to be used for blood perfusion applications. Alginate incorporation did not induce 

cell death and enhanced cell proliferation over time in the resultant cryogels. RGD-surface 

modification produced a cell-adhesive surface, mimicking the anchor sites for the membrane 

integrin, allowing HHL7 cells spreading and surface colonisation. HHLs phenotype was 

confirmed by liver cytokeratin expression. From gene expression analysis, HHL7 showed to 

not possessing some key urea cycle genes, as for HepG2 cell line, but still possess the 

advantage of not being tumor-derived. 

The novel contribution of this chapter was the production of evidences showing that an 

engineered surface with alginate and RGD-containing peptide can prevent protein adsorption 

from biological fluid and enhances hepatocytes growth and proliferation, addressing at the 

same time non-fouling and cell-adhesive issues of a porous cell scaffold for BAL application, 
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which was never considered before. Also, HHLs urea cycle gene expression was investigated 

here for the first time and compared to the expression of well-established cell types. 
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4.1. Introduction 

As highlighted in Chapter 1, the flow dynamics can influence cell behaviour, leading to cell 

damage and death, especially if the shear stress significantly exceeds typical in vivo 

conditions.  The shear stress sensed by the hepatocytes in vivo is unknown but it is estimated 

to be much lower than what is measured in the sinusoids, which is a few Pascals [231]. This is 

because hepatocytes are shielded by sinusoids in the liver and not subjected to direct flow. 

Few groups studied the relationship between shear stress and hepatocyte functionality in 

bioreactors and found a positive response in the order of 10-4- 10-5 Pa [230, 236, 241]. 

However, no direct experimental setup allows the direct measurement of local velocities and 

shear stress in porous scaffold such as cryogels.  

 

4.1.1 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is an optical technique that allows the visualization of flow 

inside transparent structures. It has been more than three decades since the term PIV was 

used for the first time in literature. Modern PIV can be defined as ‘accurate, quantitative 

measurement of fluid velocity vectors at a very large number of points simultaneously’ [323]. 

In 1977, three independent groups simultaneously demonstrated that it was possible to 

measure the parabolic profile of laminar flow in a tube by using the laser speckle 

phenomenon [324-326]. This technique was then refined by Meynart et al. who referred to it 

as laser speckle velocimetry (LSV) [327-329]. It was after few years, in 1984, that the 

importance of individual particles and not speckles was recognised and the name particle 

image velocimetry was adopted [330, 331]. This offered a tool to investigate not only laminar 

flow, but also turbulent phenomena, because it is able to detect a wide range of length and 

velocities. PIV systems allow extrapolation of the flow’s instantaneous local velocities by 

recording the movements of tracer particles that move with the fluid [323]. The position of 

the tracers at two instants in time with a known time delay allows to obtain the displacement 

vectors of the particles, from which the extrapolation of the flow velocity field is possible. 3D 

PIV systems were then developed to overcome issues in the measurement of flow which does 

not show particular symmetry planes or axes, and, for this reason, different planar 

measurements are required to fully describe the behaviour in a volume. The group of Elsinga 

et al. [332] described in 2006 a system for the 3D measurement of velocity based on 
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tomography reconstruction of the tracers in the space (tomography-PIV). They recorded 

images of particles moving in a volume from different directions simultaneously to 

extrapolate the 3D light intensity distribution. This system was applied to study turbulent flow 

in a cylinder. Another 3D PIV technique was the holographic-PIV described by Hinsch et al. 

[333] and Chan et al [334]. In these systems the particle location in depth is determined by 

the interference pattern caused by the light of the particle scattered after interacting with a 

reference light beam, which is impressed on a hologram. This technique was used to measure 

flow in many applications, such as the tracking of mixing tab in water, a track of flow in air 

and an air nozzle flow [335, 336]. 

 

A typical 2D PIV setup consists of a dual-frame camera which records the movements of the 

tracers illuminated by a pulsating light source. A typical system with a single camera is shown 

in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4.1. Typical single-camera PIV system [323]. 
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The frames are post-processed with a cross-correlation algorithm that calculates the local 

displacement from the particles’ positions and the interframe time delay. The displacement 

can then be used to compute the local velocity and vorticity fields.  

 

Micro Particle Image Velocimetry (µPIV) is a technique that allows to characterise flow in 

microfluidic devices with a resolution higher than one micron and in a length scale from 10-4 

to 10-7 m [337]. It comes from the same principles of the macroscale PIV but, due to optical 

and mechanical issues in the characterisation of micro flow, it is defined as a separate 

technique. Before the coming of µPIV, the flow investigations at the micro scale were 

confined to bulk flow measurements, such as flow rate and pressure drop [338, 339]. µPIV 

was first developed by Santiago et al. [340] in 1998, who measured instantaneous and 

ensemble-averaged flow fields in micron-scale fluidic devices using 100-300 nm diameter 

tracer particles, with a spatial resolution of less than 10 µm. After this work, the group of 

Meinhart et al. [341] used a similar method to trace flow in a microchannel, improving the 

spatial resolution to less than 1 µm. The objective lenses used are typically the 60X for oil 

immersion lenses and 10X for air-immersion.  

4.1.2. Characterisation of flow inside cryogels 

The super macroporous structure of cryogels was exploited in the past years to develop cell 

scaffolds for tissue engineering, monolith columns for chromatography and for blood 

detoxification purpose. Their porous structure makes them particularly suitable for flow 

perfusion systems due to their interconnected network of pores, and theoretically low flow 

resistance [22, 256, 257]. Numerous studies were performed to characterise flow through 

cryogels, analysing the swelling ratio, porosity, mechanical properties and flow rate [184, 192, 

193]. However, currently there are no studies that characterised the flow inside the cryogel 

structure. This is because such experiments are significantly hindered by the partial opacity 

of cryogels, which negatively affects both the propagation of light and the formation of 

images. Characterising the internal flow is particularly important to maximise cell 

functionality by obtaining evidence on the nature of the interactions of particles and 

molecules with pore walls, and the level of shear stress onto cells within the scaffold. Hence, 

optimising flow behaviour inside the cell scaffold is a key step in the development of an 

effective bioartificial liver device. The µPIV technique is extremely promising to characterise 
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flow in media with porosity in the order of micrometres, such as cell scaffolds. However, this 

method has not yet been used for this purpose and this motivated the development of an 

experiment that enabled flow visualisation inside cryogels.  

 

 

4.2. Hypothesis and objectives 

Currently, there is a lack of techniques able to visualise and characterise flow dynamics inside 

opaque, porous cell scaffolds. In this scenario, an experimental fluid dynamics analysis inside 

perfused bioreactors to measure local velocities and stresses sensed by cells is not possible 

to perform. 

The hypothesis of this chapter is that developing an optical setup able to record and visualise 

flow inside cryogel pores could help answer some research questions about the nature of the 

flow which is sensed by the cells seeded on the wall, whether is laminar with low mass 

exchange or turbulent, with the risk of cell harm, and to better understand blood activation 

and inflammation. In particular, the setup would allow to record beads moving inside cryogel 

pores and from that extrapolating the local velocities and vorticities to establish the nature 

of flow. This would be performed by calculating flow parameters such as Reynold and Stokes 

numbers and by extrapolating the velocity profile across the pores and, from this, the shear 

stress at the wall. 

The aim of this work is to develop a µPIV setup able to record flow videos inside the cryogel 

porous structure, and image post-processing algorithms that allow the extrapolation of local 

velocities and shear stress inside cryogel channels.  

Specifically, the objectives were: 

1. To develop and validate a µPIV setup and post-processing able to measure flow inside 

the pores of cryogel. 

2. To investigate the nature of flow inside cryogels. In particular to evaluate whether the 

pores and forks within the cryogels generate local turbulence or recirculation, which 

would increase particle/cell interactions. This is important to define because a fully 

laminar flow means that molecules and toxins that travel inside a cryogel pore would 
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not interact with cells seeded at the wall, significantly hindering the mass exchange 

between blood and hepatocytes. 

3. To evaluate whether different types of pumping systems may introduce changes in 

flow behaviour. A syringe pump would provide a continuous flow, whilst a peristaltic 

pump would create a pulsatile flow which could increase the maximum flow velocity 

and the occurrence of recirculating eddies, as represented in Figure 4.2. These two 

pumping systems were investigated to identify their influence on the internal flow.  

4. To determine the shear stress at the pore wall caused by different flow rates and 

different pore diameters; whether it could lead to haemolysis or harm the wall-seeded 

cells. 

5. To evaluate whether the complex structures of cryogels could lead to some blood cells 

remaining trapped within pores, which could potentially induce anaemia or 

leukopenia. 

6. To consider a bioreactor design which would enhance mass exchange between 

hepatocytes and blood. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Mass flow rate output of peristaltic and syringe pump over time. 
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4.3. Materials  

• MT-2 Mitutoyo tube lens (Edmund optics, UK) 

• x10 infinity-corrected Mitutoyo objective (Edmund optics, UK) 

• 2.3 MP 12-bit CMOS camera (Basler acA1920-40gm) 

• Pulsating LED light (costum made) 

• Pylon software suite (Basler, Germany) 

• Glass beads, 9 -13 µm (Sigma, UK) 

• Carbon particles, 0.5 µm (custom made) 

• Multichannel peristaltic pump (Ismatec IP-N digital peristaltic pump, 8-channel, WZ-

78010-11, Germany)  

• Tube 2-stops (Ismatec 2-stop, 2.79 mm 6/pk, Germany) 

• Masterlex syringe pump (Cole-Palmer, UK) 

• Straight Brass Hose Connector, 1/8 in G Male (RS, UK) 

• Microscope slides (Fisherbrand, UK) 

 

4.4. Methods 

4.4.1 µPIV setup 

The µPIV setup developed to visualize the flow inside cryogels is described in Figure 4.3. The 

fluid seeded with the particles is illuminated by a pulsating light source and images are taken 

at a defined frame rate by a digital camera. Displacement vectors are then calculated between 

two different frames and velocity fields obtained. An acrylic chamber was designed 

specifically to accommodate a 9 mm diameter cryogel cylinder. Acrylic was chosen as bulk 

material because of its ease of manufacture and suitable optical properties. The chamber was 

designed using SolidWorks and is described in the following section. 
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Figure 4.3. Micro-PIV set up used to record flow inside cryogels. In the schematic top figure, 

(a) is the blue LED, which is the light source used, (b) 14 V generator, (c) is the pulse generator, 

used to convert and synchronise the 2 V pulse from the camera to a 5 V pulse in direction of 

(a), (d) is the cryogel chamber, which hold the cryogel in place. The water seeded with tracer 

is pumped from (e), which could either a syringe or a peristaltic pump, enters the chamber 

(d) and finishes in the water reservoir (f). The 10X microscope objective (g) projects the 

images to the camera (h). The experimental setup is showed in the picture below.   

 

As discussed in previous sections, visualising the flow inside cryogels is particularly difficult 

due to the partial opacity of the porous structure. In order to address this issue, a face of the 

cryogel was sectioned to provide a flat plane which could be scanned by the µPIV setup, as 

schematically shown in Figure 4.4. As expected, the microscope could not form images of the 

structures deep within the cryogel, but it was possible to image the subsurface pores and 

surrounding flow. 
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Figure 4.4. Cryogel column sectioned to offer a flat surface to the camera and illuminated 

from the back by the pulsating LED light. 

The long-distance microscope was custom-built using a 10X infinity-corrected Mitutoyo 

objective and an image was formed using a MT-2 Mitutoyo tube lens. The overall 

magnification of the microscope was 20X, which provided a scale factor of 0.3 µm per pixel. 

The digital camera used to record the PIV data was a 2.3 MP 12-bit CMOS camera (Basler 

acA1920-40gm) which generated monochromatic frames with a resolution of 1920 px by 1200 

px at a frame rate up to 42 frames per second. The line inverter inverted the frame trigger 

pulses produced by the camera to synchronise the frame exposure with the pulsating LED 

light. The synchronisation process is represented in the Figure 4.5. 

Videos were recorded using Basler’s pylon software suite, with a frame rate of 30 fps and 

total frame number of 300. Following the methodology of Meinhart et al. (1999) [341] the 

uncertainty on the detection position of the glass beads was calculated to be 1.1 µm, as 

described in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 and 4.3. For the velocities measured in this experiment, 

this position uncertainty corresponded to a velocity uncertainty of approximately 11%. 
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2! = 2.44	4	
5

2	67 

Equation 4.1. Point spread function diameter 

Where M is the total magnification of the microscope, which is for the Mitutoyo lens used 

was 20 x, 5 is the wavelength, which for the Royal blue LED used was 405 nm, NA is the lens 

numerical aperture, which was 0.28. 

2" = [	4#2$	# +	2!#]
&
# 

Equation 4.2. Effective particle diameter 

Where dp is the diameter of the particle, which was 11 µm in average. The uncertainty is then 

calculated as: 

2' =	
2"
10	4 

Equation 4.3. Position uncertainty 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Synchronisation process operated by the line inverter of the camera and the LED. 
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4.4.1.1. Cryogel chamber design 

The cryogel chamber was composed of two acrylic parts: the main chamber (Figure 4.6) and 

a cryogel holder (Figure 4.7), which allowed to accommodate a 9 mm diameter cryogel 

cylinder inside the chamber. The chamber front part was sealed using a microscope glass 

coverslip which was clamped against a rubber o-ring to prevent any fluid losses. The chamber 

was designed with two fittings at the extremities to connect the pump through silicon tubing. 

 

Figure 4.6. Cryogel chamber design. All dimensions are in millimetres. 
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Figure 4.7. Cryogel chamber adaptor. All dimensions are in millimetres. 

 

 

4.4.1.2. Tracers 

For accurate PIV measurements, it is necessary to establish whether the particles follow the 

flow precisely. The parameter that tells the suitability of a tracer for PIV measurement is the 

Stokes number. The Stokes number is a dimensionless number that describes the behaviour 

of a particle suspended in a flow and it represents the ratio of characteristic times for a solid 

particle and the flow in which it is immersed (the formula Equation 4.4). 
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Equation 4.4. Stokes number 

 

Where t is the relaxation time of the particle, u is the typical velocity of the flow along the 

centre of the pore, and L is a typical diameter of the pore. If the Stokes number is less than 1 

then the particles follow the flow’s streamlines accurately. 

The way the particle relaxation time (t) is calculated depends on the Reynolds number. The 

Reynolds number is a dimensionless number which describes the nature of flow. It is defined 

by the ratio of inertial to viscous forces of the fluid. Low Reynolds numbers indicate a laminar 

flow regime, whereas flows with a high Reynolds number are dominated by inertial forces 

that lead to turbulence. The Reynolds number is calculated as reported in Equation 4.5. 

?@ = 	
A	=	>
B  

Equation 4.5. Reynolds number 

 

where r is the fluid density, u is the velocity of the fluid, L is a characteristic linear dimension 

(diameter of the pore) and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In this case the fluid is water. 

If the Reynolds number is smaller than 1, then the relaxation time (;() can be calculated as 

reported in Equation 4.6.  

; =
A)	2)#

18	B  

Equation 4.6. Relaxation time for Re < 1 

 

Where rp is the particle density, dp is the particle diameter and µ is the dynamic viscosity of 

the water. If the Stokes number is less than 0.1, the tracing error is lower than 1%.  
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Two different types of tracer were employed. The first type was carbon particles with 

diameters around 0.5 µm. This type of particles should follow better the flow, due to their 

small dimensions, but are not an ideal model to study the behaviour of blood cells inside the 

cryogel structure, such as trapping in dead end pores. The second type was glass spheres of 

diameter between 9 and 13 µm. These particles possessed similar dimensions to red blood 

cells, and thus represent a better model to mimic blood cell behaviour. For each type of 

tracer, the velocity limit to reach the critical Stokes value of 0.1 was calculated, and it was 

verified that the velocities measured by PIV were always well below this threshold. 

The maximum flow velocities for a specific tracer can be reformulated from the equations 

above as shown in Equation 4.7.  

  

=*+' ≤ 0.1
E(
;(
= 0.1

E(
A)	2)#
18	B,

 

Equation 4.7. Maximum velocities of the tracer 

 

These were calculated for water (µw = 0.000931 Pa*s) and a typical pore diameter of E(= 

100 µm and the values are reported in Table 4.1. 

 

 

Table 4.1. Relaxation time and velocity max calculated for the carbon and glass particles.  

 Density 

(kg/m3) 

Diameter 

(µm) 

t0 

(s) 

umax 

(m/s) 

Carbon 2100 0.5 3.13*10-8 3.19*102 

Glass 2196 9-13  2.21*10-5 4.52*10-1 

Both the critical velocities are far beyond the instant velocities calculated with PIVlab giving 

an inlet flow rate of 3 ml/min, which are usually in the range of 104-105 m/s. Glass beads were 
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chosen for further investigations because their size resemble the red blood cells size, hence 

they better describe how the blood would behave when it passes through the cryogel porous 

network. 

4.4.1.3. Image acquisition and analysis 

Cryogels were synthesised and cut in 2 cm high cylinders. The front part of each cylinder was 

cut to obtain a flat surface. Cryogels in the adaptor were then placed inside the chamber and 

closed with the glass coverslips by two clamps. The chamber was connected by silicon tubing 

to a either a syringe pump or a peristaltic pump on one side and to a collecting glass bottle 

on the other. A 50 ml syringe was filled with a particle suspension density of 3920 glass 

particles/ml, which were previously weighted, in water and flow rate was set at 3 ml/min. 

Images were collected at a frame rate of 30 Hz and the number of frames recorded per video 

was 300. The frames were then analysed with MATLAB using the PIVLab toolbox [342] which 

allows to upload the image frames and it calculates the displacement vectors exploiting cross-

correlation technique to each pair of images. From each analysis it was possible to obtain the 

velocity fields of the particles and other parameters such as vorticity, which is a vector field 

that describes the local rotational motion. A MATLAB code was implemented to calculate the 

ensemble average velocity map of all the frames (all the scripts developed are collected in 

Appendix 1). 

Typical frames and processed outputs are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8. Process to extrapolate velocity profiles, local velocities and local vorticities from 

videos recorded with the high-resolution microscope inside the cryogel matrix. Videos were 

processed in MATLAB to obtain the frames, each separated by fixed time delay. A and B show 

two consecutive frames in which particles can be seen to move along the channels. Image 

processing was applied to detect the glass beads (C), and the flow field was obtained using a 

PIV algorithm to calculate the particle displacement vectors from frame to frame. Another 

MATLAB script was implemented to produce ensemble average velocity fields (D). 

Instantaneous velocity (E) and vorticity (F) maps for each frame of the video were then 

computed with PIVlab. 

 

4.4.5. Effect produced by different pump type 

Flow videos were taken inside the cryogel structure using 2 different pumps, peristaltic and 

syringe pump. The flow rate was set at 3 ml/min and glass beads were used as tracers. 

Reynolds and Stokes numbers were calculated by using the script ‘MaxVelocity_Re_Stk’ in 

MATLAB (Appendix 1) after extrapolating and processing the video frames with PIVlab, 

obtaining the script with the average velocities. Max vorticity and max velocity values were 

obtained for each video using the function ‘Derive parameters’ of PIVlab which allows also to 

export the coloured maps of the instant vorticity and velocity magnitude for each frame. The 

average and SD of max and min vorticity and velocity were calculated for each pump type.  
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4.4.6. Velocity profiles and shear stress extrapolation 

Flow videos were taken with the PIV setup for different volume flow rates (3, 6 and 9 ml/min) 

in three different sections of a cryogel channel to evaluate both the effect of flow rates and 

channel diameter on flow. Glass beads and syringe pump were used for this experiment. The 

velocity profiles were obtained with the `ProcessVectorMap.m` script in MATLAB (Appendix 

1) after extrapolating and processing the video frames with PIVlab, obtaining the local 

velocities. This script’s user interface (Figure 4.9) allows to draw a segment on the ensemble 

average velocity map and to export the velocity data to Excel for further analysis. The velocity 

profiles were then plotted over the segment length and curve fitted with a second-degree 

polynomial equation. The polynomial fitting produced a smooth velocity profile (Figure 4.14), 

thus allowing the velocity gradient at the channel walls to be extracted to compute the shear 

stress. The shear stress trend was obtained from the velocity magnitudes with Equation 4.8. 

F = B
2=
2'′ 

Equation 4.8. Shear stress equation 

 

Where τ is the shear stress [Pa], µ is the dynamic viscosity of water at 25 °C which is 

0.00089 Pa*s, and -.-'/ is the derivative of the velocity along the line segment.  
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Figure 4.9. Interactive window that appears after running ̀ ProcessVectorMap.m` script. In the 

bottom left sub-window, it is possible to manually draw a segment on a region of interest on 

the frame. The script calculates the velocity profile in the area outlined by the drawn segment 

and the distance from this, which can be selected by the bar on the top right. A preview of 

the velocity profile is then showed in the sub-window on the bottom right. The export button 

allows to export the velocity values to Excel. 
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4.8. Results 

4.8.1. Effect introduced by different pump type 

Local Reynold numbers were calculated for 7 videos obtained with both syringe and peristaltic 

pumps at 3 ml/min flow rate. The Reynold numbers were 0.076 ± 0.007 and 0.233 ± 0.122 for 

videos taken with syringe and peristaltic pump, respectively. The Stokes numbers of the glass 

beads moving with the fluid was then calculated and found to be substantially less than 1 for 

both types of pump. Max and min values of velocity and vorticity were calculated for 5 videos 

and the results are showed in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10. Max and min values of velocity and vorticity extrapolated for flow videos with 

PIVlab obtained with syringe and peristaltic pumps with flow rate set at 3 ml/min. Values 

represent mean ± SD (n=5). Red is for max values, blue for min. 

 

Both the syringe and peristaltic pumps gave similar local velocities, which are in the order of 

10-4 – 10-5 m/s. Also the values of vorticity are similar for both pump types, in the range of 10 

to 20 1/s. In Figures 4.11 and 4.12 the velocity and vorticity maps and the beads trajectory 
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inside the cryogel pores of two videos, one obtained with the syringe pump and one obtained 

with the peristaltic pump, are showed.  

 

In Figure 4.11 is reported the analysis of local velocities and local vorticities of the frames of 

a video produced with syringe pump. The range of local vorticity in this video was between -

24 and 15 s-1 and the range of local velocity was between 2.5*10-6 and 3.3*10-4 m/s. In Figure 

4.12 is reported the analysis of local velocities and local vorticities of the frames of a video 

produced with peristaltic pump. The range of local vorticity in this video was between -12 and 

26 s-1 and the range of local velocity was between 1.3*10-6 and 2.9*10-4 m/s. The frames of 

the two videos at the top of the figures indicate the particles’ propagation (red arrows) and 

the walls of the pores (blue line), this is to highlight the preferential paths of the particles. It 

is also possible to see some trapped beads by the cryogel walls (highlighted in orange). The 

cyclic motion introduced by the peristaltic pump resulted in oscillations of the flow, but the 

PIV analysis demonstrated that this did not introduce significant vorticity or transient 

turbulent flow patterns for the flow rate used (3ml/min), which is the one used in the in vivo 

experiment, discussed in Chapter 6. The Reynolds numbers are substantially less than 1 for 

both types of pumps, indicating that the flow produced inside the cryogels is laminar. From 

the analysis of the vorticity maps it is possible to observe that near the pore walls there are 

higher vorticity values, represented with yellow or orange colours, compared to the centres 

of the channels, for both type of pumps. However, these values are low and do not contribute 

to generate significant recirculation in proximity of channel forks. This could be observed in 

the videos, where the glass beads followed mostly the paths indicated by the red arrows in a 

laminar manner.  
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Figure 4.11. Analysis of local velocities (left) and local vorticity (right) of 3 frames of a video 

recorded with the syringe pump at 3 ml/min flow rate. The max velocity magnitude is 22 x 10-

5 m/s, the min is 2 x 10-5 m/s. The max vorticity magnitude is 10 s-1, the min is - 20 s-1. At the 

top is shown one video frame with the preferential paths of the particles (red allows) and 

cryogel walls (blue lines). Some trapped beads are highlighted. 
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Figure 4.12. Analysis of local vorticities (left) and local velocities (right) of the same frames of 

a video recorded with the peristaltic pump at 3 ml/min flow rate. The max velocity magnitude 

is 22 x 10-5 m/s, the min is 2 x 10-5 m/s. The max vorticity magnitude is 25 s-1, the min is - 10 

s-1.  At the top is shown one video frame with the preferential paths of the particles (red 

allows) and cryogel walls (blue lines). 
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4.8.2. Velocity profiles and shear stress at different flow rates 

A shear stress analysis was performed evaluating different sections of a channel with variable 

diameters using different flow rates, and the syringe pump as pumping system. This is 

because it was demonstrated that there was no significant difference in the velocity between 

the two pump types, and also among the same pump type the velocity range is very consistent 

(Figure 4.10). The channel sections on which the velocity profiles were extracted are shown 

in Figure 4.13. The wider section had a diameter of 153 µm (1), the middle section had a 

diameter of 102 µm (2) and the smallest section had a diameter of 60 µm (3). Velocity profiles 

and shear stress profiles were obtained for the three sections of the channel and plotted in 

Figure 4.14. The velocity profiles exhibited a parabolic trend, which was fitted with a second-

degree polynomial equation. The equations used for the fittings and to derive the shear stress 

profiles are reported in Table 4.2. Matching the theoretical expectation for a laminar plug 

flow in a pipe, the maximum velocity was at the centre and the minimum at the wall for all 

the flow rates in the three sections. The maximum values of velocity were recorded for the 

higher flow rate, as expected. The maximum velocity recorded (around 80 µm/s) is far below 

the critical velocity for the glass beads (0.452 m/s), as reported in Table 4.1. Thus, the flow is 

still laminar even for a flow rate of 9 ml/min. The values of velocity for the 3 ml/min and 6 

ml/min were similar in all the sections, whilst going to 9 ml/min the difference was more 

accentuated. This observation is similar in regard of the derived shear stress profiles. The 

values of the shear stress at the walls for the different flow rates in the three sections, which 

is what is sensed by the cells seeded onto the cryogels, is reported in Table 4.3. In section 3, 

which was the smaller one, the difference between the lowest and the middle shear stress 

compared to the highest is more accentuated than for the other two sections.  
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Figure 4.13. Velocity profiles at different sections of the channel. Section 1 was 153 µm 

diameter, section 2 was 102 µm width and section 3 was 60 µm. 
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Figure 4.14. Velocity profiles at the 3 sections of the cryogel channel and derived shear stress 

calculated for different flow rates. 
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Table 4.2. Second-degree polynomial equations used to fit the velocity profiles at the different 

flow rates and the corresponding coefficients of determination R2. 

 Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 

3 ml/min y=-0.0065x2 

+1.0411x+23.838 

R2=0.9527 

y=-0.0227x2 

+2.2218x+26.669 

R2=0.9945 

y=-0.0294x2 

+1.8939x+28.254 

R2=0.9862 

6 ml/min y=-0.0031x2 

+0.4713x+10.919 

R2=0.9658 

y=-0.0088x2 

+0.9292x+10.16 

R2=0.9948 

y=-0.0055x2 

+0.2555x+16.114 

R2=0.9758 

9 ml/min y=-0.0018x2 

+0.311x+10.919 

R2=0.94 

y=-0.0072x2 

+0.7357x+8.4783 

R2=0.9772 

y=-0.0046x2 

+0.2999x+13.221 

R2=0.9855 

 

 

Table 4.3. Velocities and shear stress values at the walls for the 3 sections. 

 3 ml/min 6 ml/min 9 ml/min 

Vwall [µm/s] twall [mPa] Vwall [µm/s] twall [mPa] Vwall [µm/s] twall [mPa] 

Section 1 8.78 0.248 14.93 0.419 33.31 0.927 

Section 2 9.01 0.655 11.65 0.757 26.68 1.977 

Section 3 13.48 0.267 18.14 0.227 29.57 1.686 
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4.8.3. Glass beads trapped onto cryogel walls 

The flow videos demonstrated that some glass beads remained entrapped in the pore walls 

and in proximity of pore forks. In Figure 4.15 are reported 4 frames extracted from 4 different 

videos which show this observation. Videos 1 and 2 were obtained with the syringe pump, 

whilst videos 3 and 4 were obtained with the peristaltic pump. In all videos, glass beads 

started to accumulate on the pore walls after a period of time of perfusion.  

 

Figure 4.15. Frames of 4 different videos showing glass beads entrapped onto the cryogel 

walls. 

The oscillating motion of the peristaltic pump did not have a dislocating effect on the 

entrapped beads.  
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4.9. Discussion  

The flow dynamics characterisation inside porous scaffolds for perfused systems such as BALs 

is a key element to define velocities and shear stresses sensed by cells and to prevent blood 

cells damage. To address this issue, a µPIV setup was successfully developed and used here 

for the first time to visualise and characterise flow inside porous cell scaffolds. There were 

challenges in the realisation of this, due to the opaque nature of the cryogel polymeric walls 

and the small focus depth that can be reached by the camera below the cryogel surface to 

observe the flow inside the cryogel channels. Flow videos were successfully recorded using, 

in the first part, two different tracers, with different densities and sizes. It was verified that 

both carbon and glass beads could be used as tracers for this analysis, since the local velocities 

extrapolated are significantly smaller than the critical velocities (Table 4.1), which are the 

velocity limits that would exceed the 0.1 Stokes number criteria. This Stokes number value of 

0.1 is the limit below which the tracers follow the flow accurately. Glass beads were chosen 

as tracer for further investigation because they are a similar size to the red blood cells, and 

therefore could help better understand the behaviour of blood cells inside the cryogel porous 

structure.  

 

Two different types of pumps were used to circulate the water traced with glass beads 

through the cryogel: a syringe and a peristaltic pump. The difference between these two types 

of pump is that the syringe pump provides a continuous flow rate, whilst the peristaltic 

provides an oscillating type of flow, which periodically holds back the flow, as showed in 

Figure 4.2. Peristaltic pumps are what is normally used in clinic settings for extracorporeal 

devices. This comparison between the two pump types in terms of velocity and vorticity 

produced was performed to evaluate whether the oscillating motion of the peristatic pump 

would introduce oscillating and turbulent flow, for the same average flow rate. The analysis 

of the videos showed that both types of pump resulted in a laminar flow, with Reynolds 

number smaller than one. The range of velocity and vorticity values obtained from flow videos 

using both pump types are reported in Figure 4.10. There was not a significantly difference 

between the two pump types. Thus, velocity and vorticity are similar for both pump type for 

the same flow rate. From the analysis of the vorticity and velocity maps it is possible to see 

that for both types of pump there was little recirculation through the channels, as shown in 
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Vorticity is a pseudovector field which define the local spinning motion 

of a media around a point, hence it indicates the tendency to rotate. The definition in a fluid 

is that the vorticity field is the velocity field curl and is twice the rotation rate of the fluid 

particles. In theory, the vorticity in a laminar flow within a pipe is zero along the central axes, 

where the velocity is maximum, and it has a maximum at the wall. In fact, from the vorticity 

maps, it is possible to see that the vorticity values are higher in the vicinity of the pore walls 

and pore forks. However, although this was useful to identify the pore walls, the vorticity 

values were still very low, and there was no sign of turbulence by video examination. In fact, 

the glass beads followed the lines (red arrows) in an ordered manner. Thus, this result showed 

that pore forks and deviations did not introduce any turbulence or recirculation, and the 

laminar nature of flow was prevalent at all conditions.  

 

Velocity and shear stress profiles were obtained for three different flow rates in three 

different sections of a cryogel channel. This analysis was conducted to evaluate the effect 

produced by different pore diameters and flow rates on flow velocity and shear stress. The 

syringe pump was used as pumping system, since it was demonstrated that there are no 

significant differences compared to the peristaltic pump in term of velocity and vorticity. The 

three different channel sections that were analysed are showed in Figure 4.13. The wider 

section had a diameter of 153 µm (1), the middle section had a diameter of 102 µm (2) and 

the smallest section had a diameter of 60 µm (3). All the velocity profiles possessed a 

parabolic trend, as expected for a laminar flow in a pipe, which was interpolated with second-

degree polynomial equations, showed in Table 4.2. The max velocity values were obtained 

for the higher flow rate, 9 ml/min, whilst the velocity profiles for the lower flow rates, 3 and 

6 m/min were similar in the three sections of the channel. The same observations are valid 

for the shear stress profiles. The maximum shear stress at the wall was reached in section 2 

for the highest flow rate. This could be explained by the fact that the flow moved from a 

narrower section to a wider one and, in this passage, the velocity can reach the maximum 

and then re stabilise again along the new section. The values of the shear stress at the wall 

were between 0.2 and 2 mPa (Table 4.3). These were all lower than the shear stress sensed 

by hepatocytes in vivo, which is estimated to be less than 0.2 Pa [242], although is very 

difficult to have a precise measurement. The shear stresses were also lower than those 

reported by the group of Porter et al. [249] who estimated that harmful values for cells in a 
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porous scaffold were in the order of 6*10-2 Pa. The measurements are in line with studies 

demonstrating that hepatocytes are positively stimulated by shear stresses between 10-4 and 

10-5 Pa [230, 236, 241]. In this experiment, different flow rates were employed to evaluate 

their influence on flow velocity and shear stress. However, the flow rate which will be used 

for the rest of this work is 3 ml/min, which is the flow rate used in small animal experiments. 

In this case, the maximum shear stress recorded at the wall was 0.66 mPa at section 2.   

 

From the flow videos it is also visible that some glass beads remained entrapped at the pore 

walls after a period of perfusion. This happened for both syringe and peristaltic pump, as 

showed in Figure 4.15. The oscillating motion of the peristaltic motion, which holds back the 

flow periodically, did not help in dislocating the entrapped beads, which remained onto the 

pore walls for the rest of the experiment. This could potentially pose issues during blood 

perfusion therapy, since blood cells may remain entrapped in the pore network, leading to 

anaemia and leukopenia. From the flow videos it was not possible to quantify the proportion 

of beads that remained entrapped and the proportion that flowed through, although 

subjectively it appeared that the vast majority of the particles remained in movement. One 

way to quantify this could be to weight the cryogel pre and post perfusion and calculate the 

quantity of trapped beads from the difference.  

 

4.10. Conclusion 

A µPIV setup, able to visualise and characterise flow inside porous cryogel scaffolds, was 

developed. This setup allowed the measurement of many parameters such as velocities, 

vorticities and shear stress, to observe and compare the effect of pulsatile flow and 

continuous flow, to investigate how flow behave at the ramifications and to evaluate the 

interaction of glass beads and pore wall. The flow measurements taken with the µPIV setup 

revealed that the flow regime inside the cryogel was fully laminar (for flow rates up to 9 

ml/min), with Reynolds number < 1, and with little recirculation. From the vorticity analysis it 

was found that no turbulence was generated even in proximity of pore forks and 

ramifications. Different pumping systems, syringe and peristaltic pump, did not produced a 

significant difference in maximum velocities and vorticities, with a laminar flow produced. 

Shear stresses produced at different flow rates for different pore diameters were found to be 
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below the cell’s harmful threshold and in the range of positive stimulation. Few glass beads 

were found entrapped at the pore walls after a period of perfusion. This suggests that blood 

cells could potentially remain entrapped in the cryogel matrix, leading to anaemia and 

leukopenia. Evaluating the number of beads entrapped is important to quantify the risk 

associated. Although this could not be done in this study, most of the beads appeared to be 

flowing in the cryogel pores for the duration of the videos.  

In conclusion, the results produced with the µPIV system suggested that the internal flow did 

not reorganise itself through the cryogel channels because of the laminar nature of the flow. 

This means that molecules and toxins of patient blood which stream at the centre of a channel 

would not interact with hepatocytes seeded on the pore walls. In general, mass exchange 

between solutes and cells in a system occurs by both convection and diffusion. However, 

these two phenomena are very limited in the case of laminar flows compared to turbulent 

flows. In this scenario, there are some possible solutions to improve mass transfer which 

involve the increasing of the exchange area, the increasing of the flow velocity, and 

consequently the convective mass transfer coefficient, and the increasing of the solute 

concentration gradients. The first two solutions could not be implemented in this situation 

because the cryogels are already as dense as they can be without blocking the flow and flow 

velocity cannot be increased as the shear stress produced can be harmful for the cells and 

can cause inflammation. The only possible way was then to improve the solute concentration 

gradient by mixing the liquid phase. 

This analysis inspired the idea for a new design for the cryogel bioreactor chamber of the BAL 

system, illustrated in Figure 4.16. The main concept is that in a multilayer design, rather than 

in a monolithic column, the molecules in the blood would mix and reorganise themselves in 

the space between cryogel discs before entering the next cryogel layer seeded with 

hepatocytes and interact with them. In this way, the mass exchange between blood that 

circulate in the bioreactor and hepatocytes could be enhanced, optimising the bioreactor 

function.  

The novel contribution of this chapter was the development of a µPIV setup which allowed 

the direct measurement of fluid dynamics parameters inside a porous cell scaffold. This 

permitted the characterisation of the flow inside pores, defining whether it might be harmful 
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to the cells seeded on the wall and it allowed to optimise the bioreactor design to improve 

mass exchange while keeping the device’s pressure drop low. No other experimental setup 

currently allows a direct measurement of these flow parameters inside scaffolds for perfusion 

systems.  

 

   

Figure 4.16. From column to multi-layered design concept. Based on flow measurements 

obtained by µPIV, which showed the laminar behaviour of flow inside cryogel channels 

(direction indicated by the arrow), a new design for the cryogel bioreactor was proposed. In 

the column design, a molecule which travels at the centre of a channel would never interact 

with a cell seeded on the channel wall (left). For this reason, a multi-layered design was 

proposed to enhance the mass exchange between blood and hepatocytes (right). In 

particular, the cryogel would be sliced up in discs and spaced to allow the flow to mix and 

reorganise before entering the next layer.   
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5.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 4, a purpose built µPIV setup was used to show that flow inside the cryogel 

channels is laminar (Re <1) with little recirculation and vorticity. This situation can lead to an 

inefficient mass exchange between cells seeded onto the cryogel and fluid flowing through it. 

To overcome this issue, a multi-layered bioreactor design was proposed and compared to the 

column version in terms of the effect of a stacking design on viable hepatocyte colonisation 

of the device and production of markers of function, such as albumin and urea. It was 

hypothesised in Chapter 4 that the interconnected internal porosity of the cryogels could 

allow sufficient flow reorganisation. However, the laminar flow calculations supported the 

use of a multi-stacked bioreactor allowing turbulent flow between the cryogel layers 

enhancing oxygenation and the interaction of cells with blood components within the fluid, 

as illustrated in Figure 4.16. The multi-stacked design was adopted with the aim of enhancing 

hepatocyte metabolic function, improving oxygenation of cells, limiting hypoxia induced 

necrosis and potentially extending device longevity. In this chapter, 3D printing was first used 

to create a multi-layered cryogel design with spacer separated, individual cryogel discs. The 

multi-layered discs were seeded with HHL7 hepatocytes and cell viability and function were 

compared with that of a single column cryogel. The function of the multi-layered bioreactor 

was then assessed in a cytokine and endotoxin spiked plasma perfusion experiment using an 

in line adsorbent monolith to assess the behaviour of the seeded hepatocytes and protective 

effect of the adsorbent against endotoxin and cytokine induced inflammatory stimulus. 

5.1.1. Design of bioreactors for BAL  

Bioreactors are defined as devices with a controlled and reproducible environment in which 

physical and biological parameters are constantly monitored including pH, pressure, 

temperature, flow rate, shear stress [248]. They were originally developed for industrial 

fermentation, water treatment, processing of food and for pharmaceutical applications, such 

as the production of vaccines and antibodies [248]. Significant research has been recently 

undertaken into the development of effective bioreactors for tissue engineering applications, 

which aim to develop a cell scaffold substitute to restore tissue function [343]. In this case, 

porous scaffolds supply the mechanical support to cells which anchor and proliferate in a 3D 

arrangement mimicking the formation of new tissue. The bioreactor also provides 

mechanical, physical and/or chemical stimulus characteristic of the in vivo condition of the 
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selected tissue. Is it also possible to create a bioreactor for the generation of non-implantable 

tissue which can be used in extracorporeal devices for organ support such as the bioartificial 

liver [344]. The mass transfer optimisation within the forming tissue in the bioreactor is one 

of the main challenges in the development of an efficient bioreactor. The stirred flask 

bioreactor is a basic design in which the media is constantly stirred, introducing convection 

flow that maintains homogenous concentrations of oxygen and nutrients across the device. 

This design was used for example for the cultivation of chondrocytes [345] and osteoblasts 

[346]. As discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.4.3.1.), the most common designs for BAL are the 

hollow fibre, flat plate, perfused or packed bed and encapsulation. Some studies have 

evaluated the effect of a fluidized encapsulation bioreactor comparing to a static version in 

terms of mass transfer [347]. In particular, the mass of a solute in static and fluidized 

conditions was calculated by obtaining spectrophotometrically the solute concentration over 

time.  This confirms again the importance of dynamic over static conditions to improve mass 

transfer. However, there are still no direct studies on fluid dynamics in porous structures such 

as cryogels used in perfused packed bed bioreactors. A multi-layered bioreactor design, as 

suggested here from direct PIV analysis, could then improve mass transfer between cryogel 

layers, allowing flow reorganisation and improved bioreactor performance.  

5.1.2. Adsorbents in extracorporeal devices  

In addition to optimisation of fluid dynamics, a second way in which hepatocyte longevity 

may be maintained is through the inclusion of a detoxification component to significantly 

reduce the liver toxin load processed by the hepatocytes within the bioreactor. An adsorbent 

unit with an elevated internal surface area and porosity could potentially remove liver toxins 

and have a protective effect on hepatocytes to improve the efficacy and longevity of the 

bioreactor. Adsorption is provided by a network of pores that retains the solutes by chemical 

or physical forces [348]. Whilst a range of adsorbents exist for use within extracorporeal 

systems, few are able to remove significant amounts of protein-bound and high molecular 

weight toxins, most relevant to kidney and liver disease associated complications. These 

include bilirubin, bile acids, tryptophan, mercaptans, middle chain fatty acids, endogenous 

benzodiazepines, vasodilatators and neuro-active substances [349]. The main adsorbents 

used for medical devices are grouped into inorganic, for example silica, oxides of zirconium 

and activated carbon (AC), and organic polymers, for example cellulose. AC represents the 
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most effective adsorbent since activated carbons possess the largest surface area, of > 1000 

m2/g [348]. In particular, advances in phenolic resin derived activated carbon technology have 

led to the development of an adsorbent monolith with mesoporosity in the 2-50 nm range. 

Our group has previously shown that these monoliths specifically target poorly removed high 

molecular weight cytokines and albumin bound uraemic toxins through physical adsorption 

within the pores [176]. Whilst these devices have been investigated within a kidney dialysis 

system their use in circuit with a bioreactor to protect hepatocyte longevity has yet to be 

considered.  However, bead derived activated carbons with equivalent properties to those of 

the monoliths have been shown by our group to adsorb bilirubin and other hydrophobic 

organic liver toxin molecules supporting the rationale for use in a liver based system [164]. A 

cytokine/ endotoxin LPS spiked plasma perfusion experiment was used here since these are 

key inflammatory molecules linked to liver failure and are challenging to remove using other 

approaches. 

5.1.3. The effect of cytokines and endotoxin on liver cells 

Cytokines are hormone-like polypeptides which are produced by numerous cells in response 

to tissue damage or stress. They are used by cells to communicate with other cells and with 

the immune system when an inflammation or an infection occurs [350]. In the normal liver, 

low amount of cytokines are usually produced. When the liver is injured, Kupffer cells (KCs) 

and cells of the immune system start to produce a large amount of cytokines which mediate 

and control fibroneogenesis for tissue regeneration. Also, endotoxins (or LPS), which are 

normally present in portal blood, stimulate KCs to produce cytokines which mediate the 

innate immune response following exposure to endotoxin. LPS is a major component of the 

outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria. It can enter the portal circulation from the 

digestive tract due to an increased intestinal permeability. LPS presents in blood circulation 

is cleared by hepatocytes in normal condition and interact with Kupffer cells (KC) through 

recognition by Toll-like receptors (TLR) [351]. When LPS interacts with KCs, they increase the 

production of molecules such as reactive oxygen intermediates and inflammatory cytokines 

[352]. In liver disease , there is an impairment in endotoxin clearance, heightened production 

of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a), interleukins 6 and 8 

(IL-6 and IL-8) and a chronic inflammatory state [353]. The pathway to cytokine production 

following injury is showed in Figure 5.1. The figure indicates the pathways leading to cytokine 
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mediated upregulation of inflammation following exposure to ethanol, toxins such as LPS and 

virus. These exogenous stimuli induce KC cells to produce, amongst other factors, IL-6 and 

TNF-a. IL-6 stimulates hepatocytes to produce acute phase proteins [350, 354]. TNF-a is a 

proinflammatory cytokine which regulates cell apoptosis and necrosis by binding on the 

TNFR1 cell receptor of many cell types, including hepatocytes [355]. These abnormal levels of 

cytokines contribute to activation of HSC cells to produce fibrotic tissue, leading to fibrosis 

which can then progress to cirrhosis. 

In patients with cirrhosis associated with alcoholic liver disease, endotoxemia is believed to 

be a major factor in liver damage and heightened propensity for sepsis associated 

complications through mechanisms which are poorly understood  [356, 357]. However, 

infections due to the passage of pathogens into blood increase the mortality of cirrhotic 

patients by 4-fold [358]. 

 

Figure 5.1. Mechanisms of cytokine production by liver cells after injury. KCs produce 

cytokines such as TNF-a and IL-6 which have a role in cholestasis and to induce hepatocytes 

in producing acute-phase proteins respectively [350]. 
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The levels of these cytokines in patient blood may be used as indicators of the severity of the 

damage [359]. For this reason, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-a and LPS were used here to mimic in part 

hepatocyte exposure to increased inflammatory stimulus and to investigate any protective 

effect introduced by an inline adsorbent monolith. The normal level of LPS in blood is < 2 

pg/ml [360] and the normal levels of IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-a in healthy young people (< 45 years) 

are 2.91 ± 6.45, 23.9 ± 29.7 and 3.21 ± 4.04 pg/ml respectively [361]. In the case of patients 

with liver failure, the levels are different depending on the particular condition but in general 

are significantly higher than the normal levels [362, 363], reaching up to several hundred 

pg/ml [359].  

 

5.2. Hypothesis, aim and objectives 

The hypothesis of this chapter is that a µPIV-informed surface-engineered cryogel-based 

multi-layered bioreactor would provide better cell colonisation throughout the device, 

improving hepatocyte function over time comparing to the column version. Furthermore, the 

use of a carbon monolith in line with the bioreactor would be able to adsorb cytokines from 

human plasma, improving cell survival in the bioreactor over time.  

The aim of this part of the work was to evaluate whether the surface-engineered cryogel-

based multi-layered bioreactor with in line adsorbent monolith improved device performance 

through better hepatocyte seeding and functional characteristics.  

The objectives of this chapter are: 

1. To develop the multi-layered bioreactor composed of cryogel discs previously seeded 

with HHL7 and compare with the column bioreactor in order to assess markers of 

hepatocyte viability and function. 

2. To assemble a perfusion circuit with the multi-layered bioreactor in line with an 

adsorbent monolith and assess cytokine production and viable cell growth following 

perfusion of LPS and cytokine spiked plasma in order to indicate any protective effects. 
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5.3. Materials 

• Multichannel peristaltic pump (Ismatec IP-N digital peristaltic pump, 8-channel, WZ-

78010-11, Germany)  

• Tube 2-stops (Ismatec 2-stop, 2.79 mm 6/pk, Germany) 

• Glass tubes, 9 mm diameter (Fisher Scientific, UK) 

• Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) high glucose (Thermo Fisher 11965, UK) 

• Non-essential amino acids solution (100X) (Thermo Fisher 11140035, UK) 

• Trypsin-EDTA 0.25% phenol red (Thermo Fisher 25200056, UK) 

• Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) (Thermo Fisher A1285801, UK) 

• Penicillin-Streptomycin (10,000 U/mL) (Thermo Fisher 15140122, UK) 

• Fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher 16000044, UK) 

• Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) tablets (Sigma P4417, UK) 

• LIVE/DEADTM Cell Imaging Kit (Thermo Fisher R37601, UK) 

• MTT powder (Sigma M2128, UK) 

• 2-(4-amidinophenyl)-6-endolecarbamidine dihydrochloride (DAPI) (Sigma D9542, UK)  

• Human albumin SimpleStep ELISA® kit (ab179887) 

• QuantiChromTM Urea assay kit II (Bioassay Systems DUR-100, US) 

• Ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) (Sigma 213330, UK) 

• Human plasma cod 14MTNP7143 

• Recombinant IL-6 (BD Pharmingen 550071, UK) 

• Recombinant IL-8 (BD Pharmingen 554609, UK) 

• Recombinant TNF-α (BD Pharmingen 554618, UK) 

• Human IL-6 ELISA Set (Invitrogen 555220, UK) 

• Human IL-8 ELISA Set (Invitrogen 555244, UK) 

• Human TNF-a ELISA Set (Invitrogen 555212, UK) 

• Plate reader (Biotek ELx800, USA) 
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5.4. Methods 

5.4.1. Multi-layered vs column bioreactor perfusion study 

5.4.1.1. Cryogel preparation and sterilisation 

To prepare the cryogels, RGD-alginate modified cryogels (prepared as described in sections 

2.4.1-2.4.3) were cut in 2-mm thick discs (for multi-layered bioreactor) and into 20 mm 

column (for column bioreactor) and sterilised with 70% ethanol for 15 minutes, washed three 

times with PBS and then sterilised under UV light for 1 hour each side. Discs and columns 

were then soaked in medium (DMEM with 10% FBS, 1% NEAA, 1% P/S) and incubated 

overnight at 37°C and 5% CO2 for pre-conditioning. 

5.4.1.2. HHL7 seeding for multi-layered bioreactor 

Each disc was then seeded with 5 x 105 HHL7s by drop technique and left 4 hours in the 

incubator to allow cell adhesion onto the cryogel surface. 

5.4.1.3. Multi-layered bioreactor assembly  

Bioreactors were composed of glass tubes (9 mm diameter, 100 mm height) closed by 

purpose-built connectors 3D-printed with PLA polymer, in which cryogels were housed 

(Figure 5.2). 3D prints were constructed on an Ultimaker 2Go 3D printer (Ultimaker, NL) using 

PLA filament (natural, 2.85 mm, Ultimaker, NL). Designs were drawn in Solidworks and sliced 

using Ultimaker Cura 4.0.0. Basic print settings for PLA were: extruder temperature (200 °C); 

layer height (0.15 mm); build platform (ambient); retraction distance (6.5 mm); retraction 

speed (25 mm/s); fan speed (100%); print speed (60 mm/s); infill density (80 %); wall thickness 

(0.8 mm); build plate adhesion type (brim); brim width (20 mm). Prior to printing the build 

platform was covered with blue masking tape (Blue Tape, Eurocel). The multi-layered 

bioreactor (Figure 5.2 A) was composed of 10 stacks of 2 mm-height cryogel discs separated 

by 2mm-height PLA 3D-printed spacers. Silicon tubes were connected to the chambers, 

recirculating medium from reservoirs with a multichannel peristaltic pump set at a flow rate 

of 1 ml/min (Figure 5.2 B). The medium reservoirs were prepared by drilling the plastic plugs 

to create 2 holes in which the inlet and the outlet of the tubing were fitted inside to maintain 

the sterility of the circuit. The medium bottles, tubing, and glass tubes for the recirculation 

systems were previously autoclaved and then rinsed with PBS containing 5% 

Penicillin/Streptomycin solution. The setup was assembled and then equilibrated with 10 ml 
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DMEM medium which was left to recirculate for an hour. Discs were stacked inside the 

bioreactor chamber alternating one cryogel disc and one spacer. The bioreactor chamber was 

then closed with the PLA connectors and connected to the silicon tubes of the circulation 

system. 25 ml of pre-warmed medium was inserted into the medium reservoir and 

recirculated in the incubator at 37 °C and 5 % CO2.  

5.4.1.4. Column bioreactor assembly and cell seeding 

RGD-alginate modified cryogels of 20 mm height were sterilised and preconditioned as 

described in section 5.4.1 and placed in a glass tube. 5 x 106 cells were harvested per column 

bioreactor, re-suspended in 25 ml of media in the medium reservoir and recirculated in the 

incubator at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. The same amount of cryogel and cells were used for 

developing both the stacked and the column bioreactor.  

5.4.1.5. Perfusion experiment setup 

The bioreactor chambers were then closed with the PLA connectors and connected to the 

silicon tubes of the circulation system. 25 ml of pre-warmed medium was inserted into the 

medium reservoir and recirculated in the incubator at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. Aliquots of medium 

were collected for quantification of albumin production. After 72h medium was replaced by 

1 mM NH4Cl containing medium for stimulation of urea production. Aliquots of medium were 

then collected after 6 and 24 h for urea quantification.  

5.4.1.6. Live/dead imaging 

At the end of the perfused experiment, cryogels were then extracted from the chambers, cut 

into thin discs (in the case of the cryogel column) and washed with PBS 3 times. A 0.1 ml of 

live/dead working solution, composed of calcein and ethidium-homodimer-1, was added and 

incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature. Cells were then imaged with the confocal 

microscope using an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and a detection wavelength of 515 nm 

(for calcein) and an excitation wavelength of 517 nm and a detection wavelength of 635 nm 

(for Ethidium-Homodimer-1). 

5.4.1.7. Albumin and urea quantification 

Albumin in sample’s medium was quantified using a SimpleStep ELISA® kit according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 50 µl of samples and standards were added to an anti-

tag antibody pre-coated 96 well plate. A 50 µl cocktail antibody, containing capture and 
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detection antibodies together, was then added to each well and the plate was sealed and 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature on a shaker at 400 rpm. The wells were then washed 

3 times with Wash Buffer PT and 100 µl of TMB Development Solution was added and the 

plate was incubated for 10 min in the dark on a shaker at 400 rpm. After this period, a 100 µl 

of Stop Solution was added to each well and the plate was covered and incubated for 1 min 

in the dark on a shaker at 400 rpm. The absorbance was then read on a plate reader at 450 

nm. Albumin concentration was then extrapolated from the albumin standard curve 

obtained. Urea in NH4Cl stimulated samples was measured using a quantitative colorimetric 

kit according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 50 µl of samples, 50 µl of medium (blank) 

and 50 µl of 5 mg/dL urea (standard) were added in duplicate in a 96 well plate. A volume of 

200 µl of working solution composed of 1: 1 reagent A and reagent B (provided in the kit) was 

added to each well. The plate was incubated for 50 min at room temperature. The absorbance 

was then measured with the plate reader at 520 nm. The concentration of urea in each sample 

was then extrapolated with the Equation 5.1.  

[HI@J] = 	
KL!+*$0" −	KL10+23
KL!4+2-+5- −	KL10+23

	'	$	'	[:NL] 

Equation 5.1. Urea concentration determination in low urea containing samples 

 

Where ODsample, ODblank and ODstandard are the absorbance of sample, blank and standard 

respectively, n is the dilution factor and [STD] is 5 mg/dL for low urea containing samples.  

 

5.4.2. In line carbon monolith and bioreactor perfusion study 

5.4.2.1. Preparation of cytokines and LPS spiked human plasma 

A 50 ml human plasma solution was loaded with 1000 pg/ml IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α and 500 

pg/ml LPS. 

5.4.2.2. Plasma perfusion experiment with carbon monolith setup 

Multi-layered bioreactors with HHL7 were assembled as described in sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. 

Bioreactors were then perfused with medium for 48 hours to let cells equilibrate and colonise 

the cryogel discs. Medium was removed from the bioreactor systems and 25 ml of the 
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cytokine-spiked human plasma solution was replaced in both recirculation systems. In two of 

the systems, a carbon monolith was connected before the multi-layered bioreactor. In this 

way, the plasma passed first through the monolith and then into the bioreactor. The 

schematic setup of the investigated systems and an image of one experiment are shown in 

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively. System 1 was composed of the HHL7-seeded multi-

layered bioreactor with in line monolith, system 2 of the HHL7-seeded multi-layered 

bioreactor, system 3 of the multi-layered bioreactor (no cells) with in line the carbon 

monolith, system 4 of the multi-layered bioreactor (no cells), system 5 only tubing. A volume 

of 1 ml plasma aliquots was taken every hour for cytokines quantification. The total 

experiment had a duration of 3 hours. 

5.4.2.3. Cytokine quantification 

IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α concentrations were quantified by ELISA according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. Briefly, 96-multiwell plates were coated with the capture antibody diluted in 

coating buffer (0.1 M sodium carbonate, pH 9.5) and incubated at 4°C overnight. The plates 

were then washed with wash buffer (PBS with 0.05% v/v Tween) 3 times and then blocked 

with assay diluent (PBS with 10% FBS, pH 7) followed by 1 h incubation at room temperature. 

Standards were diluted in assay diluent to give top concentrations of 300 pg/ml for IL-6, 200 

pg/ml for IL-8 and 500 pg/ml for TNF-α. Serial dilutions of the standards were prepared. 

Samples were diluted to obtain a signal in the range of the standard curve. Samples for IL-6 

were diluted 1:4 and 1:3. Samples for IL-8 were diluted 1:8 and 1:5. Samples for TNF-α were 

diluted 1:4 and 1:2. 100 µl of standards and samples were added to the wells and the plates 

were sealed and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. After that, plates were washed 

5 times with washing buffer and 100 µl of working detector solution (detection antibody and 

streptavidin-HRP reagent) was added to each well. Plates were sealed and incubated in the 

dark for 1 hour. Plates were washed 7 times with wash buffer and 100 µl of substrate solution 

Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) and hydrogen peroxide was added to each well. The plate was 

incubated in the dark for 30 minutes. 50 µl of stop solution (1 M H3PO4 or 2 N H2SO4) was 

added and the plates were read at 450 nm with a plate reader.    

5.4.2.4. Live/dead and SEM imaging 

A total of 4 cryogel discs from both control and treated multi-layered bioreactors, were 

extracted and washed 3 three times with PBS. The discs were stained for live/dead confocal 
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imaging as described in section 5.4.5. A total of 4 other cryogel discs were fixed with 3.7 % 

formaldehyde solution for SEM imaging as described is section 2.4.6. 

 

 

  

Figure 5.2. A) Multi-layered bioreactor composed of 10 cryogels discs of 2 mm height spaced 

by PLA printed spacers housed inside a 9 mm glass tube. The chamber is closed by PLA printed 

connectors and connected to silicon tubes. B) Bioreactor experiment setup. C) 3D printing of 

a connector. D) Connector and spacers. 
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Figure 5.3. Schematic of the cytokine and LPS spiked plasma experiment. System 1 was 

composed of the HHL7-seeded multi-layered bioreactor with in line monolith, system 2 of the 

HHL7-seeded multi-layered bioreactor, system 3 of the multi-layered bioreactor (no cells) 

with in line the carbon monolith, system 4 of the multi-layered bioreactor (no cells), system 

5) only tubing. The components of the systems are: A) Medium reservoir, B) peristaltic pump, 

C) carbon monolith, D) multi-layered bioreactor, E) exit to withdraw the plasma aliquots. 
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Figure 5.4. Image of the experiment setup. A) medium reservoir, B) peristaltic pump, C) 

carbon monolith, D) multi-layered bioreactor, E) exit to withdraw the plasma aliquots (1= 

system 1, 2= system 2). 
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5.5. Results 

5.5.1. Multi-layered vs column bioreactors perfusion study  

5.5.1.1. Live/dead imaging 

From the confocal live/dead images, (Figure 5.5), hepatocytes were visible across the entire 

surface of the cryogel matrix in the multi-layered bioreactor (B) whilst they were present only 

in the top layer of the column bioreactor (A). Cell viability was maintained throughout the 

multi-layered bioreactor length whilst cells were dead or not present inside the column 

device.  

 

Figure 5.5. A) Representative live/dead confocal images of the top, centre and bottom 

sections of the column bioreactor at 72h. B) Representative live/dead confocal images of the 

10 cryogel discs that composed the multi-layered bioreactor, labelled 1-10 moving from top 

to bottom of the column. Scale bar =250 µm. 
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5.5.1.2. Albumin and urea quantification 

Albumin production measured at 24h and 72h in the multi-layered bioreactor was 

respectively 1.02 ± 0.04 ng/ml and 3.48 ± 0.8 and was significantly higher than the albumin 

produced in the column bioreactor, which was 0.00 ± 0.00 ng/ml at 24 h and 1.79 ± 0.03 

ng/ml at 72 h (p< 0.001). Urea production measured at 6 h and 24 h after stimulation with 

NH4Cl in the multi-layered bioreactor was respectively 0.11 ± 0.02 mg /dl and 0.41 ± 0.01 mg 

/dl and was significantly higher than the urea produced by the column bioreactor, which was 

0.09 ± 0.01 mg/dl after 6 h and 0.25 ±0.02 mg/dl after 24 h (p< 0.001). Albumin and urea 

production are shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6. Albumin production on column and multi layered bioreactors (n=3) at 24 h and 72 

h and urea production after 6h and 24h post stimulation with ammonium chloride on column 

and multiplayers bioreactors (n=4). Values represent mean ± SD.  Statistical analysis 

performed using ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (***p < 0.001). Scale bar 250 µm 

 

5.5.2. In line carbon monolith and bioreactor perfusion study  

5.5.2.1. Cytokine quantification  

The results of the cytokine adsorption study are shown in Figure 5.7. Regarding the 

concentration of IL-8 in the LPS/cytokine spiked human plasma over time of continuous 

perfusion through the circuit, cytokine concentration in system 1 (monolith+BAL+cells) 

decreased by 45.3 % after 1 h and then increased by 25.9 % up to the 3 h time point compared 

to time 0. In system 2 (BAL+cells), IL-8 concentration increased at each of the time points up 
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to 42.5 % after 3 h. In system 3 (monolith + BAL no cells), the concentration gradually 

decreased by 57.82 % after 3 h, the minimum concentration among all systems. IL-8 

concentration remained unchanged in system 4 (BAL no cells) and system 5 (tubing only). The 

concentration of IL-8 at the end of the experiment was significantly lower (p<0.01) in system 

1 compared to system 2, and lower (p< 0.001) in system 3 compared to system 4 highlighting 

the effect of the carbon monolith on the adsorption of IL-8. HHL7 produced IL-8 during the 

perfusion, as highlighted by a significantly higher concentration (p< 0.001) in system 1 

compared to system 3 and by significantly higher concentration (p< 0.001) in system 2 

compared to system 4. 

 

Regarding the adsorption of IL-6, it’s possible to see a significant reduction in system 1. The 

concentration dropped by 26.7 % after 1 h and started to slowly rise again by 13 % of the 

previous time point after 3 h (p< 0.001). IL-6 concentration remained constant in system 2. 

Reduction was constant over time in system 3, reducing by 28.3 % after 3 h (p< 0.001). A 

smaller reduction in IL-6 concentration of 12.1 % was visible for the system 4 (p<0.01), whilst 

for system 5 the concentration remained unchanged. The concentration of IL-6 at the end of 

the experiment was significantly lower (p<0.001) in system 1 compared to system 2, and 

lower (p< 0.05) in system 3 compared to system 4 highlighting, also in this case, the effect of 

the carbon monolith on the adsorption of IL-6. HHL7 produced IL-6 during the perfusion, as 

highlighted by a significantly higher concentration (p< 0.01) in system 1 compared to system 

3 and by a significantly higher concentration (p< 0.05) in system 2 compared to system 4 at 

the end of the experiment. 

 

Regarding the absorption of TNF-α, it is possible to see from Figure 5.7 that the cytokine 

concentration in system 1 dropped by 40 % in the first hour and then by 47 % at the end of 

the experiment. In system 2 the concentration was reduced by 23.5 % in the first hour and by 

24.6 % after 3 hours. In system 3 the concentration decreased more gradually to a total 

reduction of the 35 %. In system 4 and system 5 the final concentrations were not significantly 

different from the initial concentration. The concentration of TNF-α at the end of the 

experiment was significantly lower (p<0.01) in system 1 compared to system 2, but not 

significantly different in system 3 and system 4. HHL7 did not produced TNF-α as the 

differences between systems 1 and 3 and systems 2 and 4 were not significant.  
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Figure 5.7. Adsorbent monolith and hepatocyte loaded multi-stacked cryogel bioreactor 

perfusion experiment indicating adsorbent reduction of cytokine concentration in human 

plasma over time. System 1 was composed of carbon monolith in line with the HHL7-seeded 

multi-layered bioreactor. System 2 was composed of the HHL7-seeded multi-layered 

bioreactor (no carbon monolith). System 3 was composed of carbon monolith in line with the 

multi-layered bioreactor (no cells), System 4 was composed of multi-layered bioreactor (no 

carbon monolith and no cells). System 5 was composed of tubing only. Values represent mean 

± SD (n=3).  Statistical analysis performed using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc 

test (*p< 0.05, **p< 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 
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5.5.2.2. Live/dead imaging 

Representative live/dead images of the cryogels after plasma recirculation are shown in 

Figure 5.8. The representative image of system 2 in comparison to the image of system 1 

indicate a reduction in the fraction of viable cells maintained within the cryogel bioreactor 

and monolith over time.  

 

Figure 5.8. Representative live/dead images of the exported cryogel discs after perfusion with 

human plasma spiked with cytokines and LPS. System 1 represents cryogel extracted from 

monolith+BAL+cells and system 2 represents cryogel extracted from BAL+cells. Green arrows 

indicate live cells stained with calcein-AM and red arrow indicates dead cells stained with 

ethidium homodimer. Scale bar= 250 µm. 

5.5.2.3. SEM imaging 

The SEM representative images of cryogels extracted from different systems (with and 

without the carbon monolith) are shown in Figure 5.9. In a qualitative visual assessment HHL7 

System 1 System 2
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were present in higher density on the cryogels exported from the system with the carbon 

monolith in line, as shown by the red arrows.  

 

Figure 5.9. SEM of the exported cryogel discs after perfusion with human plasma spiked with 

cytokines and LPS. System 1 represents cryogel extracted from monolith+BAL+cells, system 2 

represents cryogel extracted from BAL+cells and system 3 represents cryogel extracted from 

monolith+BAL no cells and is representative of the three control systems with no cells. Red 

arrows indicate cells attached onto cryogels. 
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5.6. Discussion 

Currently, the only cryogel-based BAL prototype was investigated by Jain et al. [217], where 

they proposed a cryogel column inside the bioreactor chamber. A multi-layered bioreactor 

was designed in the present work basing on µPIV measurements which revealed that flow 

inside the cryogel was laminar and not optimal to maximise blood/cell interactions. For this 

reason, the cryogel column was sectioned into discs and distanced using a 3D PLA printed 

spacer designed to re-arrange the flow by disrupting the laminar flow from a disc and mixing 

it before entering the following section of the stack (Figure 5.2). Therefore, the first aim of 

the present chapter was to assess the effect of the multi-layered design on HHL7 viability and 

metabolic function compared to the column version.  

 

The results showed that the multi-layered device was able to support an extensive viable 

hepatocyte population within all sections as shown in Figure 5.5.  Furthermore, cell viability 

was improved compared to the column version where viable cell adhesion and growth was 

observed in the first section only. This could be due to a lack of nutrients and oxygen further 

into the column. Results supported the PIV flow investigation and the rationale for stacking 

the cryogel into different layers. In fact, laminar flow inside cryogel pores does not encourage 

mass exchange between medium and hepatocytes. The results suggest that the column 

design was not optimal for use in a cryogel-based BAL device since most of the cryogel column 

was not colonised by living cells. This means that most of the column is not functional and 

only creates an additional drop in pressure. On the other hand, the multi-layered device was 

colonised with viable cells throughout its length. The spacer design between layers disrupted 

flow and enabled mixing of nutrients and oxygen to benefit cell viability. Also from a 

functional point of view the device was improved by a multi-layer design. Albumin and urea 

production were significantly higher in the multi-layered design (Figure 5.6) compared to the 

column device (p< 0.001). In particular albumin was 94 % higher in the multi-layered 

bioreactor than in the column after 72 h of perfusion and urea also was 64 % higher in the 

former after 24 h perfusion indicating that the multi-layered design improved the device 

performance.  
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In the previously developed cryogel-based bioreactor by Jain et al. [217], a HepG2 seeding 

density 5 times higher (2.5 * 107 cells) than the one used here (5 * 106 cells) was employed 

and after 3 days of perfusion in a column bioreactor design, the albumin concentration was 

20 times (0.07 mg/ml) higher than in the multi-layered bioreactor ( 0.00348 mg/ml) and 39 

times higher than the column used here (0.00179 mg/ml). For urea production the group did 

not publish data after 24 h stimulation but after 3 days the urea content was 7 times higher 

(0.03 mg/ml) than the urea produced here in the multi-layered bioreactor (0.0041 mg/ml) 

and 12 higher than in the column (0.0025 mg/ml) after 24 h. A direct comparison between 

the systems cannot be made since the synthesis, culture and set up parameters are different.  

Further studies are necessary to establish whether scaling up the cryogel disc size and number 

in addition to seeding density of the HHL7 could improve metabolic activity allowing the 

benefit of a normal tissue derived cell line in comparison to HepG2 derivatives. The multi-

layered design offers also the possibility to stack more discs one to another, run in parallel 

and to seed the cells on both sides of each disc to increase cell density in the same space.  

 

After determining that the multi-layered bioreactor design improved the device performance 

in terms of hepatocyte colonisation and metabolism compared to the column version, the 

carbon monolith in line with the multi-stacked, perfused system was found to efficiently 

remove cytokines (p< 0.001) from spiked plasma after 3 hours of perfusion and to enhance 

hepatocyte viability in the bioreactor. From the results in Figure 5.7 it can be seen that the 

highly toxic environment of the spiked plasma induced the HHL7 to produce cytokines and 

that the carbon monolith unit helped to absorb part of these, improving cell viability in the 

bioreactor. In particular, the LPS and cytokine cocktail induced the hepatocytes to produce 

more IL-8 and IL-6 to replace that absorbed and caused levels to rise again. TNF-a	levels did 

not rise and therefore it is probable that this hepatocyte type is not induced to produce TNF-

a by cytokine and LPS stimulation. Although there was a gradual rise in initially monolith 

adsorbed IL-8 and IL-6, the initial reduction and maintained reduction of TNF-a had a 

protective effect on the seeded hepatocytes. In fact, as explained in paragraph 5.1.4, TNF-a 

stimulates cell apoptosis and necrosis, hence a reduction in the concentration could have 

prevented HHL7 death. The effect of cytokines and LPS on cells is also supported by the 

comparison between system 1 (monolith+BAL+cells) and system 3 (monolith+BAL). In fact, in 
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the latter system, the rise in cytokines concentration is not visible, but, on the contrary, there 

is a gradual and constant decrease in cytokines concentration performed by the carbon 

monolith. This assumption is valid considering that in system 4 (BAL) the concentration of 

cytokines remains mostly constant and similar to the initial concentration. Qualitative 

confocal images in Figure 5.8 indicated a greater live hepatocyte coverage across the cryogels 

in system 1 (monolith+BAL+cells) compared to the cryogels in system 2 (BAL+cells). The 

representative SEM images in Figure 5.9 showed that the cryogel discs maintained the 

internal pore structure for the three hours of plasma recirculation, indicating a suitable 

mechanical rigidity to sustain flow over time. Cells are also visible in a higher density in the 

system 1 than system 2, supporting the same conclusion as the live/dead images.  

 

The cytokine and LPS concentrations used in this experiment are much higher than the normal 

concentrations observed in the blood of patient with liver disease, as reported in paragraph 

5.1.3. This was intended as an exacerbation of the pathological situation to observe the effect 

on cells caused by this very highly toxic environment. As found in this work, HHL7 survived in 

this extreme situation and this suggests a maintaining in cells viability in a model of liver 

disease.  

 

5.7. Conclusions  

In conclusion, the multi-layered bioreactor with optimised fluid dynamics, as informed by 

µPIV analysis, developed in this work showed a significantly higher production of albumin and 

urea (p<0.001) compared to the column version. Also, cell colonisation was improved across 

the length of the multi-layered device, whilst viable cells were only visible in the top part of 

the column cryogel. From the evidence produced in this chapter, it is possible to conclude 

that flow reorganisation and seeding cells on cryogel discs, prior to assembling the multi-

layered bioreactor, allowed a viable and homogenous cell distribution through the device. 

 

The carbon monolith placed in the recirculating system at the inlet of the bioreactor caused 

significant reduction in cytokine concentration over the three hour perfusion experiment 

(p<0.001). However, when the HHLs were present, the cells were stimulated by the cytokine 

and LPS dosing of the plasma to secrete IL-8 and IL-6 but not TNF-a over time and this caused 
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the initially reduced cytokine IL and IL6 levels to increase again after 1 hour.  This is confirmed 

by the fact that in system 4 with cryogel and monolith but no cells, no increase in cytokine IL-

6 and IL-8 levels occurred. They were reduced by monolith adsorption and remained low for 

the length of the experiment. Following further optimisation of adsorptive capacity, a 

detoxification unit such as the carbon monolith presented here could protect cells in the 

bioreactor from the high toxin load present in liver failure patient plasma, improving cell 

viability and function and the life of the device.  

 

The novel contribution of this part of the work is that a multi-layered cryogel-based bioreactor 

was here proposed and investigated as an alternative to the column bioreactor, which is the 

design currently used in cryogel-based BAL [364]. This new design was developed basing on 

fluid dynamics measurements, which revealed that the flow inside cryogel pores is laminar 

and, consequently, the cryogel column is not an efficient design to enhance cell/blood mass 

exchange. The study underlines the importance of optimal fluid dynamics in design 

optimisation of an effective BAL prototype. Also, the addition of an adsorbent unit could be 

used to maintain cell viability and improving device performance by reduction of key 

inflammatory molecules such as LPS and inflammatory cytokines IL-8, IL-6 an TNF-a.   
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6.1. Introduction 

6.1.1. Bile duct ligation as model of liver inflammation and fibrosis 

There are different animal models of liver disease, depending on the method to induce liver 

injury. These include the administration of multiple hepatotoxin carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) 

combined with ethanol doses, which provoke micronodular cirrhosis in rats over a period of 

10-12 weeks [365, 366]; the use of CCl4 and ethanol to induce cirrhosis after 9 weeks of 

treatment in larger animals, such as swine [367] and induction of lesions in rat liver over a 

three month administration period through the administration of thioacetamide [368]. 

However, these methods are considered highly toxic and can be dangerous for the 

researchers, risking the development of liver cancer [369, 370]. Also, these techniques have 

raised questions with regard to the morphological and biochemical changes in the resulting 

model [371].  

 

A safer method used to induce inflammation and fibrosis is the bile ligation method (BDL) 

which was developed and optimised at the Royal Free Hospital, London [365]. In this practice, 

the bile duct is physically obstructed by cannulation, which is reversible, or by complete 

section of the duct between two ligatures. With this method, jaundice is achieved in 2 weeks 

and fully developed cirrhosis in 4 to 6 weeks. The resulting cirrhosis is morphologically similar 

to the biliary cirrhosis found in humans. This model of liver cirrhosis was extensively used for 

studying many aspects and mechanisms of liver disease. For example, the LPS-induced 

inflammatory response connected with brain swelling and edema was studied in BDL cirrhotic 

rats [372]. Also the role of L-ornithine and phenylacetate in reducing hyperammonemia and 

hepatic encephalopathy in cirrhosis was investigated by using a BDL rat model [373, 374]. In  

rats that underwent BDL surgery, the levels of ammonia, ALT, bilirubin and creatinine are 

significantly higher than in rats that underwent sham operation and the levels of albumin and 

total protein are significantly lower, which is typical of secondary biliary fibrosis [373]. These 

values are reported in Table 6.1.  
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Table 6.1. Range of blood biochemistry parameters of sham and BDL rats. Adapted from 

Balasubramaniyan et al. [373] (values on the left) and Wright et al. [372] (values on the right). 

Np means not reported. 

Parameters Sham (n=10) BDL (n=10) 

ALT (U/l) 47.6 ± 4.3; 70 ± 6 155.0 ± 14.9; 98 ± 15 

Total protein (g/l) 51.3 ± 2.1; 46 ± 3 43.1 ± 1.2; 54 ± 3 

Bilirubin (µmol/l) 32.4 ± 8.1; 10 ± 3 250 ± 16.1; 180 ± 18 

Albumin (g/l) 33.9 ± 20.2; 35 ± 2 20.2 ± 0.8; 26 ± 1 

Creatinine (µmol/l) 23.1 ± 1.0; 22 ± 1 40.9 ± 2.4; 18 ± 0.0 

Urea (mmol/l) Np; 5 ± 0.2 Np; 5 ± 0.6 

 

Also, in animals showing high levels of ammonia, brain inflammation is caused by increasing 

proinflammatory cytokines in the blood [375]. Levels of plasma TNF- a were measured to be 

865 ± 346 pg/ml in BDL rats and 519 ± 346 pg/ml in sham rats (p<0.05) and plasma levels of 

IL-6 were 1974 ± 735 nmol/L in BDL rats and 1113 ± 105 nmol/L in sham rats (p<0.05) [372]. 

 

A rat BDL model of liver fibrosis is employed here to conduct a safety test on the developed 

multi-stacked cryogel without cells and on the carbon monolith. A model of liver disease was 

chosen in this case because it was thought to give more information regarding the safety, 

since subjects with liver disease have compromised immune and inflammatory response. The 

first series of safety tests were conducted to assess the safety of the cryogel alone without 

cells since rat blood perfusion through the human hepatocyte cell seeded scaffolds would 

induce a rapid innate immune response. The carbon monolith alone (not in line with the BAL) 

was also tested here in a rat BDL model since the tests had previously been performed using 

a naïve healthy rat model [178].  
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6.2. Hypothesis, aim and objectives 

Currently, no cryogel-based BAL prototypes and carbon monoliths have been assessed for 

safety using a BDL rat model of liver disease. 

   

The hypothesis of this chapter is that the developed cryogel-based multi-layered device 

without cells and the carbon monolith are safe to be used in an animal model of liver disease 

with no effect on vital parameters, blood biochemistry or porous, structural integrity of the 

cryogel. Pores are expected to remain open without adsorption of red blood cells forming 

clusters from perfused blood. 

 

The aims were then to evaluate the safety of the cell-free multi-layered bioreactor developed 

in this project and the carbon monolith in a bile duct ligation rat model of fibrosis and to 

investigate the cryogel microstructure post blood perfusion.   

 

The objectives to achieve these aims were: 

1. To measure core temperature and arterial blood pressure of the BDL and sham rats 

for the duration of the perfusion experiment with either cell-free cryogel-based BAL 

and carbon monolith. 

 

2. To collect blood samples each hour to perform blood biochemistry analysis and to 

measure level of key cytokines. 

 

3. To collect and fix the cryogel discs that composed the cryogel-based prototype at the 

end of the perfusion experiment for SEM imaging.  
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6.3. Materials 

• Multichannel peristaltic pump (Ismatec IP-N digital peristaltic pump, 8-channel, WZ-

78010-11, Germany)  

• Tube 2-stops (Ismatec 2-stop, 2.79 mm 6/pk, Germany) 

• Formaldehyde (Sigma F8775, UK) 

• Sodium cacodylate trihydrate (Sigma C020, UK) 

• DuoSet ELISA for rat TNF-a (R&D system DY510, UK) 

• DuoSet ELISA for rat IL-6 (R&D system DY506, UK) 

• Plate reader (Biotek ELx800, US) 

 

6.4. Methods 

6.4.1. Bile duct ligation model 

Experiments were conducted with full ethical approval and subjected to the UK Animal 

Scientific Procedures Act (1986, amended 2012). Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (200-250 g, 

Charles River UK) were anaesthetised under isoflurane (induction at 5 % in oxygen, 

maintenance at 1.5 %) prior to undergoing the bile duct ligation procedure. Animal abdomen 

was immediately shaved below the sternum (with an approximate area of 3 cm x 3 cm) 

followed by cleaning with an iodine solution (Betadine). A laparotomy (2 cm) was performed 

to expose the lower edge of the liver using aseptic technique. Liver edge was retracted for 

exposure of the bile duct, hepatic portal vein and hepatic artery. Bile duct was separated from 

the portal vein and ligated by three sutures using a 4.0 silk thread and sectioned between the 

lower two. The abdomen was then re-closed starting from the inner layer using absorbable 

suture material after an accurate inspection. The laparotomy site was cleaned and sealed 

using a spray dressing (Opsite) and a local anaesthetic was dispensed subcutaneously 

(levobupivacaine). Animals were left to recover on clean bedding under 24 hours observation 

in a darkened room on cage warming pads. After recovering, the animals were transferred 

back in normal housing for 4 weeks under regular monitoring and checks of body weights 3 

times per week. Animals were allowed free access to food and water for all the housing period 

under a 12 hours light/dark cycle at 20 °C (± 2 °C). 
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6.4.2. Study design  

Four weeks after the operation, the animals were randomized into 3 groups: 4 animals were 

used to test the cell-free cryogel-BAL, 7 for the carbon monolith and 3 for the control. The 

experiment designs are shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1. Scheme of the BDL experiments. 1) represents the BDL animals’ control with no 

device attached on the line. 2) represents the BDL animals attached to the cell-free cryogel-

BAL. 3) represents the BDL animals attached to the carbon monolith. A) is the BDL animal, C) 

the cell-free cryogel-BAL and D) the carbon monolith. The blood is withdrawn from the rat (A) 

and is pumped with a peristaltic pump (B) with a flow rate of 3 ml/min through the device. 

 

6.4.3. Treatment with multi-layered bioreactor and carbon monolith 

Animals were anaesthetised with isoflurane (induction at 5 % in oxygen, maintenance at 1.5 

% in air for the length of the experiment) and catheters were inserted in the left carotid artery 

and in the right jugular vein. The circuit, the bioreactors and the carbon monoliths were 

prefilled with heparinised saline solution (1000 U/L), and a saline bolus (2 ml) was 

administered to the animals at the start of the treatment to prevent hypotension. Mean 

arterial pressure was kept monitored for an initial 30 minute stabilisation period after which 

the pre-heparinised multi-layered bioreactor was connected to the blood circulation (arterial 

catheter as inlet and vein catheter as outlet) via a peristaltic pump. Flow rate was set at 3 

B
A A

C

B

D
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ml/min for all the duration of the experiment which was 3 hours in total. The control animals 

were catheterised but not connected to any devices. Mean arterial pressure (Biopac US) and 

core body temperature were recorded every hour. To support body temperature, the animals 

were placed on regulated heat mats and covered with insulating materials if required. Blood 

samples were taken every hour and placed into lithium heparin coated tubes for blood gas 

analysis (Siemens Medical Diagnostic, UK). The total circuit blood volume did not exceed the 

10% of the total volume of the animal (approximately 3 ml maximum). At the end of the 

experiment, blood and tissue were collected under terminal anaesthesia. Blood samples were 

placed into ice-cold lithium heparin coated tubes and centrifugated to separate plasma (3500 

rpm, 10 minutes, 4 °C), which was stored at – 80 °C for subsequent biochemical analysis 

(Fujifilm Medical, UK - glucose, urea, albumin, total protein, ALT, and creatinine). 

6.4.4. SEM images of ex-vivo cryogel discs 

Cryogel discs that composed the multi-layered devices were removed from the bioreactor 

chamber, washed with heparinised saline solution and fixed in 1 ml 4% formaldehyde for 1 

hour and stored in ethanol at 4 °C. Samples were then washed three times with 2 ml of 0.1 M 

cacodylate buffer, frozen at – 80 °C and freeze-dried overnight. The freeze-dried cryogel discs 

were mounted on a sample holder and coated with a 4 nm thick layer of platinum with a 

Quorum Q150TES (Quorum) coater. Samples were then imaged using a Zeiss Sigma field 

emission gun SEM (Zeiss NTS) at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. 

6.4.5. Blood biochemistry analysis 

Blood samples taken during the BDL experiments of the control (only circuit), cell-free 

cryogel-BAL and carbon monoliths were defrosted and assessed with an automatic blood 

analyser (Fujifilm Medical, UK), Figure 6.2, for measuring blood biochemistry. 50 µl of samples 

were used for each assay. In particular levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT), creatine 

(CRE), bilirubin (BIL), albumin (ALB), urea and glucose (GLU) were analysed for each sample 

at each time point. Cartridges for each assay were purchased from Fujifilm (FUJI DRI-CHEM 

SLIDE). Details are shown in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2. Picture of the automatic blood analyser. A is where the cartridges are placed. 

Tubes with samples are placed in B and the tips are placed in C. 

Table 6.2. Details of cartridges used for blood biochemistry analysis 

Type of analysis Name of cartridge Code Lot number 

ALT GPT/ALT-P III 3250 491108 

AST GOT/AST-P III 3150 463713 

CRE CRE-P III 1750 311512 

BIL TBIL-P III 2150 435509 

ALB ALB-P 2050 143101 

Urea BUN-P III 1150 375013 

GLU GLU-P III 1050 178705 
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6.4.6. Cytokine quantification from BDL rat plasma 

Quantification of TNF-a and IL-6 from BDL rat plasma was conducted using ELISA kits 

following manufacturer’s instructions. The analysis was conducted on plasma prior to the 

start of the experiment (t=0 h) and at the end of the experiment (t=3 h). Briefly, 96-multiwell 

plates were previously coated with the capture antibody diluted in PBS (to 480 ng/ml) and 

left at room temperature overnight. The plates were then washed with wash buffer (PBS with 

0.05% Tween) 3 times and then blocked with reagent diluent (PBS with 1% BSA, pH 7) 

followed by an hour incubation. Standards were diluted in assay diluent to give top 

concentrations of 8000 pg/ml for IL-6 and 4000 pg/ml for TNF-α. In well serial dilutions of the 

standards were prepared by halving the concentration at each step.  For TNF-α quantification, 

samples were not diluted, and the neat plasma was used, while for IL-6 quantification, 

samples were diluted 1:1 in reagent diluent. A 100 µl of samples and standards were added 

to the wells and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. Plates were then washed and 

100 µl of detection antibody was diluted with reagent diluent (to 50 ng/ml for TNF- α and to 

150 ng/ml for IL-6) and added followed by 2 hours incubation at room temperature. Plates 

were washed and 100 µl of Streptavidin-HRPB was added to each well. After 20 minutes, 

plates were washed and 100 µl of substrate solution (Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) and 

hydrogen peroxide) was added to each well and the plate was incubated in the dark 20 

minutes in the dark. 50 µl of stop solution (1 M H3PO4 or 2 N H2SO4) was added and the plates 

were read at 450 nm with a plate reader.    
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6.5. Results 

6.5.1. Treatment of BDL animals with cell-free cryogel-BAL and carbon monolith 

Treatment of the BDL rats with cell-free cryogel-BAL and with carbon monolith demonstrated 

safety and tolerability over a 3-hour period of study. All of the 12 animals that were connected 

to cell-free cryogel-BALs, carbon monoliths and controls survived for the entire duration of 

the experiment. There were no incidents of clotting or bleeding in any experiment, indicating 

biocompatibility of the devices. Mean arterial pressure and body temperature were recorded 

every hour during the experiment and the results for the animals connected to the cell-free 

cryogel-BAL are shown in Figure 6.3 and for the animals connected to the carbon monolith in 

Figure 6.4.  

Regarding the animal controls the arterial pressure was 73.22 ± 10.03 mmHg at the beginning 

of the experiment and 76.15 ± 7.38 mmHg at the end. The body temperature was 35.87 ± 

1.42 °C at the beginning of the experiment and 37.27 ± 0.34 °C at the end. Regarding the 

animals connected to the cell-free cryogel-BAL, the arterial pressure was 73.89 ± 12.22 mmHg 

at the beginning of the experiment and 59.42 ± 4.18 mmHg at the end. The body temperature 

was 36.50 ± 0.81 °C at the beginning of the experiment and 37.20 ± 0.45 °C at the end. There 

were no significant differences between temperature and pressure of BDL animals treated 

with BAL and the controls. Regarding the animals connected to the carbon monolith, the 

arterial pressure was 74.49 ± 10.58 mmHg at the beginning of the experiment and 55.46 ± 

2.64 mmHg at the end (p <0.001 comparing to the control). The body temperature was 36.46 

± 0.92 °C at the beginning of the experiment and 36.71 ± 1.06 °C at the end.  

As reported, the body temperature of the BDL animals was similar to the controls for both 

the cryogel-BAL and the carbon monolith. Also the arterial pressure followed the same trend 

of the control with few fluctuations at the end of the experiment for the BDL animals treated 

with carbon monolith. In general, the vital parameters remained stable during the bioreactor 
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treatments. The pressure and temperature of the animals connected to the cryogel-BAL and 

carbon monolith followed the same trend. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Arterial pressure and body temperature values of BDL animals (n=4) connected to 

the cryogel-BAL and controls (n=3) recorded every hour for the entire duration of the 

experiment. Values represented as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis performed using two-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test. 
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Figure 6.4. Arterial pressure and body temperature values of BDL animals connected to the 

carbon monolith (n=7) and controls (n=3) recorded every hour for the entire duration of the 

experiment. Values represented as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis performed using two-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (***p < 0.001). 

 

6.5.2. SEM images of ex-vivo cryogel discs 

After perfusion with BDL animal blood for 3 hours, cryogel discs that composed the multi-

layered bioreactors maintained their internal porous structure as can be seen from the SEM 

images of the ex vivo samples (Figure 6.5). Clusters of red blood cells adhered on the pore 

walls are also visible (red arrows). 
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Figure 6.5. SEM images of the cryogel discs that composed the bioreactor after BDL 

experiment. Arrows indicated red blood cells. Scale bar 20 µm. 

 

6.5.3 Blood biochemistry 

The results of the blood chemistry analysis on plasma samples collected at t=0 and t= 3 hours 

for cell-free cryogel-BAL are reported in Table 6.3 and for carbon monolith and controls are 

reported in Table 6.4. The biochemistry levels for the BDL controls are in line with the levels 

reported for BDL rats in the literature, reported in Table 6.1. Regarding the starting levels of 

the BDL animals attached to the cryogel-BAL, they are similar to the BDL control. Only bilirubin 

level is particularly lower than the control but still in the range of BDL models. Creatinine and 

ALT levels increased after 3 hours of perfusion. However, the values are still in the range of 

BDL models and not significantly different from BDL control. Regarding the starting levels of 

the BDL animals attached to the carbon monolith, the same considerations are valid as before. 

The levels are maintained and stable for the duration of the experiment.  
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Table 6.3. Blood biochemistry values analysed on blood samples taken from BDL rats treated 

with cell-free cryogel-BAL and controls (mean ± SD, n =3). Statistical analysis performed using 

two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (***p < 0.001). 

  BDL + Cryogel-BAL  BDL control  
  T=0 h  T=3 h  T=0 h  T=3 h  
Albumin [g/L]    18.67 ± 3.30  16.67 ± 1.70   15.02 ± 8.70  19.16 ± 2.24  
Creatinine [µmol/L]    19.67 ± 3.68     47.00 ± 

17.28  
 12.6 ± 8.25  24.37 ± 4.14  

Bilirubin [µmol/L]  129.00 ± 
9.63 *** 

 114.67 ± 
15.92 *** 

406.90 ±131.7     280.60 ± 
116.06  

Urea [mmol/L]       4.71 ± 0.71     9.55 ± 1.53        3.6 ± 0.47     6.27 ± 0.88  
Glucose [mmol/L]       7.13 ± 0.75     8.07 ± 1.30      5.24 ± 2.90     4.44 ± 0.23  
ALT [U/L]       54.00 ± 

12.96  
   93.67 ± 

25.10  
    80.27 ± 

19.28  
   78.50 ± 

15.00  
  
 

Table 6.4. Blood biochemistry values analysed on blood samples taken from BDL rats treated 

with carbon monoliths and controls. (mean ± SD, n =3). Statistical analysis performed using 

two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (**p< 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 

  BDL + Carbon monolith  BDL Control  
  T=0 h  T=3 h  T=0 h  T=3 h  
Albumin [g/L]  26.67 ± 3.68  22.33 ± 2.05  15.02 ± 8.70  19.16 ± 2.24  
Creatinine [µmol/L]        21 ± 2.16  22.5 ± 2.5  24.37 ± 4.14  24.37 ± 4.14  
Bilirubin [µmol/L]   145.33 ± 

11.78 *** 
132.5 ± 6.5** 406.90 ±131.7    280.60 ± 

116.06  
Urea [mmol/L]     4.87 ± 1.24      9.24 ± 0.64      3.6 ± 0.47    6.27 ± 0.88  
Glucose [mmol/L]     7.43 ± 1.39      7.07 ± 0.82    5.24 ± 2.90    4.44 ± 0.23  

 

6.5.4. Cytokines quantification from BDL rat plasma 

The quantification of TNF-a and IL-6 levels on BDL rat plasma showed no detectable level of 

these cytokines in the plasma at the beginning of the experiment (t=0 h) and at the end (t=3 

h). The only exception in the cytokine detection was in the plasma of one of the animals 

treated with the carbon monolith, which had a level of TNF-a of 0 pg/ml at t=0 and 1400.33 

pg/ml and of IL-6 of 0 pg/ml and 7339.5 pg/ml. This animal also showed very high levels of 

AST (> 1000 U/L), of ALT (296 U/L) and creatinine (98 µmol/L) at the end of the experiment. 

In the case of IL-6 detection, also one animal treated with the cryogel-based device showed 
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a concentration of IL-6 of 3109.5 pg/ml. However, in this case all the other biochemistry levels 

were in the same range of the other animals.  

 

6.6. Discussion 

A first in vivo study of the cell-free cryogel-BAL and carbon monolith was performed to assess 

safety using a BDL rat model (Figure 6.1). Both devices were employed in the in vivo perfused 

systems successfully, showing no adverse inflammatory response or coagulopathies. This 

evidence is supported by the vital parameters such as arterial blood pressure and body 

temperature which were stable during the length of the experiment and were not different 

form the BDL control, as shown in Figures 6.3- 6.4.  

 

The cryogel porous structure supported blood perfusion without collapsing and without pore 

occlusion as reported by SEM images, shown in Figure 6.5, indicating suitability for use as a 

blood perfused device. Furthermore, SEM imaging indicated minimal adhesion of red blood 

cells to the cryogel wall (indicated with red arrows in the images). As already discussed 

previously, alginate was introduced with post-synthesis modification onto the cryogel to 

augment the non-fouling properties, and the minimal adhesion of red blood cells indicated a 

potential suppression of blood plasma protein adsorption to the cryogel walls. This minimal 

protein adhesion is desirable for a reduction in blood cell activation and inflammation. As 

demonstrated by the vital parameter results, all animals were stable with minimal fluctuation 

for the duration of the perfused experiment.  

 

Changes in blood biochemistry following perfusion through the cryogel-BAL without cells and 

carbon monolith were within the range expected from previous studies using the BDL model 

[365, 372, 373, 376], as showed in Table 6.3 and 6.4. The level of creatinine was slightly higher 

at the end of the experiment in the animal treated with the cell-free cryogel-BAL. This can 

indicate that a small degree of haemolysis occurred. However, the final value is not 

excessively high and still comparable to the BDL normal values. Only one animal treated with 

carbon monolith showed very high level of ASL, ALT and creatinine ( >1000 U/L, 296 U/L, 98 

µmol/L respectively). This animal showed also high levels of TNF-a and IL-6 at the end of the 
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experiment (1400.33 and 7339.5 pg/ml respectively). ALT and TNF-a are markers of liver 

necrosis [377]. In BDL rat model the level of TNF-a is between 500 - 1200 pg/ml and level of 

IL-6 is between 1200 – 2700 pg/ml [372, 377], as discussed in the introduction.  

 

The fact that cytokine levels were not detected in all other BDL animals in this experiment 

could be due to the very low level of TNF-a usually found in the BDL model, which could not 

have been detected by the ELISA. The non-detection of IL-6 could be due to the fact that the 

plasma samples were diluted 1:1 for quantification with ELISA. This was done because of the 

shortage of samples since it was harmful for the animals to withdraw more. However, the 

cytokine levels detected in that particular BDL animal treated with the carbon monolith were 

much higher than the normal levels usually detected in BDL models, and, in conjugation with 

abnormal blood biochemistry, could be explained with an onset of a very severe 

inflammation, probably related to kidney failure. In fact, inflammation can cause renal failure 

in subjects with cirrhosis [376]. This assumption is supported by the fact that the 

concentration of albumin and glucose did not change noticeably, though a plasma 

concentration or dilution is to be excluded. Abnormal levels of IL-6 were  also detected in a 

BDL animal treated with the cryogel-based device (3109.5 pg/ml). In this case, however, there 

was no detection of TNF-a and the blood biochemistry was in the BDL range. BDL rats are 

relatively fragile because they already experience mild secondary organ disfunction and it is 

possible that in isolated cases, the blood withdrawal caused a reduction in blood volume, 

causing renal failure and inflammation. This could be solved by actively managing the blood 

volume which corrects for leakage in the open access of the line placement and the volume 

seized by the device.  

 

However, in general it is possible to conclude that the treatments of BDL rat animal model 

with the cell-free cryogel-based device and the carbon monolith showed tolerance and stable 

vital parameters and, for this reason, early data suggests the device is safe. Some 

consideration should be given to the scaled-up device prior to testing in a larger animal model 

of liver failure including inclusion of a plasmapheresis unit to limit an immunoresponse.  
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6.7. Conclusion 

The BDL rat model perfusion experiment with the cell-free multi-layered cryogel-based BAL 

was carried out as a preliminary assessment of safety using a relevant model of liver injury. It 

was shown that the multi-layered stacked cryogel developed in this work is safe and well-

tolerated in an animal model of liver fibrosis. It was also demonstrated that the HEMA-based 

cryogel discs in multi-stacked layers possessed adequate mechanical properties to sustain 

blood perfusion in an in vivo model. Furthermore, the surface modification with alginate 

appeared to reduce protein adsorption from biological fluids, preventing blood cells 

adhesion, blood inflammation and pore occlusion although no direct comparison with plain 

cryogels was made using the in vivo model in order to limit animals used. Finally, the carbon 

monolith assessed by Sandeman et al. for a kidney application [178] showed safety and 

tolerability using the BDL model of liver injury. This adsorbent unit may therefore be used in 

line with the cryogel-based BAL containing cells to test both its toxin removal effectiveness 

and improvement of liver function in BDL model of liver fibrosis.   

The novel contribution of this part of the work is that a µPIV-informed cryogel-based multi-

layered device was tested for the first time in a BDL rat model of liver injury, showing its safe 

use as an extracorporeal device.  
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7.1 Introduction 

Cryogels are a class of supermacroporous hydrogels with an interconnected network of pores. 

These materials have recently been employed for a cell scaffold application due to their 

tunable mechanical properties and porosity. Their characteristics make them particularly 

suitable for use as cell scaffolds in recirculating systems which require large pores and 

adequate strength to sustain flow pressure. One potential application is to use cryogels as cell 

scaffolds inside a bioreactor unit for BAL purpose. Currently there are no BAL devices that are 

in clinical use as none have been able to demonstrate an effect on patient survival rates in 

clinical trial. Key issues remain in the design of BALs which can simultaneously sustain a highly 

metabolic hepatocyte fraction and remove efficiently albumin-bound and other liver toxins 

from the blood circulation. In addition to cell source, there could be a number of issues 

related to the current failure of devices. For example, the scaffold materials may promote 

protein adsorption from biological fluids, resulting in blood activation and inflammation, with 

consequent hepatocyte death. Also, inappropriate fluid dynamics inside the scaffold, could 

lead to high velocities and shear stress that can damage hepatocytes and cause haemolysis. 

This is in partly due to a lack of optical techniques that allow flow visualisation inside opaque 

porous scaffolds. Finally, there is a limited availability of adsorbent materials which can 

remove efficiently albumin-bound toxins from blood circulation.  

In this thesis, these gaps in knowledge were addressed by development of a surface 

engineered HEMA-based cryogel with alginate and RGD peptide to enhance the non-fouling 

properties and to increase hepatocyte adhesion. The design of the bioreactor unit was 

optimised by a fluid dynamics investigation with an adapted µPIV setup which allowed flow 

visualisation and characterisation inside the cryogel pores. A carbon monolith developed and 

optimised by our group was selected as an absorbent unit to be used in line with the cryogel-

based BAL which is able to adsorb cytokines and albumin-bound toxins.  

The objectives accomplished in order to fulfil these aims were several. Firstly, a material and 

reaction parameters selection was conducted to obtain the cryogel with optimal physical and 

mechanical characteristics for this application. Alginate was integrated onto the cryogel 

surface by two different strategies which were compared in terms of resultant physical 

structure and mechanical properties. Then, the non-fouling effect created by alginate surface 

modification was investigated by different protein adsorption studies. An RGD-containing 
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peptide was designed and synthesis to enhance the cell-adhesivity of the cryogel surface. 

Biocompatibility studies were carried out on the resultant cryogel and the effect of RGD-

peptide functionalisation was evaluated by cell viability assays. Next, a µPIV setup was 

developed and validated in order to be able to visualise and record flow inside cryogels. 

Postprocessing scripts were written to analyse the videos with MATLAB. With this setup it 

was possible to calculate the local velocities, vorticities and shear stress inside pores. From 

the information produced, a multi-layered bioreactor design was proposed to maximise mass 

interaction inside the cryogel structure. The final step was to compare the biological response 

between the multi-layered and the standard column versions in terms of hepatocyte viability 

and functionality. The toxin removal effect of the carbon monolith and its impact on the cells 

seeded inside the bioreactor was evaluated by recirculating cytokine-spiked plasma, 

measuring the absorption over time. Finally, as a conclusion of this project, the cryogel based 

multi-layered device without cells was tested for safety in a BDL rat model of liver disease.  

 

7.2 Synthesis and characterisation of RGD-alginate surface engineered HEMA-based 

cryogels 

In this first part of the work, HEMA-based cryogels were synthesised by cryogelation 

technique exploring different reaction parameters and then were physically characterised in 

order to find the variant with the most suitable characteristics for BAL application. These 

include open porosity to support fluid permeation and pore size up to 100 µm to allow cell 

colonisation and proliferation [186]. Also adequate mechanical properties are required to 

sustain flow pressure without pore collapse. Alginate incorporation into cryogels was also 

explored by using different strategies. Alginate was chosen here to prevent protein 

adsorption from biological fluids [268]. This is particularly important for blood contacting 

devices, in order to avoid blood activation and inflammation and also to prevent pore 

occlusion and cell death [272, 274]. Finally, an RGD-containing peptide was synthesised and 

attached onto the cryogel surface to make it cell adhesive [276]. A range of different 

techniques were used for the characterisation, including SEM and confocal imaging, texture 

analysis and pore dimension analysis.  
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Different HEMA-based cryogel variants were successfully synthesised as shown in Figure 2.6. 

The reaction parameters investigated were the type of cross-linker, PEGDA and MBA, and the 

temperature of gelation, -12 °C and - 20°C. These parameters were chosen on the base of 

different studies which involved cryogels for blood perfusion application [184] and for cell 

scaffolds [192, 265]. Texture analysis, shown in Figure 2.7, revealed that cryogels synthesised 

with MBA as cross-linker and a temperature of gelation of – 12 °C possessed a three-times 

higher compressive modulus than the variants synthesised with PEGDA as cross-linker and 

approximately double that of the variant synthesised with a temperature of gelation of – 20 

°C. Also the pore size analysis, Figure 2.9, showed that a temperature of gelation of – 12 °C 

produced cryogels with bigger pores (up to 130-150 µm) comparing to variants produced with 

a temperature of gelation of – 20 °C (up to 40- 60 µm). From these first results, the 

temperature of gelation of – 12 °C was chosen for further characterisation.  

After this first screening, alginate was incorporated into HEMA-PEGDA and HEMA-MBA 

cryogels pre and post synthesis. The incorporation was confirmed in both cases by FTIR and 

Z-potential analysis, shown in Figure 2.15, 2.16. Physical characterisation of these materials 

was carried out again and was necessary since incorporation of alginate may result in a 

changing in cryogel mechanical properties and pore size. From SEM and confocal images, 

Figure 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, it was shown that alginate incorporation did not change the internal 

microstructure in both cases. By the analysis of these images, it was also shown that the 

cryogel microstructure remained unchanged in both hydrated (visible by confocal 

microscope) and non-hydrated (visible by SEM) states, indicating a strong cross-linking of the 

cryogel walls which prevents an excessive swelling. Alginate did not alter also the mechanical 

properties, as shown by texture analysis, Figure 2.17. In particular, the compressive modulus 

remained unchanged among the cryogel variants synthesised with the same cross-linker. 

Alginate incorporation by pre-synthesis strategy did change the flow permeability, as 

suggested by flow rate measurements shown in Figure 2.18. In fact, the resultant HEMA-MBA 

cryogel modified with alginate pre-synthesis possessed a significantly lower flow rate (p< 

0.05) compared to the plain HEMA-MBA cryogel, whilst the HEMA-MBA cryogel modified with 

alginate post-synthesis possessed a comparable flow rate to the plain version. For this reason, 

post-synthesis alginate-modified HEMA-MBA cryogel was chosen for further work. The 
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cryogels synthesised with PEGDA as a cross-linker did not support flow perfusion and were 

discarded for further analysis.  

RGD-containing peptide was successfully synthesised by solid phase methods, as indicated by 

mass spectroscopy and HPLC analysis, Figure 2.19- 2.20. The functionalisation of the peptide 

onto cryogels was spectrophotometrically monitored. From calculation it was found that the 

resultant peptide density onto the cryogel surface was theoretically sufficient to elicit a cell 

response in terms of adhesion and focal points formation [278]. The actual biological 

response produced by RGD-modified cryogels was investigated in the next part of the project.   

There are currently no other studies which investigated the physical and mechanical 

properties of HEMA-based cryogels to produce a suitable cell scaffold for BAL purpose. Also, 

cryogel surface engineering with different alginate incorporation strategies and RGD-peptide 

to produce a surface with simultaneously non-fouling properties and cell adhesive 

characteristics has not previously been considered for this application. Evidence provided in 

this part of the work provide an alternative materials synthesis approach to the development 

of cell scaffolds for BAL purpose. 

 

7.3 Protein adsorption and hepatocyte proliferation studies on RGD-alginate surface 

engineered HEMA-based cryogels 

Protein adsorption from biological fluids is still one of the main causes of device failure in the 

field of biomedical implants and supports, especially for devices in contact with blood [301]. 

This is because it leads to platelet adhesion, complement activation and thrombus formation 

[298]. The process of un-specific adsorption of proteins is known as biofouling and it is also 

one of the causes of implant infection [302]. Thus, the implementation of a non-fouling 

material in this project was investigated. It is well-known that alginate is a non-fouling 

material, due to the negative charge which creates a thick water shell onto the surface, 

preventing proteins from attaching. The incorporation of alginate was successfully obtained 

in Chapter 2.  The first aim of the present chapter was to evaluate the non-fouling properties 

of alginate-modified HEMA-based cryogels, as previously produced, by employing different 

protein adsorption assays. The results obtained showed that alginate incorporation 

significantly reduce the adsorption of protein by cryogels. In particular, less BSA adsorption 
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by alginate-modified cryogels comparing to non-modified cryogels was highlighted by the 

signal produced by FITC staining which binds to amino groups and was detected by the 

confocal microscope (Figure 3.2). The adsorption of proteins, correlated to the absorbance 

measurements obtained by BCA assay, showed a similar result: the post-synthesis alginate-

modified cryogel adsorbed significantly less proteins than the plain version (p < 0.001, Figure 

3.3). This result was visualised by gel electrophoresis in which the bands of the protein 

extracts from alginate-modified cryogels are visibly fainter than the un-modified version 

(Figure 3.4). These results confirmed that alginate incorporated onto the cryogel surface 

retained its negative charges and effectively produced a non-fouling effect, reducing protein 

adsorption.  

The second part of this chapter aimed to evaluate the biocompatibility of the produced 

alginate-modified cryogels. This was conducted because, although HEMA and alginate are 

known to be biocompatible, the resultant cryogels produced with these alginate 

incorporation processes were never biologically characterised before. MTT assays and 

live/dead imaging (Figure 3.8- 3.9) showed that 3T3 cell density was significantly higher (p< 

0.001) onto alginate-modified cryogels than plain cryogels and cells grew into visible 

spheroids, not present in plain cryogels. This is because alginate is not cell adhesive, being 

non-fouling, and cells could not attach to the surface, promoting cell-cell rather than cell-

surface interactions. Based on these results, it was concluded that alginate-modified cryogels 

are biocompatible, promoting cell viability and aggregation. The biological effect of RGD-

peptide functionalisation was investigated by employing HHLs. These are lines of 

immortalised healthy liver hepatocytes derived from healthy liver tissue. These cell lines are 

interesting because they should stably retain the primary hepatocyte phenotype and have 

not been previously investigated as a potential cell source for BAL application. MTT results 

(Figure 3.10) showed that RGD-functionalised cryogels stimulated a significantly higher cell 

fraction (p< 0.001) than the non-functionalised version. Live/dead images (Figure 3.11) 

revealed that hepatocytes spread onto the RGD-containing cryogel surface, highlighting a cell-

surface interaction, whereas those in the non-functionalised cryogels tended to form rounder 

structures, as discussed before, preferring a cell-cell interaction. This cell-surface interaction 

is preferable for this application, because cells would ideally cover pore walls, not occluding 

pores, as it would do in a cell-cell interaction, which would result in big spheroids. Also, a 
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strong interaction with the surface is necessary to maintain adhesion of hepatocytes during 

plasma perfusion. 

An immunocytochemical characterisation of the HHL cells was carried out to ensure 

phenotypic stability since these cells were gifted from Dr Arvind Patel (University of Glasgow) 

via Dr Nathan Davies (Institute for Liver and Digestive Health, UCL). Immunocytochemistry 

(Figure 3.5) revealed that the received cells possessed parenchymal and non-parenchymal 

liver markers matching those in the paper of Clayton et al. which characterised the production 

of the original cell line [151]. The expression of different urea cycle genes by these cells had 

not previously been investigated. PCR was carried out to assess expression of genes involved 

in the urea cycle and compared to the expression of HepG2, which do not possess a complete 

urea cycle. The results showed that, as for HepG2, HHL7 did not express some of the urea 

cycle genes, as showed in Figure 3.6. The results produced in this work may suggest that this 

cell line does not completely retain the primary hepatocyte phenotype. However, these cells 

are not tumor-derived and might be safer than HepG2, which are currently used as a cell 

source for BAL application.  

7.4 Cryogel internal flow characterisation with an adapted µPIV setup 

Fluid dynamics characterisation inside cell scaffolds remains challenging, in part due to a lack 

of optical setups which allow flow visualisation inside these structures which are usually 

opaque. Although it is well-known that a dynamic condition of cultivation is beneficial to cell 

viability and functional performance due to a closer proximity to the in vivo condition [230, 

236], the direct measurement of local velocities and shear stress sensed by the cells is almost 

never performed. However, this evaluation is crucially important especially in a perfused 

device such as BAL, in which velocities and stresses can easily exceed harmful levels, 

damaging the cells and shortening the life of the device. In fact, it is estimated that 

hepatocytes are in vivo subjected a low level of shear stress (few Pascals) [118]. The opposite 

problem of a poorly characterised device in terms of fluid dynamics could be that the 

velocities are so low that there is no efficient mass exchange between cells and blood, leading 

to a non-effective treatment. For these reasons, an optical setup based on PIV was here 

successfully developed and employed to characterise flow inside porous cryogels. MATLAB 

scripts (Appendix 1) were written and used to process the flow videos recorded.  
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The main result that was extrapolated by this analysis was that at the flow rate used in small 

animal experiments (discussed in Chapter 6), flow was laminar (Re < 1) with little recirculation 

inside cryogel pores using both syringe and peristaltic type of pump (continuous and 

oscillating flow respectively). The flow inside pores is parabolic, as showed in Figure 4.14, 

typical of laminar flow. The shear stress at the wall calculated from the extrapolated velocities 

(Table 4.3) was lower than the shear stress estimated to be harmful for hepatocytes, which is 

of approximately 6*10-2 Pa and similar to the shear stress estimated to stimulate 

functionality, which is of 10-4- 10-5 Pa [230, 236, 241].  

In this scenario of laminar flow, little mass exchange between hepatocytes and blood is 

expected, as explained before. For this reason, a new bioreactor design was proposed for 

developing a BAL prototype in this project. As showed in Figure 4.16, slicing the cryogel in 

discs and stacking them into a multi-layered configuration, it would improve flow 

reorganisation between discs, enhancing the mass exchange in the successive layer. The 

effect of this improved design on hepatocyte functionality was explored in the next part of 

the work. However, the flow characterisation performed here, and the results obtained 

highlighted the crucial importance of a fluid dynamics investigation inside cell scaffolds for 

perfused devices and development of an optimised design informed by flow properties for 

better performance. 

Another aspect that was highlighted by the flow videos was that some of the glass beads 

remained trapped inside the cryogel pores, as showed in Figure 4.15. A future aspect that 

could be investigated is the quantification of the trapped beads during perfusion. This could 

be performed by weighing the cryogel before and after glass bead perfusion and then 

calculating the bead number. This is particularly important because a large number of beads 

trapped may indicate that blood cells would be trapped as well inside the pores and this might 

causes anaemia and leukopenia for long perfusion time unless plasmapheresis is used. Also, 

a more realistic modelling of the blood to record flow videos would be beneficial to better 

predict the blood behaviour inside cryogels. The glass beads used in this project were chosen 

because they are the same size as red blood cells and they could be resuspended in glycerol 

which has a viscosity closer to blood than water.  
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7.5 Effect of bioreactor design on hepatocyte functionality and effect of carbon 

monolith on toxin removal 

To design an effect BAL device is still an open challenge due to many issues such as 

maintenance of a significant metabolic cell fraction over time, the efficient removal of 

cytokines and albumin-bound toxins and the design of an optimised device which prevents 

blood cell activation and inflammation. For these reasons, very few BALs have proceeded to 

clinical trial and none are in clinical use. In the previous part of this work, a PIV-informed 

multi-layered cryogel-based bioreactor was proposed as an optimised design comparing to 

the cryogel-based column design used for BAL in the work of Jain et al. [217], which is 

currently the only cryogel-based BAL prototype developed. The multi-layered structure 

should allow flow reorganisation between cryogel layers before entering the subsequent 

layer. This is because flow was found to be laminar inside cryogel pores and not optimal for 

mass exchange between hepatocytes and blood.  

The first aim of the present work was therefore to compare the multi-layered design to the 

column version in terms of support of hepatocyte growth and function. Live/dead images 

(Figure 5.5) taken after 72 h of recirculation showed that, whilst in the column device cells 

where alive only on the top part of the column, cells where alive and colonised all the ten 

layers of the multi-layered device. This is important because in the column version, most of 

the cryogel did not supported viable cell adhesion and growth and, for this reason, is useless 

for the purpose of the device. The fact that viable cells were present only in the top part could 

be due to a lack of nutrients and oxygen in the central part. This supported the PIV results, 

because, since the flow is laminar inside the pores, oxygen and nutrients in the medium do 

not interact with the cells seeded on the walls. In contrast, the multi-layered device allowed 

flow reorganisation with nutrients and oxygen mixing, ensuring cell viability throughout the 

device length. Hepatocytes seeded on the multi-layered device produced also a significantly 

higher amount of albumin and urea (p< 0.001) as showed in Figure 5.6. This part of the work 

demonstrated the crucial importance of a flow dynamics investigation and design 

optimisation for a perfused device which is currently rarely conducted.  

The second part of this chapter focused on potential use of an adsorbent cartridge to protect 

the hepatocytes within the BAL from exposure to damaging liver toxins by initial assessment 

of cell viability inside the multi-layered cryogel bioreactor. This was carried out using phenolic 
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resin derived activated carbon monoliths previously shown by our group to remove 

inflammatory cytokines IL-8,  IL-6 and TNF-a in addition to poorly removed liver and kidney 

toxins from blood [178]. They have also shown the significant removal of key albumin-bound 

toxins indoxyl sulphate and p-cresyl sulphate from dialysis patient blood, the adsorption of 

60 % of TNF-α and 80 % of IL-6 in cytokine spiked healthy donor blood studies, and no 

disruption of blood biochemistry using an in vivo healthy rat model, indicating safe use [178]. 

This device was introduced here as an adsorbent component able to remove toxins from 

plasma or blood before entering into the bioreactor unit and causing cell damage and death. 

From the evidence produced in this work by cytokine quantification in the plasma over time 

(Figure 5.7) it was found that the concentrations of IL-6 (p< 0.001), IL-8 (p< 0.001) and TNF-α 

(p< 0.05) were significantly reduced in the first hour of the experiment in the system with the 

carbon monolith in line to the multi-layered bioreactor comparing to the bioreactor alone. 

After the first hour of perfusion, the level of cytokines tended to rise in both cell containing 

systems whilst there was no changing in the non-cell containing systems. This is due to the 

cytokine production by the cells in the bioreactor which are subjected to a highly toxic 

environment. This observation is supported by the fact that the systems without cells, with 

and without the carbon monolith, did not show a rise in cytokine concentration. The removal 

effect of the monolith is highlighted from the comparison of the cytokine concentrations 

between these two latter systems, eliminating the effect of the cells. In fact, in the system 

with the monolith there is a significant reduction in IL-6 (p< 0.05), Il-8 (p< 0.001) and TNF-α 

(p< 0.001) which is maintained stably over the 3 hours comparing to the system without the 

monolith. The live/dead and SEM images (Figure 5.8 and 5.9) showed that there was 

qualitatively a greater viable fraction of cells in the bioreactor with the in line carbon monolith 

compared to the system without monolith. This suggests that the effect of the absorbent is 

effective to protect cells from the toxic environment and that an optimised system may 

benefit from the use of an adsorbent that is able to remove liver toxins prior to plasma or 

blood entry into the bioreactor.  

7.6 Device safety test in a small animal BDL model of liver disease  

The final part of this project was to test the newly developed multi-layered cryogel-based BAL 

without cells for safety and tolerability in a small animal model of liver disease. A BDL rat 

model was chosen for this purpose. A disease model was preferred to a healthy model 
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because it gives more information regarding the response in a compromised organism, since 

patients with liver disease have a weaker immune system and are primed for inflammation. 

Also the carbon monolith was tested using this disease model to complete the tests that were 

performed in a naïve healthy rat model [178] which showed hemocompatibility. 

The results produced in this part of the work showed that the treatment of BDL rats using the 

cell-free multi-layered cryogel-device and with the carbon monolith was safe and well 

tolerated. This is shown in the stability of vital parameters, core temperature and arterial 

pressure, throughout the 3 hours of the experiment, as shown in Figure 6.3 – 6.4. 

Furthermore, no evidence of inflammation and coagulopathy was visible. Cryogels 

maintained their internal porous structure without collapsing, supporting flow perfusion for 

the length of the experiment, as showed by the SEM images obtained after the in vivo 

experiment, Figure 6.5. From those images it is also visible that there were minimal red blood 

cells adhered onto the cryogel walls. This result supports the protein adsorption studies 

conducted in Chapter 3 which indicated that alginate modification reduced protein 

adsorption from biological fluids. The prevention of protein adsorption avoided blood 

activation and platelet adhesion, keeping the pores open supporting perfusion. The 

tolerability of both the cryogel-based multi-layered device and the carbon monolith by BDL 

rats was also supported by the blood chemistry analysis, as reported in Table 6.3 and 6.4, 

which were in the ranges recorded in other experiments using BDL rats [365, 373, 376].  

The evidence produced here supported the conclusion that the cell-free multi-layered 

cryogel-based BAL and the carbon monolith are safe to use and are well-tolerated using an in 

vivo rat model of liver disease. In further studies, active management of the blood volume 

during the perfusion experiments would avoid the changes observed in markers of kidney 

function by replacing the volume of blood leaked into the open accesses of the line and the 

volume withdrawn by the device, especially to test the carbon monolith in line with the BAL. 

This would avoid any eventual second organ disruption caused by blood withdrawal.  

 

7.7. Future work 

The next steps of this work would be to repeat the BDL experiment with a cell seeded multi-

layered BAL and the carbon monolith in a perfusion circuit to allow functional analysis using 
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a range of markers including albumin and urea production in addition to protective 

adsorption of toxins such as cytokines and endotoxin. This would evaluate the effect of the 

carbon monolith and the effect of hepatocytes in a BDL model. Since HHL7 did not show 

suitable functionality for use in a BAL system, other cell sources should be explored, such as 

modified HepG2 cells. These produce higher amount of albumin and urea than the HHLs but 

may require further optimisation. Also, a plasmapheresis unit should be introduced into the 

circuit for testing in a larger animal model, such as porcine. This may help to reduce the 

immune response issues caused by a heterologous cell source in direct contact with blood. 

The device scale-up would need to accommodate 109- 1010 cells, which is the minimum 

amount to sustain liver function in a human body [120]. Cryogelation technology allows the 

production of cryogels of feasible size to contain and support this number of cells and to fit a 

bigger version of the device, whilst maintaining the same porosity and mechanical properties. 

Furthermore, since the device is made of layers of cryogel discs is also possible to create 

different units to be used in parallel or increasing the number of layers to support the right 

number of metabolising cells if necessary. 

 

7.8. Conclusion 

In summary, the main aim of this project was to develop a surface-engineered cryogel-based 

bioreactor with an optimised fluid dynamic design for BAL purpose to fulfil the current need 

of an effective prototype. The results produced during this work demonstrated that a fluid 

dynamic optimised multi-layered BAL prototype composed of an RGD-alginate surface 

engineered HEMA-based cryogels can significantly support a higher hepatocyte viability and 

functionality over time in terms of albumin and urea production comparing to the currently 

used column design for cryogel-based BAL. Furthermore, the device was found to be safe and 

well-tolerated by a small animal model of liver injury. This work contributed to produce new 

knowledge regarding the production of cryogels suitable for perfused systems and the 

optimisation process to obtain a more functional bioreactor design. In particular the main 

findings obtained in this project were: 

Physical and mechanical tests showed that cryogels were successfully synthesised with 

adequate pore size and mechanical strength to support cell colonisation and flow perfusion. 
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A first screening regarding the process parameters for the cryogelation showed that a 

temperature of gelation of – 12 °C was optimal to obtain pore size up to 150 µm. Cryogels 

cross-linked with MBA were selected because possessed a three-fold higher compressive 

modulus comparing to cryogels synthesised with PEGDA. Although alginate was successfully 

incorporated into cryogels by both pre and post synthesis techniques, cryogels post synthesis 

modified with alginate showed a significantly improved permeability. This optimisation 

process allowed identification of a suitable cryogel formulation with adequate porosity and 

mechanical properties for use as a cell scaffold in a perfused system such a BAL.  

Protein assays demonstrated that alginate surface modification prevented the un-specific 

adsorption of proteins from surrounding biological fluids. This conclusion was supported also 

by a very little blood cells adhesion onto cryogel surface during the in vivo BDL perfusion 

experiment. RGD-alginate modified cryogels were found to be biocompatible, supporting 

hepatocyte growth and proliferation over time.  

The purpose-made µPIV setup allowed to perform a flow characterisation inside the cryogel 

porous structure. The results showed that flow is laminar with Re < 1 at the flow rate used for 

the BDL perfusion experiment, which is 3 ml/min. Such a laminar flow is not optimal for mass 

exchange between blood and hepatocytes. For this reason, a multi-layered bioreactor design 

was here proposed which would allow flow reorganisation between layers, enhancing mass 

exchange. The flow characterisation performed in this work highlighted the need for a fluid 

dynamics investigation during the development of a perfused device. This is to avoid the 

development of a device in which the majority is not be functional. In fact, as demonstrated 

here, the multi-layered device outperformed the column design in terms of hepatocyte 

colonisation and functionality and showed that cells were viable only in the top part of the 

column device. Furthermore, an analysis of the velocities and shear stress sensed by the cells 

inside the scaffold would prevent cell damage and death, prolonging the life of the device. 

Finally, toxin adsorption performed by the phenolic resin derived activated carbon monolith 

from spiked plasma was shown to be beneficial to the viability of the hepatocytes seeded into 

the multi-layered device. For this reason, the introduction of an in line adsorbent within the 

BAL should be considered for further studies.  
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In conclusion, this work proposed an innovative BAL prototype for the treatment of patients 

with liver failure, addressing issues such as un-specific protein adsorption and fluid dynamic 

optimisation, which were not considered before for this application.  
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APPENDIX 1: Matlab scripts implemented to perform the frame 

processing to extrapolate local velocities and vorticities and the 

displacement vectors 

1) Script to extract the frames from the flow video and saved them in a folder 
 

   videoFrame = readFrame(videoFReader); 

if size(videoFrame,3) > 1 

        videoFrame(:,:,2:end) = []; % drop green and blue channels 

    end 

     

    % motion filter 

    if motionFilter 

        videoFrame = double(videoFrame); 

        videoFrame = imfilter(videoFrame, hDisk, 'conv', 'circular'); 

 

        videoFrame = -videoFrame+backgroundFrame; 

        dFhalfmax = max(videoFrame(:))/5; 

        videoFrame(videoFrame < dFhalfmax) = 0; 

    end 

     

    % get output file name 

    outputFilename = fullfile(outputPath, [videoFilename sprintf('_frame%05.0f.png', 
currentFrame)]); 

     

    % save frame 

    imwrite(videoFrame, outputFilename, outputImageFormat); 

   currentFrame = currentFrame +1; 

waitbar((currentFrame-startFrame)/(endFrame-startFrame),waitBar,'Extracting frames'); 
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end 

% housekeeping 

close(waitBar); 

end 

 

2) Script to read the text files obtained from PIVlab flow analysis, where the local instant 
velocities are saved 

 

function [matFile] = readPIVtxt(testpath) 

%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

 

%% define variables 

txtHeaderRows = 2; % number of header rows in txt file 

 

%% Open file box if testpath not supplied 

if(nargin==0) 

    testpath = uigetdir(); 

    if testpath==0 

        return; 

    end 

end 

 

%% read txt vector files located in testpath directory 

vectorFiles = dir(fullfile(testpath, '*.txt')); 

vectorData = table(); 

 

waitBar = waitbar(0,'Extracting vector data'); 

fileCount = 0; 

for vectorFile= vectorFiles' 
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    % check it's not a Mac file 

    if(vectorFile.name(1)=='.') 

        continue; 

    end 

     

    % create file path and name 

    txtFile = fullfile(vectorFile.folder, vectorFile.name); 

     

    fid = fopen(txtFile); 

    headerLine = fgetl(fid); 

     

    % check it's a PIVlab file 

    if(~strcmp(headerLine(1:6),'PIVlab')) 

        warning('not a PIVlab file: %s', txtFile); 

        continue; 

    end 

     

    % read header info (file names and units) 

    headerLine = fgetl(fid); 

     

     

    % extract table data 

    vectorTable = readtable(txtFile,'ReadVariableNames',true); 

    vectorTable.Properties.Description = headerLine; 

     

    % add table to vectorData 

    vectorData = [vectorData; vectorTable]; 

     

    fileCount = fileCount+1; 

    waitbar(fileCount/numel(vectorFiles),waitBar,'Extracting vector data'); 
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end 

 

%% compute speed 

vectorData.speed = sqrt(vectorData.u_m_s_.^2 + vectorData.v_m_s_.^2); 

vectorData.direction = atan2(vectorData.y_m_, vectorData.x_m_); 

 

%% export table to mat file 

matFile = fullfile(vectorFile.folder, [headerLine(strfind(headerLine,'A: 
')+3:strfind(headerLine,'_frame')-1) 'PIVTable.mat']); 

save(matFile, 'vectorData'); 

 

% housekeeping 

close(waitBar); 

 

end 

 

 

3) Script to obtain the plot of the average velocities 
 

function processPIVmat(matFile, options) 

%UNTITLED3 Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

 

%% define parameters 

default.minSpeed = 2e-5; 

default.vectorZoom = 3; 

default.minVectorCount = 3; 

 

%% Open file box if matFile not supplied 

if(nargin==0) 

    [ matFileName, matFilePath ] = uigetfile({'*PIVTable.mat'}); 
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    if matFileName==0 

        return; 

    end 

     

    matFile = fullfile(matFilePath, matFileName); 

    options = default; 

elseif(nargin==1) 

    % matFile is given but no options 

    options = default; 

end 

 

 

%% load data 

matData = load(matFile); 

 

if(isfield(matData,'vectorData')) 

    vectorData = matData.vectorData; 

else 

    warning('not a PIVTable file: %s', matFile); 

    return; 

end 

 

%% flip Y axis 

maxY = max(vectorData.y_m_); 

maxX = max(vectorData.x_m_); 

vectorData.y_m_ = maxY - vectorData.y_m_; % flip Y coordinates 

vectorData.v_m_s_ = -vectorData.v_m_s_; % flip V direction 

 

%% filter vectors 

rows = vectorData.speed > options.minSpeed; 
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filteredVectorData = vectorData(rows, vectorData.Properties.VariableNames); 

 

%% post-process vectors 

medianVectors = varfun(@median,filteredVectorData,'InputVariables',{'u_m_s_', 'v_m_s_', 'speed', 
'direction'},... 

                                  'GroupingVariables',{'x_m_','y_m_'}); 

 

% remove data points with fewer than minVectorCount 

medianVectors = medianVectors(medianVectors.GroupCount>=options.minVectorCount, 
medianVectors.Properties.VariableNames); 

 

%% plot vectors 

figure 

quiver(medianVectors.x_m_, medianVectors.y_m_, medianVectors.median_u_m_s_, 
medianVectors.median_v_m_s_, options.vectorZoom) 

xlim([0 maxX]); 

ylim([0 maxY]); 

end 

 

4) Script to obtain the velocity profile of a segment selected from the velocity plot 
 

function processVectorMap 

% extract velocity profiles along arbitrary line segment 

 

lineProximity = 10; % [µm] vectors within this distance of the line will be used 

 

% load image 

[ pngFileName, pngFilePath ] = uigetfile({'*.png'}, 'Select the background image'); 

pngFile = fullfile(pngFilePath, pngFileName); 

 

% load data 
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[ matFileName, matFilePath ] = uigetfile({fullfile(pngFilePath,'*PIVTable.mat')}, 'Select the PIV table'); 

matFile = fullfile(matFilePath, matFileName); 

 

glass = load(matFile); 

vectorScale = 2; % scaling factor for display of "all vectors" figure 

 

%% flip Y axis 

% maxY = max(glass.vectorData.y_m_); 

% glass.vectorData.y_m_ = maxY - glass.vectorData.y_m_; % flip Y coordinates 

% glass.vectorData.v_m_s_ = -glass.vectorData.v_m_s_; % flip V direction 

 

%% plot vector map 

fig = figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 

subplot(2,2,1) 

 

% convert from meters to micrometres 

glass.vectorData.x_m_ = glass.vectorData.x_m_ *1e6; 

glass.vectorData.y_m_ = glass.vectorData.y_m_ *1e6; 

glass.vectorData.u_m_s_ = glass.vectorData.u_m_s_*1e6; 

glass.vectorData.v_m_s_ = glass.vectorData.v_m_s_*1e6; 

 

quiver( glass.vectorData.x_m_, ... 

        glass.vectorData.y_m_, ... 

        glass.vectorData.u_m_s_, ... 

        glass.vectorData.v_m_s_, vectorScale) 

title('all vectors') 

xlabel('x [µm]') 

ylabel('y [µm]') 

 

xRange = [min(glass.vectorData.x_m_) max(glass.vectorData.x_m_)]; 
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yRange = [min(glass.vectorData.y_m_) max(glass.vectorData.y_m_)]; 

xlim(xRange) 

ylim(yRange) 

 

% compute median velocities for each pixel position 

[groups, X, Y] = findgroups(glass.vectorData.x_m_, glass.vectorData.y_m_); 

omedFcn = @(x)(median(x,'omitnan')); 

Umedian = splitapply(omedFcn,glass.vectorData.u_m_s_,groups); 

Vmedian = splitapply(omedFcn,glass.vectorData.v_m_s_,groups); 

 

glassMedian = table(X, Y, Umedian, Vmedian); 

lineNeighbours = glassMedian; 

 

ayMedian = subplot(2,2,3); 

pngFrame = imread(pngFile); 

imshow(pngFrame, [], 'XData', xRange, 'YData', yRange); 

hold all 

 

hAllVectors = quiver( ayMedian, ... 

                      glassMedian.X, ... 

                      glassMedian.Y, ... 

                      glassMedian.Umedian, ... 

                      glassMedian.Vmedian, vectorScale, 'b'); 

hLineVectors = hAllVectors; 

 

title('median vectors (move line endpoints)') 

xlabel('x [µm]') 

ylabel('y [µm]') 

set(gca,'Ydir','reverse') 
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xlim(xRange) 

ylim(yRange) 

 

posLine.x = xRange; 

posLine.y = [(yRange(2)+yRange(1))/2, (yRange(2)+yRange(1))/2]; 

hLine = imdistline(ayMedian, posLine.x, posLine.y); 

 

setLabelTextFormatter(hLine,'%0.0f'); 

 

% add callback for line position change 

addNewPositionCallback(hLine, @getVelocityProfile); 

 

% Create push button 

btn = uicontrol('Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Export',... 

        'Units', 'normalized',... 

        'Position', [.6 .8 .1 .05],... 

        'Callback', @export); 

 

txt = uicontrol('Style','text',... 

        'Units', 'normalized',... 

        'BackgroundColor', 'w',... 

        'Position',[0.6,0.9,0.17,0.05],... 

        'String','Distance from line segment'); 

     

sld = uicontrol('Style', 'slider',... 

        'Min',1,'Max',100,'Value',10,... 

        'Units', 'normalized',... 

        'Position', [.6 .9 0.17,0.02],... 

        'Callback', @lineProximitySlider); 
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getVelocityProfile 

lineProximitySlider(sld) 

     

    function getVelocityProfile(p) 

        % get coordinates for line endpoints 

        if(~exist('p','var')) 

            p = hLine.getPosition; 

        end 

         

        x1 = p(1); 

        x2 = p(2); 

        y1 = p(3); 

        y2 = p(4); 

        dy = y2-y1; 

        dx = x2-x1; 

 

        % get coordinates for median vectors 

        x0 = glassMedian.X; 

        y0 = glassMedian.Y; 

 

        glassMedian.lineDistance = abs( dy*x0 -dx*y0 +x2*y1 -y2*x1 ) / sqrt( dy^2 +dx^2 ); 

 

        % remove points that are outside of line segment 

        minX = min(x1,x2); 

        maxX = max(x1,x2); 

         

        dX = maxX-minX; 

        if(dX<lineProximity) 

            minX = minX-(lineProximity-dX)/2; 

            maxX = maxX+(lineProximity-dX)/2; 
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        end 

         

        minY = min(y1,y2); 

        maxY = max(y1,y2); 

        dY = maxY-minY; 

        if(dY<lineProximity) 

            minY = minY-(lineProximity-dY)/2; 

            maxY = maxY+(lineProximity-dY)/2; 

        end 

         

        glassMedian.lineDistance(glassMedian.X<minX) = NaN; 

        glassMedian.lineDistance(glassMedian.X>maxX) = NaN; 

        glassMedian.lineDistance(glassMedian.Y>maxY) = NaN; 

        glassMedian.lineDistance(glassMedian.Y<minY) = NaN; 

 

        % plot vectors near the line 

        vectorMatch = glassMedian.lineDistance<lineProximity; 

        lineNeighbours = glassMedian(vectorMatch,:); 

         

        % find vector distance relative to line endpoint 

        lineEndPoints = hLine.getPosition; 

        lineX = lineEndPoints(1,1); 

        lineY = lineEndPoints(1,2); 

        lineEndPointDistance = sqrt((lineNeighbours.X-lineX).^2 + (lineNeighbours.Y-lineY).^2); 

        lineNeighbours.endPointDistance = sqrt(lineEndPointDistance.^2 - 
lineNeighbours.lineDistance.^2); 

        lineNeighbours.endPointDistance = real(lineNeighbours.endPointDistance); % first point could be 
complex 

         

        % clear vector maps 

        if(exist('hAllVectors','var')) 
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            hAllVectors.delete; 

        end 

        if(exist('hLineVectors','var')) 

            hLineVectors.delete; 

        end 

        hAllVectors = quiver( ayMedian, ... 

                      glassMedian.X, ... 

                      glassMedian.Y, ... 

                      glassMedian.Umedian, ... 

                      glassMedian.Vmedian, vectorScale, 'b'); 

                   

        hLineVectors = quiver( ayMedian, ... 

                               lineNeighbours.X, ... 

                               lineNeighbours.Y, ... 

                               lineNeighbours.Umedian, ... 

                               lineNeighbours.Vmedian, vectorScale, 'r'); 

 

        % compute median velocities 

        lineNeighbours.VelMag = sqrt(lineNeighbours.Umedian.^2 + lineNeighbours.Vmedian.^2); 

        [groups, endPointDistance] = findgroups(lineNeighbours.endPointDistance); 

        omedianFcn = @(y)(median(y,'omitnan')); 

        VelMag = splitapply(omedianFcn, lineNeighbours.VelMag, groups); 

 

        velocityMagnitude = table(endPointDistance, VelMag);                                   

        % plot velocity profile 

        subplot(2,2,4) 

        plot(velocityMagnitude.endPointDistance, velocityMagnitude.VelMag) 

        ylim([min(velocityMagnitude.VelMag) max(velocityMagnitude.VelMag)]) 

        xlim([min(velocityMagnitude.endPointDistance) max(velocityMagnitude.endPointDistance)]) 

        ylabel('Vel mag (µm/s)') 
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        xlabel('Segment position [µm]') 

    end 

    function export(source,event) 

        filename = sprintf('%s_%s', matFileName, datestr(now,'yyyy-mm-dd-HH-MM')); 

        writetable(lineNeighbours, [filename '.csv']); 

        print(fig, [filename '.png'],'-dpng') 

    end 

    function lineProximitySlider(source,event) 

        lineProximity = source.Value; 

        txt.String = sprintf('Distance from line segment: %0.0f µm', lineProximity); 

        getVelocityProfile 

    end 

end 

 

5) Script to obtain the Reynold and the Stoke numbers from the calculated velocity 
vectors 
 

function MaxVelocity_Re_Stk(matFile) 

%% define variables 

rW = 997; % density water [kg/m^3] 

L0 = 0.00005; % pore diameter [m] 

ug = 0.000931; % dynamic viscosity of water [Pa*s] 

PpGlass = 2196; % density of glass [kg/m^3] 

PpCarbon = 2100; % density of carbon particles [kg/m^3] 

DpGlass = 0.000013; % glass beads diameter [m] 

DpCarbon = 0.0000005; % particle beads diameter [m] 

t0Glass = (PpGlass * DpGlass^2)/ (18*ug); %% glass beads relaxation time [s] 

t0Carbon = (PpCarbon * DpCarbon^2)/ (18*ug); %% carbon particles relaxation time [s] 

 

%% Open file box if matFile not supplied 

if(nargin==0) 
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    [ matFileName, matFilePath ] = uigetfile({'*PIVTable.mat'}); 

    if matFileName==0 

        return; 

    end 

     

    matFile = fullfile(matFilePath, matFileName); 

elseif(nargin==1) 

    % matFile is given 

    if ~exist(matFile,'file') 

        error('the input file could not be found: %s', matFile); 

    end 

end 

 

%% load data 

matData = load(matFile); 

if(isfield(matData,'vectorData')) 

    vectorData = matData.vectorData; 

else 

    warning('not a PIVTable file: %s', matFile); 

    return; 

end 

 

%% find max of the velocity  

maxV = max(vectorData.speed); 

disp(maxV) 

% calculate Reynolds and Stokes number carbon beads 

ReCarbon = (maxV*rW*L0)/ug 

StkCarbon = (maxV*t0Carbon)/L0 

% calculate Reynolds and Stokes number glass beads 

ReGlass = (maxV*rW*L0)/ug 
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StkGlass = (maxV*t0Glass)/L0 

end 

 

 

APPENDIX 2: Conference presentations 

2019 46th European Society for Artificial Organs ESAO; Hannover; Germany (Oral) 

1st Joint Tissue and Cell Engineering Society (TCES)- United Kingdom Society 

for Biomaterials (UKSB) Conference; Nottingham; UK (Turbo Talk + Poster) 

 Postgraduate Research Conference, University of Brighton; Brighton; UK 

(Poster) 

 

2018 45th European Society for Artificial Organs ESAO; Madrid; Spain (Oral + Poster) 

 

2017 44th European Society for Artificial Organs ESAO; Vienna; Austria 

Postgraduate Research Conference, University of Brighton; Brighton; UK 

(Oral) 
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APPENDIX 3: Animal training certificate 
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and Engineering C – Elsevier  
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APPENDIX 5: Amplification curves of urea key genes with RT-PCR 
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Amplification curves and correspondent CT values of the housekeeping gene, Actin, and the 

two genes of interest, CPSI and ArgI. Threshold was set at 0.1 for all the experiments (n=3). 
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APPENDIX 6: Standard curves  

MTT (Chapter 3) 

 

 

MTT assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with increasing of HHL7 

density. Absorbance was measured after 24-h incubation. (n=3, mean ± STD) 
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Human albumin (Chapter 5) 

 

 

Human albumin ELISA assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with 

increasing of albumin concentration. (n=2, mean ± STD) 
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Cytokines bioreactors (Chapter 5) 

 

 

Human TNF-a ELISA assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with increasing 

of cytokine concentration. (n=2, mean ± STD) 
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Human IL-6 ELISA assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with increasing of 

cytokine concentration. (n=2, mean ± STD) 
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Human IL-8 ELISA assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with increasing of 

cytokine concentration. (n=2, mean ± STD) 
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Cytokines BDL (Chapter 6) 

 

Rat TNF-a ELISA assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with increasing of 

cytokine concentration. (n=2, mean ± STD) 
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Rat IL-6 ELISA assay validation showing linear increase of absorbance with increasing of 

cytokine concentration. (n=2, mean ± STD) 

 




